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GENER AL LEGAL REQUIREMENTS

The Office of General Counsel (OGC) for the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints has approved the following operational
guidelines for the EnglishConnect program. These guidelines will apply worldwide to EnglishConnect 1, EnglishConnect 2, and
Learn English Now, subject to any country-specific legal requirements outlined in the EnglishConnect legal summary for each
country.
•

•
•

•
•
•

Obtain parental consent for each student 18 years old or under (using the parental consent form available on the
englishconnect.org website):
○ Obtain both parent signatures where possible;
○ If someone 18 or under is actually living on their own, parental consent is not needed.
Do not charge any fees or costs to the participants for program participation:
○ Program materials can be provided for free (by on-line download where possible) or purchased through
regular distribution channels by local units or directly by participants.
At least one-third of all teaching must contain substantial religious content (i.e., religious content should take up 20
minutes of each hour of instruction or 30 minutes of each 90 minutes of instruction). Note: If the courses are
implemented as designed, always including a 30-minute gospel lesson or My Foundation for Self-Reliance lesson a the
end of each 60 minute class, this requirement will be met.
Follow all local country standards for the vetting and calling of teachers of youth for any EnglishConnect teacher
who will be teaching anyone under 21.
Follow all program guidelines contained in the implementation and instructor guides, including registration
processes.
Any mission which has never used English teaching as a contacting method must obtain specific OGC approval
before beginning to use EnglishConnect materials, in order to avoid threats to missionary visas or the Church’s legal
status.
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TERMS OF PARTICIPATION

1. Who Are We?

EnglishConnect is an English-language learning program sponsored by The Church of Jesus Christ of
Latter-day Saints, a worldwide Christian church with headquarters in Salt Lake City, Utah, United States
of America (the “Church”). We increase English language proficiency through in-person lessons, online
and audio modules, and other practice activities. Although lessons are intended to improve Englishlanguage proficiency, they also contain religious content. We do not carry any type of accreditation or
confer any type of degree or credit by any educational or training program.

2. Standards for Participation.

Everyone is welcome to participate in EnglishConnect, as long as they abide by these Terms of
Participation. We do not screen participants in any way before they can participate. We expect you
to treat other participants with dignity and respect. Do not ask for money, discriminate, or harass
anyone. Use good judgment in what you share about yourself with others. Any behavior or language
that is deemed inappropriate or that creates an unsafe environment for others is unacceptable. Group
facilitators can remove anyone from the group for any reason at their discretion.

3. Data Privacy.

When you sign up for EnglishConnect and provide us with your personal information, you are
choosing to participate in our community. We may contact you to notify you of additional ways that
you can participate with us. We respect your privacy and will only use your personal information in
accordance with local law and the Church Global Privacy Notice. In accordance with the Notice, our
instructors, volunteers, and employees, as well as local members or leaders of the Church, may access
and process the personal information you provide us, on a need-to-know basis, to assist and support
your participation in EnglishConnect or other Church programs. They do so in order to respond
to your requests, provide information and services, pursue legitimate interests, and meet legal
obligations.

4. Internet Access and Fees.

You will need access to a computer with a high-speed internet connection and audio recording to
effectively participate in EnglishConnect. There is no fee for participation in EnglishConnect 1 & 2,
although you may be charged a minimal fee for copies of printed materials. EnglishConnect 3 is a lowcost online course provided through BYU-Pathway Worldwide.

5. Parental Consent.

If you are a minor in the state or country where you live, you must provide a signed parental/guardian
consent form before participating in EnglishConnect. Forms are available from EnglishConnect
instructors.

6. Enrollment and Attendance.

A minimum number of applicants is required to start EnglishConnect in your area. If the minimum
is not achieved, you may not be able to participate in EnglishConnect at this time. Once the
EnglishConnect program begins, attendance at weekly EnglishConnect gatherings is expected, makes
up a significant part of your overall progress, and is required to receive a certificate of completion.

7. Disability Accommodations.

The Church cares about the success of all participants in its programs. Although it is not legally
required to provide accommodations or assistance to participants with disabilities, the Church
endeavors to provide reasonable assistance to those who need it, voluntarily and in its sole discretion.
Participants with disabilities may request assistance from instructors and missionaries. Such
assistance may differ from accommodations provided by other institutions.
Updated January 22, 2021
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ASIA AREA-SPECIFIC RESTR AINTS

Standard EnglishConnect curriculum is not approved for use in the Asia Area. In the Asia Area, use of English as a finding tool
by missionaries has been adapted in accordance with local law. Please see the note on teaching English under the Missions/
Missionary key topic.
Contact the Office of General Counsel Area Legal Counsel — Asia for any questions, and to receive direction on available
options.
Steve Toronto

sltprc@churchofjesuschrist.org

Marty Slater

martin.slater@churchofjesuschrist.org
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COUNTRY-SPECIFIC LEGAL SUMMARY

ALBANIA

EnglishConnect in Albania
Summary
November 26, 2018
*This summary applies to EnglishConnect 1, EnglishConnect 2, and Learn English Now only.
The Foundation of The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints, a local foundation (the
“Foundation”), can carry out the EnglishConnect program in Albania. The EnglishConnect program will
be part of the Self-Reliance activities already taking place in Albania. The Foundation may issue OGCapproved certificates of completion to participants who successfully complete EnglishConnect courses.
We recommend that the Foundation provide a disclosure to each participant that EnglishConnect
courses will contain religious content, that they will not carry accredited value, and outlining the cost
(if any) of EnglishConnect course materials.
The EnglishConnect program in Albania was reviewed by local counsel. Based on that review, there are
no country-specific guidelines for operating the EnglishConnect program in Albania.
The program should be operated in Albania according to the following general program guidelines:
•

•

•
•

•
•
•
•

No mass media advertising of the program targeting the general public:
○ I.e., no newspaper, radio, or broadly distributed social media advertising;
○ Handbills, posters, announcements in Church, or “pass-along” cards are
acceptable.
Obtain parental consent for each student 18 years old or under (using the parental
consent form attached as Appendix A):
○ Obtain both parent signatures where possible;
○ If someone 18 or under is actually living on their own, parental consent is not
needed.
Provide every student a hard copy of the Church’s Privacy Notice (attached as Appendix B)
and be sure they read it.1
Do not charge any fees or costs to the participants for program participation:
○ Program materials can be provided for free (by on-line download where
possible) or purchased through regular distribution channels b local units or
directly by participants.
At least one-third of all teaching must contain substantial religious content (i.e., religious
content should take up 20 minutes of each hour of instruction or 30 minutes of each 90
minutes of instruction).
Follow all local country standards for the vetting and calling of teachers of youth for any
EnglishConnect teacher who will be teaching anyone under 21.
Follow all program guidelines contained in the Leader and Teacher guides.
Any mission which has never used English teaching as a contacting method must obtain
specific OGC approval before beginning to use EnglishConnect materials, in order to
avoid threats to missionary visas or the Church’s legal status.

1 If a student has registered online for EnglishConnect using a Church Account, he or she need not be provided a
hard copy of the Privacy Notice.
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COUNTRY-SPECIFIC LEGAL SUMMARY

AMERICAN SAMOA

EnglishConnect in American Samoa
Summary
June 28, 2018
*This summary applies to EnglishConnect 1, EnglishConnect 2, and Learn English Now only.
Corporation of the Presiding Bishop of The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints, a branch of a
foreign legal entity (“CPB American Samoa”), can carry out the EnglishConnect program in American
Samoa. The EnglishConnect program will be part of the Self-Reliance activities already taking place
in American Samoa. CPB American Samoa may issue OGC-approved certificates of completion to
participants who successfully complete EnglishConnect courses. We recommend that CPB American
Samoa provide a disclosure to each participant that EnglishConnect courses will contain religious
content and that they will not carry accredited value.
The conditions of this approval are that the program be operated in American Samoa according to the
following guidelines:
• No mass media advertising of the program targeting the general public:
○ I.e., no newspaper, radio, or broadly distributed social media advertising;
○ Handbills, posters, announcements in Church, or “pass-along” cards are
acceptable.
• Obtain parental consent for each student 18 years old or under (using the parental
consent form available on the englishconnect.org website):
○ Obtain both parent signatures where possible;
○ If someone 18 or under is actually living on their own, parental consent is not
needed.
• Do not charge any fees or costs to the participants for program participation:
○ Program materials can be provided for free (by on-line download where
possible) or purchased through regular distribution channels by local units or
directly by participants.
• At least one-third of all teaching must contain substantial religious content (i.e., religious
content should take up 20 minutes of each hour of instruction or 30 minutes of each 90
minutes of instruction).
• Follow all local country standards for the vetting and calling of teachers of youth for any
EnglishConnect teacher who will be teaching anyone under 21.
• Follow all program guidelines contained in the Leader and Teacher guides, including strict
adherence to all registration processes.
• Any mission which has never used English teaching as a contacting method must obtain
specific OGC approval before beginning to use EnglishConnect materials, in order to
avoid threats to missionary visas or the Church’s legal status.
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COUNTRY-SPECIFIC LEGAL SUMMARY

ANGULLIA

EnglishConnect in Angullia
Summary
February 15, 2022
EnglishConnect 1, EnglishConnect 2, and Learn English Now
The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints (the “Church”) does not currently have an affiliated legal
entity in Anguilla. The unincorporated Church can carry out the EnglishConnect program in Anguilla.
The EnglishConnect program will be part of the Self-Reliance activities which will take place in Anguilla.
The unincorporated Church may issue OGC-approved certificates of completion to participants who
successfully complete EnglishConnect courses. We recommend that the unincorporated Church
provide a disclosure to each participant that EnglishConnect courses will contain religious content, that
they will not carry accredited value, and outlining the cost (if any) of EnglishConnect course materials.
The authorization of the EnglishConnect program in Anguilla has been made by OGC pursuant to an
expedited review process (approved by Associate General Counsel – International on May 15, 2018)
without specific review by local counsel in Anguilla.
The conditions of this approval are that the program be operated in Anguilla according to the
following guidelines:
•

•

•
•

•
•
•
•

The program may be advertised through mass media (newspaper, radio, paid social
media ads) or by handbills, posters, announcements in Church, or “pass-along” cards,
provided the advertisements contain:
○ Prominent placement of the Church’s name;
○ A statement that there is no cost for EnglishConnect novice programs; and
○ A statement that EnglishConnect novice programs are not accredited.
Obtain parental consent for each student 18 years old or under (using the parental
consent form attached as Appendix A):
○ Obtain both parent signatures where possible;
○ If someone 18 or under is actually living on their own, parental consent is not
needed.
Provide every student a hard copy of the Church’s Privacy Notice (attached as Appendix B)
and be sure they read it.1
Do not charge any fees or costs to the participants for program participation:
○ Program materials can be provided for free (by on-line download where
possible) or purchased through regular distribution channels by local units or
directly by participants.
At least one-third of all teaching must contain substantial religious content (i.e., religious
content should take up 20 minutes of each hour of instruction or 30 minutes of each 90
minutes of instruction).
Require instructors to complete the required Church training, “Protecting Children and
Youth,” and follow all local country standards for the vetting and calling of teachers of
youth for any EnglishConnect teacher who will be teaching anyone under 21.
Follow all program guidelines contained in the Leader and Teacher guides.
Any mission in this country that has never used English teaching as a contacting method
must obtain specific OGC approval before beginning to use EnglishConnect materials, in
order to avoid threats to missionary visas or the Church’s legal status.

1 If a student has registered online for EnglishConnect using an LDS Account, then he or she need not be provided a
hard copy of the Privacy Notice.
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Angullia Summary Continued
EnglishConnect 3
BYU-Pathway Worldwide (“BYU-PW”) can offer EnglishConnect 3 in Anguilla. Because BYU- PW will
offer EnglishConnect 3 through the Pathway program, it must operate under the same conditions as
Pathway. For more information on EnglishConnect 3 and the Pathway program, please refer to the
Pathway Program Report, under the Church Education key topic for Anguilla on InfoGuide. (In the past,
Brigham Young University – Idaho was the entity that offered Pathway programs, but it transferred its
Pathway activities to BYU-PW in 2019.)
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COUNTRY-SPECIFIC LEGAL SUMMARY

ANTIGUA AND BARBUDA

EnglishConnect in Antigua and Barbuda
Summary
July 11, 2019
*This summary applies to EnglishConnect 1, EnglishConnect 2, and Learn English Now only.
The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints (formerly Corporation of the Presiding Bishop of
The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints), a registered branch of a U.S. nonprofit corporation
sole (the “Church Corporation Antigua”), can carry out the EnglishConnect program in Antigua and
Barbuda. The EnglishConnect program will be part of the Self-Reliance activities already taking place
in Antigua and Barbuda. The Church Corporation Antigua may issue OGC-approved certificates of
completion to participants who successfully complete EnglishConnect courses. We recommend that
the Church Corporation Antigua provide a disclosure to each participant that EnglishConnect courses
will contain religious content, that they will not carry accredited value, and outlining the cost (if any) of
EnglishConnect course materials.
The authorization of the EnglishConnect program in Antigua and Barbuda has been made by OGC
pursuant to an expedited review process (approved by Associate General Counsel - International on
May 15, 2018) without specific review by local counsel in Antigua and Barbuda.
The conditions of this approval are that the program be operated in Antigua and Barbuda according to
the following guidelines:
•

•

•
•

•
•
•
•

No mass media advertising of the program targeting the general public:
○ I.e., no newspaper, radio, or broadly distributed social media advertising;
○ Handbills, posters, announcements in Church, or “pass-along” cards are
acceptable.
Obtain parental consent for each student 18 years old or under (using the parental
consent form attached as Appendix A):
○ Obtain both parent signatures where possible;
○ If someone 18 or under is actually living on their own, parental consent is not
needed.
Provide every student a hard copy of the Church’s Privacy Notice (attached as Appendix B)
and be sure they read it.1
Do not charge any fees or costs to the participants for program participation:
○ Program materials can be provided for free (by on-line download where
possible) or purchased through regular distribution channels by local units or
directly by participants.
At least one-third of all teaching must contain substantial religious content (i.e., religious
content should take up 20 minutes of each hour of instruction or 30 minutes of each 90
minutes of instruction).
Follow all local country standards for the vetting and calling of teachers of youth for any
EnglishConnect teacher who will be teaching anyone under 21.
Follow all program guidelines contained in the Leader and Teacher guides.
Any mission which has never used English teaching as a contacting method must obtain
specific OGC approval before beginning to use EnglishConnect materials, in order to
avoid threats to missionary visas or the Church’s legal status.

1 If a student has registered online for EnglishConnect using a Church Account, then he or she need not be provided
a hard copy of the Privacy Notice.
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COUNTRY-SPECIFIC LEGAL SUMMARY

ARGENTINA

EnglishConnect in Argentina
Summary
September 19, 2017, updated September 12, 2019 and Feb 4, 20221
•
EnglishConnect 1, EnglishConnect 2, and Learn English Now
Corporation of the Presiding Bishop of The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints, a registered
branch of a foreign legal entity (“CPB Argentina”), can carry out the EnglishConnect program in
Argentina, as long as it does not offer officially recognized certificates or degrees. The EnglishConnect
program will be part of the Self-Reliance activities already taking place in Argentina. EnglishConnect
activities can take place in meetinghouses in the city and province of Buenos Aires without
jeopardizing their property tax exemptions.2 Administering the EnglishConnect program will not
otherwise jeopardize CPB Argentina’s current tax exempt status, and CPB Argentina is not subject
to any other tax consequences or reporting obligations since it offers these courses free of charge.
CPB Argentina may issue OGC-approved certificates of completion to participants who successfully
complete EnglishConnect courses. We recommend that the CPB Argentina provide a disclosure to
each participant that EnglishConnect courses will contain religious content, that they will not carry
accredited value, and outlining the cost (if any) of EnglishConnect course materials.
The EnglishConnect program in Argentina was reviewed by local counsel. Based on that review, the
EnglishConnect program should be operated according to the following country-specific guideline:
•

Advertisements for EnglishConnect in Argentina should include a statement that the
program is not approved by the Minister of Education and that completion of the
program does not guarantee employment, in addition to the statements required by the
general program guidelines below.

The EnglishConnect program should be operated in Argentina according to the following general
program guidelines:
•

•

The program may be advertised through mass media (newspaper, radio, paid social
media ads) or by handbills, posters, announcements in Church, or “pass-along” cards,
provided the advertisements contain:
○ Prominent placement of the Church’s name;
○ A statement that there is no cost for EnglishConnect novice programs; and
○ A statement that EnglishConnect novice programs are not accredited.
Obtain parental consent for each student 18 years old or under (using the parental
consent form attached as Appendix A):
○ Obtain both parent signatures where possible;

1 This EnglishConnect summary was drafted September 19, 2017, but updated on September 12, 2019 to include
information about the EnglishConnect 3 program and to include the general program guidelines, which were
developed after the summary was first drafted. In November 2021, EnglishConnect proposed broad paid advertising
of the program. On February 2, 2022, Kirton McConkie attorney Karen Taylor DelPriore held a call with local counsel
Martin Quintanar of MRQ Abogados on February 2, 2022. This summary was updated on February 4, 2022 to reflect
that conversation.
2 Property tax in Argentina is a provincial tax and tax exemptions are based on the regulations of each jurisdiction.
Local counsel Martin Quintanar believes it is not likely that the exemptions in the 23 other provinces will be affected
by EnglishConnect activities, but we have chosen not to request a comprehensive survey of each province. The risk
to meetinghouse tax exemptions as a result of the EnglishConnect program is not any greater than that posed by the
Self-Reliance activities already taking place.
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Argentina Summary Continued
○

•
•

•
•
•
•

If someone 18 or under is actually living on their own, parental consent is not
needed.
Provide every student a hard copy of the Church’s Privacy Notice (attached as Appendix B)
and be sure they read it.3
Do not charge any fees or costs to the participants for program participation:
○ Program materials can be provided for free (by on-line download where
possible) or purchased through regular distribution channels by local units or
directly by participants.
At least one-third of all teaching must contain substantial religious content (i.e., religious
content should take up 20 minutes of each hour of instruction or 30 minutes of each 90
minutes of instruction).
Follow all local country standards for the vetting and calling of teachers of youth for any
EnglishConnect teacher who will be teaching anyone under 21.
Follow all program guidelines contained in the Leader and Teacher guides.
Any mission that has never used English teaching as a contacting method must obtain
specific OGC approval before beginning to use EnglishConnect materials, in order to
avoid threats to missionary visas or the Church’s legal status.

EnglishConnect 3
BYU-Pathway Worldwide (“BYU-PW”) can offer EnglishConnect 3 in Argentina. Because BYU-PW will
offer EnglishConnect 3 through the Pathway program, it must operate under the same conditions
as Pathway. For more information on EnglishConnect 3 and the Pathway program, please refer to
the Pathway Program Report, under the Church Education key topic for Argentina on InfoGuide. (In
the past, Brigham Young University – Idaho was the entity that offered Pathway programs, but it
transferred its Pathway activities to BYU-PW in 2019.)

3 If a student has registered online for EnglishConnect using an LDS Account, he or she need not be

provided a hard copy of the Privacy Notice.
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COUNTRY-SPECIFIC LEGAL SUMMARY

ARMENIA

EnglishConnect in Armenia
Summary
July 2, 2020
EnglishConnect 1, EnglishConnect 2, and Learn English Now
The Religious Community of The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints in Armenia, an Armenian
religious organization (the “Religious Community”), can carry out the EnglishConnect novice program
EnglishConnect 1, EnglishConnect 2, and Learn English Now) in Armenia as long as advertising is
limited, the program is conducted informally, and there are no certificates of completion (see below).
The EnglishConnect program will be part of the Self-Reliance activities already taking place in Armenia.
Missionaries in Armenia may use the EnglishConnect program, as long as they are conducting the
program in keeping with the guidelines below, and as long as they are following mission rules about
proselytizing. We recommend that the Religious Community provide a disclosure to each participant
that EnglishConnect courses will contain religious content, that they will not carry accredited value,
and outlining the cost (if any) of EnglishConnect course materials.
The EnglishConnect program in Armenia was reviewed by local counsel. Based on that review, it
should be operated with the following country-specific guidelines:
•
•
•

EnglishConnect should only be advertised by word of mouth or by handbills/posters hung
inside the Church building. The program should not be advertised in the mass media
(i.e., newspaper, radio, social media).
EnglishConnect classes should contain religious content (see below), and be structured
informally, as discussion groups, rather than “classes” or “courses.”
The Religious Community may not issue certificates of completion to participants who
successfully complete EnglishConnect courses.

In addition to the country-specific guidelines above, the program should be operated in Armenia
according to the following general program guidelines:
•

•
•

•
•

Obtain parental consent for each student 18 years old or under (using the parental
consent form attached as Appendix A):
○ Obtain both parent signatures where possible;
○ If someone 18 or under is actually living on their own, parental consent is not
needed.
Provide every student a hard copy of the Church’s Privacy Notice (attached as Appendix B)
and be sure they read it.1
Do not charge any fees or costs to the participants for program participation:
○ Program materials can be provided for free (by on-line download where
possible) or purchased through regular distribution channels by local units or
directly by participants.
At least one-third of all teaching must contain substantial religious content (i.e., religious
content should take up 20 minutes of each hour of instruction or 30 minutes of each 90
minutes of instruction).
Require instructors to complete the required Church training, “Protecting Children and
Youth,” and follow all local country standards for the vetting and calling of teachers of
youth for any EnglishConnect instructor who will be teaching anyone under 21.

1 If a student has registered online for EnglishConnect using an Church Account, he or she need not be provided a
hard copy of the Privacy Notice.
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Armenia Summary Continued
•

Follow all program guidelines contained in the Leader and Teacher guides.

EnglishConnect 3
BYU-Pathway Worldwide (“BYU-PW”) can offer EnglishConnect 3 in Armenia. Because BYU-PW will
offer EnglishConnect 3 through the Pathway program, it must operate under the same conditions
as Pathway. For more information on EnglishConnect 3 and the Pathway program, please refer to
the Pathway Program Report, under the Church Education key topic for Armenia on InfoGuide. (In
the past, Brigham Young University – Idaho was the entity that offered Pathway programs, but it
transferred its Pathway activities to BYU-PW in 2019.)
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COUNTRY-SPECIFIC LEGAL SUMMARY

ARUBA

EnglishConnect in Aruba
Summary
July 11, 2019
*This summary applies to EnglishConnect 1, EnglishConnect 2, and Learn English Now only.
Stichting The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints in Aruba, a foundation (“Stichting”), can carry
out the EnglishConnect program in Aruba. The EnglishConnect program will be part of the SelfReliance activities already taking place in Aruba. Stichting may issue OGC-approved certificates of
completion to participants who successfully complete EnglishConnect courses. We recommend that
Stichting provide a disclosure to each participant that EnglishConnect courses will contain religious
content, that they will not carry accredited value, and outlining the cost (if any) of EnglishConnect
course materials.
The authorization of the EnglishConnect program in Aruba has been made by OGC pursuant to an
expedited review process (approved by Associate General Counsel - International on May 15, 2018)
without specific review by local counsel in Aruba.
The conditions of this approval are that the program be operated in Aruba according to the following
guidelines:
•

•

•
•

•
•
•
•

No mass media advertising of the program targeting the general public:
○ I.e., no newspaper, radio, or broadly distributed social media advertising;
○ Handbills, posters, announcements in Church, or “pass-along” cards are
acceptable.
Obtain parental consent for each student 18 years old or under (using the parental
consent form attached as Appendix A):
○ Obtain both parent signatures where possible;
○ If someone 18 or under is actually living on their own, parental consent is not
needed.
Provide every student a hard copy of the Church’s Privacy Notice (attached as Appendix B)
and be sure they read it.1
Do not charge any fees or costs to the participants for program participation:
○ Program materials can be provided for free (by on-line download where
possible) or purchased through regular distribution channels by local units or
directly by participants.
At least one-third of all teaching must contain substantial religious content (i.e., religious
content should take up 20 minutes of each hour of instruction or 30 minutes of each 90
minutes of instruction).
Follow all local country standards for the vetting and calling of teachers of youth for any
EnglishConnect teacher who will be teaching anyone under 21.
Follow all program guidelines contained in the Leader and Teacher guides.
Any mission which has never used English teaching as a contacting method must obtain
specific OGC approval before beginning to use EnglishConnect materials, in order to
avoid threats to missionary visas or the Church’s legal status.

1 If a student has registered online for EnglishConnect using a Church Account, then he or she need not be provided
a hard copy of the Privacy Notice.
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AUSTR ALIA

EnglishConnect in Australia
Summary
April 12, 2018
*This summary applies to EnglishConnect 1, EnglishConnect 2, and Learn English Now only.
1.

Legal Entity:

The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints Australia, a company limited by guarantee (the
“Australian Church”), can carry out the EnglishConnect program in Australia. The EnglishConnect
program will be part of the Self-Reliance activities already taking place in Australia. The Australian
Church has the corporate authority to administer the EnglishConnect program.
2.

Regulations and Licensing Requirements:

The Australian Church is not subject to any regulations or licensing requirements, including but
not limited to those for education, when it administers the EnglishConnect program so long as
the Australian Church does not provide or purport to provide any recognized qualification upon
completion the EnglishConnect program.
3.

Tax Consequences:

The Australian Church is not subject to any tax consequences or reporting obligations if it administers
the EnglishConnect program so long as it offers these courses free of charge. Administering the
EnglishConnect program will not jeopardize the Australian Church’s current tax exempt status and
activities can take place in meetinghouses without jeopardizing their property tax exemptions. The
sale of course materials will not be subject to Australian Goods and Services Tax (“GST”) so long as
the amount charged is less than 50% of the market value of the course materials (including GST) or
less than 75% of the amount that the Australian Church paid to acquire the course materials. The
Australian Church should disclose the sale of GST exempt course materials in its Business Activity
Statement, which it is already filing on a monthly basis.
4.

Other:

Other than those listed below, there are no legal issues arising from the Australian Church’s
administration of the EnglishConnect program in Australia.
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a.

Parental Consent. The Australian Church should obtain written consent from the parent/
guardian of all EnglishConnect participants under the age of 18 before they can participate
in the EnglishConnect program.

b.

Working With Children Checks. To the extent participants are under the age of 18,
EnglishConnect instructors or others involved in the program in Australia will require
“working with children checks” (“WWCCs”). The Church in Australia has implemented a
system to ensure that individuals obtain WWCCs if they will be working with children. This
system should also cover EnglishConnect instructors.
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AUSTRIA

EnglishConnect in Austria
Summary
March 30, 2020
EnglishConnect 1, EnglishConnect 2, and Learn English Now
The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints, a religious organization (the “Austrian Church”), can
carry out the EnglishConnect program in Austria. The EnglishConnect program will be part of the
Self-Reliance activities already taking place in Austria. The Austrian Church may issue OGC-approved
certificates of completion to participants who successfully complete EnglishConnect courses. We
recommend that the Austrian Church provide a disclosure to each participant that EnglishConnect
courses will contain religious content, that they will not carry accredited value, and outlining the cost
(if any) of EnglishConnect course materials.
The authorization of the EnglishConnect program in Austria has been made by OGC pursuant to an
expedited review process (approved by Associate General Counsel – International on May 15, 2018)
without specific review by local counsel in Austria.
The conditions of this approval are that the program be operated in Austria according to the following
guidelines:
•

•

•
•

•
•
•
•

No mass media advertising of the program targeting the general public:
○ I.e., no newspaper, radio, or broadly distributed social media advertising;
○ Handbills, posters, announcements in Church, or “pass-along” cards are
acceptable.
Obtain parental consent for each student 18 years old or under (using the parental
consent form attached as Appendix A):
○ Obtain both parent signatures where possible;
○ If someone 18 or under is actually living on their own, parental consent is not
needed.
Provide every student a hard copy of the Church’s Privacy Notice (attached as Appendix B)
and be sure they read it.1
Do not charge any fees or costs to the participants for program participation:
○ Program materials can be provided for free (by on-line download where
possible) or purchased through regular distribution channels by local units or
directly by participants.
At least one-third of all teaching must contain substantial religious content (i.e., religious
content should take up 20 minutes of each hour of instruction or 30 minutes of each 90
minutes of instruction).
Require instructors to complete the required Church training, “Protecting Children and
Youth,” and follow all local country standards for the vetting and calling of teachers of
youth for any EnglishConnect teacher who will be teaching anyone under 21.
Follow all program guidelines contained in the Leader and Teacher guides.
Any mission in this country that has never used English teaching as a contacting method
must obtain specific OGC approval before beginning to use EnglishConnect materials, in
order to avoid threats to missionary visas or the Church’s legal status.

1 If a student has registered online for EnglishConnect using a Church Account, then he or she need not be provided
a hard copy of the Privacy Notice.
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EnglishConnect 3
BYU-Pathway Worldwide (“BYU-PW”) can offer EnglishConnect 3 in Austria online only. Because
BYU-PW will offer EnglishConnect 3 through the Pathway program, it must operate under the same
conditions as Pathway. For more information on EnglishConnect 3 and the Pathway program, please
refer to the Pathway Program Report, under the Church Education key topic for Austria on InfoGuide.
(In the past, Brigham Young University – Idaho was the entity that offered Pathway programs, but it
transferred its Pathway activities to BYU-PW in 2019.)
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BAHAMAS

EnglishConnect in Bahamas
Summary
July 11, 2019, updated November 30, 20211
*This summary applies to EnglishConnect 1, EnglishConnect 2, and Learn English Now only.
The Mormon Trust, a trust registered in the Bahamas (the “Mormon Trust”), can carry out the
EnglishConnect program in the Bahamas. The EnglishConnect program will be part of the SelfReliance activities already taking place in the Bahamas. The Mormon Trust may issue OGC- approved
certificates of completion to participants who successfully complete EnglishConnect courses. We
recommend that the Mormon Trust provide a disclosure to each participant that EnglishConnect
courses will contain religious content, that they will not carry accredited value, and outlining the cost
(if any) of EnglishConnect course materials.
The EnglishConnect program should be operated in the Bahamas according to the following general
program guidelines:
•

•

•
•

•
•
•
•

The program may be advertised through mass media (newspaper, radio, paid social
media ads) or by handbills, posters, announcements in Church, or “pass-along” cards,
provided the advertisements contain:
○ Prominent placement of the Church’s name;
○ A statement that there is no cost for EnglishConnect novice programs; and
○ A statement that EnglishConnect novice programs are not accredited.
Obtain parental consent for each student 18 years old or under (using the parental
consent form attached as Appendix A):
○ Obtain both parent signatures where possible;
○ If someone 18 or under is actually living on their own, parental consent is not
needed.
Provide every student a hard copy of the Church’s Privacy Notice (attached as Appendix B)
and be sure they read it.2
Do not charge any fees or costs to the participants for program participation:
○ Program materials can be provided for free (by on-line download where
possible) or purchased through regular distribution channels by local units or
directly by participants.
At least one-third of all teaching must contain substantial religious content (i.e., religious
content should take up 20 minutes of each hour of instruction or 30 minutes of each 90
minutes of instruction).
Follow all local country standards for the vetting and calling of teachers of youth for any
EnglishConnect teacher who will be teaching anyone under 21.
Follow all program guidelines contained in the Leader and Teacher guides.
Any mission which has never used English teaching as a contacting method must obtain
specific OGC approval before beginning to use EnglishConnect materials, in order to
avoid threats to missionary visas or the Church’s legal status.

1 The authorization of the EnglishConnect program in the Bahamas was originally made by OGC pursuant to an
expedited review process (approved by Associate General Counsel – International on May 15, 2018) without specific
review by local counsel in the Bahamas. In November 2021, EnglishConnect proposed broad paid advertising of
the program. On November 9, 2021, Kirton McConkie attorney Karen Taylor DelPriore held a call with local counsel
Alexandra Hall of Higgs & Johnson, where counsel confirmed that there are no legal issues with broad advertising
of EnglishConnect, or with the program generally. This summary was updated on November 30, 2021 to reflect that
conversation.
2 If a student has registered online for EnglishConnect using an LDS Account, then he or she need not be provided a
hard copy of the Privacy Notice.
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BARBADOS

EnglishConnect in Barbados
Summary
July 3, 2018, Updated November 30, 20211
*This summary applies to EnglishConnect 1, EnglishConnect 2, and Learn English Now only.
The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints West Indies Association, an association (the “West
Indies Association”), can carry out the EnglishConnect program in Barbados. The EnglishConnect
program will be part of the Self-Reliance activities already taking place in Barbados. The West Indies
Association may issue OGC-approved certificates of completion to participants who successfully
complete EnglishConnect courses. We recommend that the West Indies Association provide a
disclosure to each participant that EnglishConnect courses will contain religious content and that they
will not carry accredited value.
The EnglishConnect program in Barbados should be operated with the following country-specific
guidelines:
• In addition to the general advertising guideline below, any advertisements of the program
in Barbados should include a statement that the West Indies Association is a Barbados
registered charity.
The EnglishConnect program should be operated in Barbados according to the following general
program guidelines:
• The program may be advertised through mass media (newspaper, radio, paid social
media ads) or by handbills, posters, announcements in Church, or “pass-along” cards,
provided the advertisements contain:
○ Prominent placement of the Church’s name;
○ A statement that there is no cost for EnglishConnect novice programs; and
○ A statement that EnglishConnect novice programs are not accredited.
• Obtain parental consent for each student 18 years old or under (using the parental
consent form attached as Appendix A):
○ Obtain both parent signatures where possible;
○ If someone 18 or under is actually living on their own, parental consent is not
needed.
• Do not charge any fees or costs to the participants for program participation:
○ Program materials can be provided for free (by on-line download where
possible) or purchased through regular distribution channels by local units or
directly by participants.
• At least one-third of all teaching must contain substantial religious content (i.e., religious
content should take up 20 minutes of each hour of instruction or 30 minutes of each 90
minutes of instruction).
• Follow all local country standards for the vetting and calling of teachers of youth for any
EnglishConnect teacher who will be teaching anyone under 21.
• Follow all program guidelines contained in the Leader and Teacher guides, which must
include the requirement to follow the attached matrix with regard to data privacy
(attached as Appendix B).
1 The authorization of the EnglishConnect program in Barbados was originally made by OGC pursuant to an expedited
review process (approved by Associate General Counsel – International on May 15, 2018) without specific review by
local counsel in Barbados. In November 2021, EnglishConnect proposed broad paid advertising of the program. On
November 9, 2021, Kirton McConkie attorney Karen Taylor DelPriore held a call with local counsel Christian King
and Trevor Carmichael of Chancery Chambers, where counsel confirmed that there are no legal issues with broad
advertising of EnglishConnect, or with the program generally. This summary was updated on November 30, 2021 to
reflect that conversation.
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Any mission which has never used English teaching as a contacting method must obtain
specific OGC approval before beginning to use EnglishConnect materials, in order to
avoid threats to missionary visas or the Church’s legal status.
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BELARUS

EnglishConnect in Belarus
Summary
May 5, 2020
EnglishConnect 1, EnglishConnect 2, and Learn English Now
Religious Community #1 of The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints in Minsk, a Belarusian
religious organization (“RC Minsk #1”), can carry out the EnglishConnect novice program
(EnglishConnect 1, EnglishConnect 2, and Learn English Now) in Belarus as long as it is ONLY offered
to Church members. The EnglishConnect program will be part of the Self-Reliance activities already
taking place in Belarus. EnglishConnect should not be used as a missionary tool in Belarus. RC Minsk
#1 may issue OGC-approved certificates of completion to participants who successfully complete
EnglishConnect courses. We recommend that RC Minsk #1 provide a disclosure to each participant
that EnglishConnect courses will contain religious content, that they will not carry accredited value,
and outlining the cost (if any) of EnglishConnect course materials.
The EnglishConnect program in Belarus was reviewed by local counsel. Based on that review, it should
be operated with the following country-specific guidelines:
•

EnglishConnect should only be offered to Church members.1

In addition to the country-specific guidelines above, the program should be operated in Belarus
according to the following general program guidelines:
• No mass media advertising of the program targeting the general public:
○ I.e., no newspaper, radio, or broadly distributed social media advertising;
○ Handbills, posters, announcements in Church, or “pass-along” cards are
acceptable.
• Obtain parental consent for each student 18 years old or under (using the parental
consent form attached as Appendix A):
○ Obtain both parent signatures where possible;
○ If someone 18 or under is actually living on their own, parental consent is not
needed.
• Provide every student a hard copy of the Church’s Privacy Notice (attached as Appendix B)
and be sure they read it.2
• Do not charge any fees or costs to the participants for program participation:
○ Program materials can be provided for free (by on-line download where
possible) or purchased through regular distribution channels by local units or
directly by participants.
• At least one-third of all teaching must contain substantial religious content (i.e., religious
content should take up 20 minutes of each hour of instruction or 30 minutes of each 90
minutes of instruction).
• Require instructors to complete the required Church training, “Protecting Children and
Youth,” and follow all local country standards for the vetting and calling of teachers of
youth for any EnglishConnect instructor who will be teaching anyone under 21.
• Follow all program guidelines contained in the Leader and Teacher guides.
1 By virtue of its registration as a religious organization, RC Minsk #1 may only carry out religious activities aimed at
meeting the religious needs of its members. As long as EnglishConnect courses are grounded in Church teachings
and only provided to Church members, RC Minsk #1 can offer them.
2 If a student has registered online for EnglishConnect using an Church Account, he or she need not be provided a
hard copy of the Privacy Notice.
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Belarus Summary Continued
EnglishConnect 3
BYU-Pathway Worldwide (“BYU-PW”) can offer EnglishConnect 3 in Belarus. Because BYU-PW will
offer EnglishConnect 3 through the Pathway program, it must operate under the same conditions as
Pathway. For more information on EnglishConnect 3 and PathwayConnect, please refer to the Pathway
Program Report, under the Church Education key topic for Belarus on InfoGuide. (In the past, Brigham
Young University – Idaho was the entity that offered Pathway programs, but it transferred its Pathway
activities to BYU-PW in 2019.)
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BELGIUM

EnglishConnect in Belgium
Summary
January 15, 2019
*This summary applies to EnglishConnect 1, EnglishConnect 2, and Learn English Now only.
The Belgian Association of The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints, ASBL, a Belgian Association
(the “Belgian Church”), can carry out the EnglishConnect program in Belgium. The EnglishConnect
program will be part of the Self-Reliance activities already taking place in Belgium. The Belgian
Church may issue OGC-approved certificates of completion to participants who successfully
complete EnglishConnect courses. We recommend that the Belgian Church provide a disclosure to
each participant that EnglishConnect courses will contain religious content, that they will not carry
accredited value, and outlining the cost (if any) of EnglishConnect course materials.
The EnglishConnect program in Belgium was reviewed by local counsel. Based on that review, there
are no country-specific guidelines for operating the EnglishConnect program in Belgium.
The program should be operated in Belgium according to the following general program guidelines:
•

•

•
•

•
•
•
•

No mass media advertising of the program targeting the general public:
○ I.e., no newspaper, radio, or broadly distributed social media advertising;
○ Handbills, posters, announcements in Church, or “pass-along” cards are
acceptable.
Obtain parental consent for each student 18 years old or under (using the parental
consent form attached as Appendix A):
○ Obtain both parent signatures where possible;
○ If someone 18 or under is actually living on their own, parental consent is not
needed.
Provide every student a hard copy of the Church’s Privacy Notice (attached as Appendix B)
and be sure they read it.1
Do not charge any fees or costs to the participants for program participation:
○ Program materials can be provided for free (by on-line download where possible
or purchased through regular distribution channels by local units or directly by
participants.
At least one-third of all teaching must contain substantial religious content (i.e., religious
content should take up 20 minutes of each hour of instruction or 30 minutes of each 90
minutes of instruction).
Follow all local country standards for the vetting and calling of teachers of youth for any
EnglishConnect teacher who will be teaching anyone under 21.
Follow all program guidelines contained in the Leader and Teacher guides.
Any mission which has never used English teaching as a contacting method must obtain
specific OGC approval before beginning to use EnglishConnect materials, in order to
avoid threats to missionary visas or the Church’s legal status.

1 If a student has registered online for EnglishConnect using a Church Account, he or she need not be provided a
hard copy of the Privacy Notice.
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BELIZE

EnglishConnect in Belize
Summary
August 9, 2018
*This summary applies to EnglishConnect 1, EnglishConnect 2, and Learn English Now only.
The Belize Corporation of The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints, a nonprofit corporation
(the “Belize Corporation”), can carry out the EnglishConnect program in Belize. The EnglishConnect
program will be part of the Self-Reliance activities already taking place in Belize. The Belize
Corporation may issue OGC-approved certificates of completion to participants who successfully
complete EnglishConnect courses. We recommend that the Belize Corporation provide a disclosure
to each participant that EnglishConnect courses will contain religious content, that they will not
carry accredited value, and outlining the cost (if any) of EnglishConnect course materials. The
EnglishConnect program in Belize was reviewed by local counsel. Based on that review, there are no
country-specific guidelines for Belize, but the program should be operated in Belize according to the
following general program guidelines:
•

•

•

•
•
•
•
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No mass media advertising of the program targeting the general public:
○ I.e., no newspaper, radio, or broadly distributed social media advertising;
○ Handbills, posters, announcements in Church, or “pass-along” cards are
acceptable.
Obtain parental consent for each student 18 years old or under (using the parental
consent form available on the englishconnect.org website):
○ Obtain both parent signatures where possible;
○ If someone 18 or under is actually living on their own, parental consent is not
needed.
Do not charge any fees or costs to the participants for program participation:
○ Program materials can be provided for free (by on-line download where
possible) or purchased through regular distribution channels by local units or
directly by participants.
At least one-third of all teaching must contain substantial religious content (i.e., religious
content should take up 20 minutes of each hour of instruction or 30 minutes of each 90
minutes of instruction).
Follow all local country standards for the vetting and calling of teachers of youth for any
EnglishConnect teacher who will be teaching anyone under 21.
Follow all program guidelines contained in the Leader and Teacher guides, including strict
adherence to all registration processes.
Any mission which has never used English teaching as a contacting method must obtain
specific OGC approval before beginning to use EnglishConnect materials, in order to
avoid threats to missionary visas or the Church’s legal status.
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BENIN

EnglishConnect in Benin
Summary
February 19, 2019
*This summary applies to EnglishConnect 1, EnglishConnect 2, and Learn English Now only.
The Association of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints of Benin, a local association (the
“Association”), can carry out the EnglishConnect program in Benin. The EnglishConnect program will
be part of the Self-Reliance activities already taking place in Benin. The Association may issue OGCapproved certificates of completion to participants who successfully complete EnglishConnect courses.
We recommend that the Association provide a disclosure to each participant that EnglishConnect
courses will contain religious content, that they will not carry accredited value, and outlining the cost
(if any) of EnglishConnect course materials.
The authorization of the EnglishConnect program in Benin has been made by OGC pursuant to an
expedited review process (approved by Associate General Counsel - International on May 15, 2018)
without specific review by local counsel in Benin.
The conditions of this approval are that the program be operated in Benin according to the following
guidelines:
•

•

•
•

•
•
•
•

No mass media advertising of the program targeting the general public:
○ I.e., no newspaper, radio, or broadly distributed social media advertising;
○ Handbills, posters, announcements in Church, or “pass-along” cards are
acceptable.
Obtain parental consent for each student 18 years old or under (using the parental
consent form attached as Appendix A):
○ Obtain both parent signatures where possible;
○ If someone 18 or under is actually living on their own, parental consent is not
needed.
Provide every student a hard copy of the Church’s Privacy Notice (attached as Appendix B)
and be sure they read it.1
Do not charge any fees or costs to the participants for program participation:
○ Program materials can be provided for free (by on-line download where
possible) or purchased through regular distribution channels by local units or
directly by participants.
At least one-third of all teaching must contain substantial religious content (i.e., religious
content should take up 20 minutes of each hour of instruction or 30 minutes of each 90
minutes of instruction).
Follow all local country standards for the vetting and calling of teachers of youth for any
EnglishConnect teacher who will be teaching anyone under 21.
Follow all program guidelines contained in the Leader and Teacher guides.
Any mission which has never used English teaching as a contacting method must obtain
specific OGC approval before beginning to use EnglishConnect materials, in order to
avoid threats to missionary visas or the Church’s legal status.

1 If a student has registered online for EnglishConnect using a Church Account, then he or she need not be provided
a hard copy of the Privacy Notice.
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BERMUDA

EnglishConnect in Bermuda
Summary
December 20, 2018
*This summary applies to EnglishConnect 1, EnglishConnect 2, and Learn English Now only.
The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints (Bermuda), a Bermuda corporation sole (the “Bermuda
Church”), can carry out the EnglishConnect program in Bermuda. The EnglishConnect program will be
part of the Self-Reliance activities already taking place in Bermuda. The Bermuda Church may issue
OGC-approved certificates of completion to participants who successfully complete EnglishConnect
courses. We recommend that the Bermuda Church provide a disclosure to each participant that
EnglishConnect courses will contain religious content, that they will not carry accredited value, and
outlining the cost (if any) of EnglishConnect course materials.
The EnglishConnect program in Bermuda was reviewed by local counsel. Based on that review, there
are no country-specific guidelines for operating the EnglishConnect program in Bermuda.
The program should be operated in Bermuda according to the following general program guidelines:
•

•

•
•

•
•
•
•

No mass media advertising of the program targeting the general public:
○ I.e., no newspaper, radio, or broadly distributed social media advertising;
○ Handbills, posters, announcements in Church, or “pass-along” cards are
acceptable.
Obtain parental consent for each student 18 years old or under (using the parental
consent form attached as Appendix A):
○ Obtain both parent signatures where possible;
○ If someone 18 or under is actually living on their own, parental consent is not
needed.
Provide every student a hard copy of the Church’s Privacy Notice (attached as Appendix B)
and be sure they read it.1
Do not charge any fees or costs to the participants for program participation:
○ Program materials can be provided for free (by on-line download where
possible) or purchased through regular distribution channels by local units or
directly by participants.
At least one-third of all teaching must contain substantial religious content (i.e., religious
content should take up 20 minutes of each hour of instruction or 30 minutes of each 90
minutes of instruction).
Follow all local country standards for the vetting and calling of teachers of youth for any
EnglishConnect teacher who will be teaching anyone under 21.
Follow all program guidelines contained in the Leader and Teacher guides.
Any mission which has never used English teaching as a contacting method must obtain
specific OGC approval before beginning to use EnglishConnect materials, in order to
avoid threats to missionary visas or the Church’s legal status.

1 If a student has registered online for EnglishConnect using a Church Account, he or she need not be provided a
hard copy of the Privacy Notice.
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BOLIVIA

EnglishConnect in Bolivia
Summary
September 19, 2017
*This summary applies to EnglishConnect 1, EnglishConnect 2, and Learn English Now only.
1.

Legal Entity:

Corporation of the Presiding Bishop of The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints, a registered
branch of a foreign entity (“COPIJSUD”), can carry out the EnglishConnect program in Bolivia. The
EnglishConnect program will be part of the Self-Reliance activities already taking place in Bolivia.
COPIJSUD has the corporate authority to administer the EnglishConnect program.
2.

Regulations and Licensing Requirements:

COPIJSUD is not subject to any regulations or licensing requirements, including but not limited to
those for education, when it administers the EnglishConnect program as long as it: (i) is provided for
free; (ii) is part of the Church’s religious activities; and (iii) is only provided to members of the Church
and others who wish to take part in the program.1
3.

Tax Consequences:

COPIJSUD is not subject to any tax consequences or reporting obligations if it administers the
EnglishConnect program since it offers these courses free of charge. Administering the EnglishConnect
program will not jeopardize COPIJSUD’s current tax exempt status and activities can take place
in meetinghouses without jeopardizing their property tax exemptions. In order to avoid tax and
reporting requirements, COPIJSUD should provide EnglishConnect materials for free or by PDF for
participants to download and print at home.2
4.

Other:

Other than those listed below, there are no legal issues arising from COPIJSUD’s administration of the
EnglishConnect program in Bolivia.
a.

Parental Consent. COPIJSUD should obtain written consent from the parent/guardian of
all EnglishConnect participants under the age of 18.

b.

Missionary Visas. Missionaries may teach EnglishConnect courses in Bolivia without
causing issues with their existing visas, as long as EnglishConnect courses are not seen
as formal education (see Section 2 above).

c.

Certificates. COPIJSUD may issue OGC-approved certificates of completion to participants
who successfully complete EnglishConnect courses. Issuing certificates of completion will
not subject COPIJSUD to additional laws or regulations.

1 Formal education centers in Bolivia require special authorization by local authorities. Under these conditions,
EnglishConnect will not be considered educational activity requiring authorization.
2 In Bolivia, the sale of goods is subject to value added tax (“VAT”) unless the seller applies for and receives an
exemption from the tax authorities. COPIJSUD could apply for a VAT exemption for EnglishConnect materials, and this
exemption would likely be granted. If it provides materials for free, no exemption is required.
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d.

Participant Disclosure. We recommend that COPIJSUD provide a disclosure to each
participant that EnglishConnect courses will contain religious content, that they will not
carry accredited value, and outlining the cost (if any) of EnglishConnect course materials.
This can be accomplished by including such language in the standard online registration
materials.

e.

Advertising. As with the BYU-Pathway program, EnglishConnect should not be advertised
through mass media, but only through announcements at church meetings and word of
mouth.
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BONAIRE

EnglishConnect in Bonaire
Summary
July 11, 2019
*This summary applies to EnglishConnect 1, EnglishConnect 2, and Learn English Now only.
Stichting The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints in the Netherlands Antilles, a registered
branch of a foreign legal entity (“Stichting”), can carry out the EnglishConnect program in Bonaire. The
EnglishConnect program will be part of the Self-Reliance activities already taking place in Bonaire.
Stichting may issue OGC-approved certificates of completion to participants who successfully
complete EnglishConnect courses. We recommend that Stichting provide a disclosure to each
participant that EnglishConnect courses will contain religious content, that they will not carry
accredited value, and outlining the cost (if any) of EnglishConnect course materials.
The authorization of the EnglishConnect program in Bonaire has been made by OGC pursuant to an
expedited review process (approved by Associate General Counsel - International on May 15, 2018)
without specific review by local counsel in Bonaire.
The conditions of this approval are that the program be operated in Bonaire according to the following
guidelines:
•

•

•
•

•
•
•
•

No mass media advertising of the program targeting the general public:
○ I.e., no newspaper, radio, or broadly distributed social media advertising;
○ Handbills, posters, announcements in Church, or “pass-along” cards are
acceptable.
Obtain parental consent for each student 18 years old or under (using the parental
consent form attached as Appendix A):
○ Obtain both parent signatures where possible;
○ If someone 18 or under is actually living on their own, parental consent is not
needed.
Provide every student a hard copy of the Church’s Privacy Notice (attached as Appendix B)
and be sure they read it.1
Do not charge any fees or costs to the participants for program participation:
○ Program materials can be provided for free (by on-line download where
possible) or purchased through regular distribution channels by local units or
directly by participants.
At least one-third of all teaching must contain substantial religious content (i.e., religious
content should take up 20 minutes of each hour of instruction or 30 minutes of each 90
minutes of instruction).
Follow all local country standards for the vetting and calling of teachers of youth for any
EnglishConnect teacher who will be teaching anyone under 21.
Follow all program guidelines contained in the Leader and Teacher guides.
Any mission which has never used English teaching as a contacting method must obtain
specific OGC approval before beginning to use EnglishConnect materials, in order to
avoid threats to missionary visas or the Church’s legal status.

1 If a student has registered online for EnglishConnect using a Church Account, then he or she need not be provided
a hard copy of the Privacy Notice.
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BOSNIA AND HERZEGOVINA

EnglishConnect in Bosnia and Herzegovina
Summary
January 2, 2019
*This summary applies to EnglishConnect 1, EnglishConnect 2, and Learn English Now only.
The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints in Bosnia and Herzegovina, a religious community
(the “Bosnian Church”), can carry out the EnglishConnect program in Bosnia and Herzegovina. The
EnglishConnect program will be part of the Self-Reliance activities already taking place in Bosnia and
Herzegovina. The Bosnian Church may issue OGC-approved certificates of completion to participants
who successfully complete EnglishConnect courses. We recommend that the Bosnian Church provide
a disclosure to each participant that EnglishConnect courses will contain religious content, that they
will not carry accredited value, and outlining the cost (if any) of EnglishConnect course materials.
The authorization of the EnglishConnect program in Bosnia and Herzegovina has been made by OGC
pursuant to an expedited review process (approved by Associate General Counsel - International on
May 15, 2018) without specific review by local counsel in Bosnia and Herzegovina.
The conditions of this approval are that the program be operated in Bosnia and Herzegovina
according to the following guidelines:
•

•

•
•

•
•
•
•

No mass media advertising of the program targeting the general public:
○ I.e., no newspaper, radio, or broadly distributed social media advertising;
○ Handbills, posters, announcements in Church, or “pass-along” cards are
acceptable.
Obtain parental consent for each student 18 years old or under (using the parental
consent form attached as Appendix A):
○ Obtain both parent signatures where possible;
○ If someone 18 or under is actually living on their own, parental consent is not
needed.
Provide every student a hard copy of the Church’s Privacy Notice (attached as Appendix B)
and be sure they read it.1
Do not charge any fees or costs to the participants for program participation:
○ Program materials can be provided for free (by on-line download where
possible) or purchased through regular distribution channels by local units or
directly by participants.
At least one-third of all teaching must contain substantial religious content (i.e., religious
content should take up 20 minutes of each hour of instruction or 30 minutes of each 90
minutes of instruction).
Follow all local country standards for the vetting and calling of teachers of youth for any
EnglishConnect teacher who will be teaching anyone under 21.
Follow all program guidelines contained in the Leader and Teacher guides.
Any mission which has never used English teaching as a contacting method must obtain
specific OGC approval before beginning to use EnglishConnect materials, in order to
avoid threats to missionary visas or the Church’s legal status.

1 If a student has registered online for EnglishConnect using a Church Account, then he or she need not be provided
a hard copy of the Privacy Notice.
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BOTSWANA

EnglishConnect in Botswana
Summary
June 28, 2018
*This summary applies to EnglishConnect 1, EnglishConnect 2, and Learn English Now only.
The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints in Botswana, a Botswana religious society (the
“Botswana Church”), can carry out the EnglishConnect program in Botswana. The EnglishConnect
program will be part of the Self-Reliance activities already taking place in Botswana. The Botswana
Church may issue OGC-approved certificates of completion to participants who successfully complete
EnglishConnect courses. We recommend that the Botswana Church provide a disclosure to each
participant that EnglishConnect courses will contain religious content, that they will not carry
accredited value, and outlining the cost (if any) of EnglishConnect course materials.
The conditions of this approval are that the program be operated in Botswana according to the
following guidelines:
•

•

•

•
•
•
•
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No mass media advertising of the program targeting the general public:
○ I.e., no newspaper, radio, or broadly distributed social media advertising;
○ Handbills, posters, announcements in Church, or “pass-along” cards are
acceptable.
Obtain parental consent for each student 18 years old or under (using the parental
consent form available on the englishconnect.org website):
○ Obtain both parent signatures where possible;
○ If someone 18 or under is actually living on their own, parental consent is not
needed.
Do not charge any fees or costs to the participants for program participation:
○ Program materials can be provided for free (by on-line download where
possible) or purchased through regular distribution channels by local units or
directly by participants.
At least one-third of all teaching must contain substantial religious content (i.e., religious
content should take up 20 minutes of each hour of instruction or 30 minutes of each 90
minutes of instruction).
Follow all local country standards for the vetting and calling of teachers of youth for any
EnglishConnect teacher who will be teaching anyone under 21.
Follow all program guidelines contained in the Leader and Teacher guides, including strict
adherence to all registration processes.
Any mission which has never used English teaching as a contacting method must obtain
specific OGC approval before beginning to use EnglishConnect materials, in order to
avoid threats to missionary visas or the Church’s legal status.
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BRITISH VIRGIN ISLANDS

EnglishConnect in the British Virgin Islands
Summary
July 11, 2019
*This summary applies to EnglishConnect 1, EnglishConnect 2, and Learn English Now only.
The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints (formerly Corporation of the Presiding Bishop of
The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints), a registered branch of a U.S. nonprofit corporation
sole (the “Church Corporation BVI”), can carry out the EnglishConnect program in the British Virgin
Islands (“BVI”). The EnglishConnect program will be part of the Self-Reliance activities already taking
place in the BVI. The Church Corporation BVI may issue OGC-approved certificates of completion
to participants who successfully complete EnglishConnect courses. We recommend that the
Church Corporation BVI provide a disclosure to each participant that EnglishConnect courses will
contain religious content, that they will not carry accredited value, and outlining the cost (if any) of
EnglishConnect course materials.
The authorization of the EnglishConnect program in the BVI has been made by OGC pursuant to an
expedited review process (approved by Associate General Counsel - International on May 15, 2018)
without specific review by local counsel in the BVI.
The conditions of this approval are that the program be operated in the BVI according to the following
guidelines:
•

•

•
•

•
•
•
•

No mass media advertising of the program targeting the general public:
○ I.e., no newspaper, radio, or broadly distributed social media advertising;
○ Handbills, posters, announcements in Church, or “pass-along” cards are
acceptable.
Obtain parental consent for each student 18 years old or under (using the parental
consent form attached as Appendix A):
○ Obtain both parent signatures where possible;
○ If someone 18 or under is actually living on their own, parental consent is not
needed.
Provide every student a hard copy of the Church’s Privacy Notice (attached as Appendix B)
and be sure they read it.1
Do not charge any fees or costs to the participants for program participation:
○ Program materials can be provided for free (by on-line download where
possible) or purchased through regular distribution channels by local units or
directly by participants.
At least one-third of all teaching must contain substantial religious content (i.e., religious
content should take up 20 minutes of each hour of instruction or 30 minutes of each 90
minutes of instruction).
Follow all local country standards for the vetting and calling of teachers of youth for any
EnglishConnect teacher who will be teaching anyone under 21.
Follow all program guidelines contained in the Leader and Teacher guides.
Any mission which has never used English teaching as a contacting method must obtain
specific OGC approval before beginning to use EnglishConnect materials, in order to
avoid threats to missionary visas or the Church’s legal status.

1 If a student has registered online for EnglishConnect using a Church Account, then he or she need not be provided
a hard copy of the Privacy Notice.
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BR AZIL

EnglishConnect in Brazil
Summary
February 20, 2018
*This summary applies to EnglishConnect 1, EnglishConnect 2, and Learn English Now only.
1.

Legal Entity:

The Brazilian Association of The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints (the “Association”), can
carry out the EnglishConnect program in Brazil. The EnglishConnect program will be part of the
Self-Reliance activities already taking place in Brazil. The Association has the corporate authority to
administer the EnglishConnect program.
2.

Regulations and Licensing Requirements:

The Association can administer EnglishConnect courses in chapels and meetinghouses so long as the
general operating permit for such chapel or meetinghouse is not strictly limited to worship services.1
The Association is not subject to any other regulations or licensing requirements, including but not
limited to those for education, when it administers the EnglishConnect program.
3.

Tax Consequences:

The Association is not subject to any tax consequences or reporting obligations if it administers
the EnglishConnect program so long as it offers these courses free of charge. Administering the
EnglishConnect program will not jeopardize the Association’s current tax exempt status and activities
can take place in meetinghouses without jeopardizing their property tax exemptions. In order to avoid
tax and reporting requirements, the Association should provide EnglishConnect materials for free,
either in hard copy or in electronic form for participants to download and print at home.2
4.

Other:

Other than those listed below, there are no legal issues arising from the Association’s administration
of the EnglishConnect program in Brazil.

1 No additional operating permit or license is required for chapels or meetinghouses located in the state of São
Paulo. However, the Association should confirm that the operating permits for chapels or meetinghouses located
outside of the state of São Paulo do not restrict activity beyond worship services. The Association must also ensure
that the number of participants attending an EnglishConnect course does not exceed the number permitted in the
chapel’s or meetinghouse’s operating permit.
2 Sales of books, newspapers, periodicals, etc. are exempt from the following taxes: ICMS (imposto sobre operações
relativas à circulação de mercadorias e serviços de transporte interestadual de intermunicipal e de comunicações)
and IPI (imposto sobre produtos industrializados), but not exempt from IRPJ (imposto de renda sobre pessoa jurídica)
and CSLL (contribuição social sobre o lucro líquido). To avoid the tax liability on any profits gained from the sale of
course materials, the Association should provide course materials free of charge.
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BURUNDI

EnglishConnect in Burundi
Summary
January 26, 2022
EnglishConnect 1, EnglishConnect 2, and Learn English Now
The Church of Jesus Christ of latter-day Saints in Burundi, a religious association (“Burundi
Association”), can carry out the EnglishConnect novice program EnglishConnect 1, EnglishConnect 2,
and Learn English Now) in the Republic of Burundi (“Burundi”). The EnglishConnect program will be
part of the Self-Reliance activities already taking place in Burundi. Missionaries in Burundi may also
use the EnglishConnect program, which should not create any problems with their visa. The Burundi
Association may issue OGC-approved certificates of completion to participants who successfully
complete EnglishConnect courses. We recommend that the Burundi Association provide a disclosure
to each participant that EnglishConnect courses will contain religious content, that they will not carry
accredited value, and outlining the cost (if any) of EnglishConnect course materials.
Local counsel reviewed the EnglishConnect program in Burundi and did not identify any countryspecific guidelines. The program should be operated in Burundi according to the following general
program guidelines:
•

•

•
•

•
•
•

The program may be advertised through mass media (newspaper, radio, paid social
media ads) or by handbills, posters, announcements in Church, or “pass-along” cards,
provided the advertisements contain:
○ Prominent placement of the Church’s name;
○ A statement that there is no cost for EnglishConnect novice programs; and
○ A statement that EnglishConnect novice programs are not accredited.
Obtain parental consent for each student 18 years old or under (using the parental
consent form attached as Appendix A):
○ Obtain both parent signatures where possible;
○ If someone 18 or under is actually living on their own, parental consent is not
needed.
Provide every student a hard copy of the Church’s Privacy Notice (attached as Appendix B)
and be sure they read it.1
Do not charge any fees or costs to the participants for program participation:
○ Program materials can be provided for free (by on-line download where
possible) or purchased through regular distribution channels by local units or
directly by participants.
At least one-third of all teaching must contain substantial religious content (i.e., religious
content should take up 20 minutes of each hour of instruction or 30 minutes of each 90
minutes of instruction).
Require instructors to complete the required Church training, “Protecting Children and
Youth,” and follow all local country standards for the vetting and calling of teachers of
youth for any EnglishConnect instructor who will be teaching anyone under 21.
Follow all program guidelines contained in the Leader and Teacher guides.

1 If a student has registered online for EnglishConnect using an LDS Account, he or she need not be

provided a hard copy of the Privacy Notice.
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Burundi Summary Continued
EnglishConnect 3
BYU-Pathway Worldwide (“BYU-PW”) can offer EnglishConnect 3 in Burundi. Because BYU- PW will
offer EnglishConnect 3 through the Pathway program, it must operate under the same conditions as
Pathway. For more information on EnglishConnect 3 and the Pathway program, please refer to the
Pathway Program Report, under the Church Education key topic for Burundi on InfoGuide. (In the past,
Brigham Young University – Idaho was the entity that offered Pathway programs, but it transferred its
Pathway activities to BYU-PW in 2019.)
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CAMEROON

EnglishConnect in Cameroon
Summary
June 25, 2020, updated December 3, 20211
*This summary applied to EnglishConnect 1, EnglishConnect 2, and Learn English Now only.
The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints in Cameroon, a religious association (the “Association”),
can carry out the EnglishConnect novice program EnglishConnect 1, EnglishConnect 2, and Learn
English Now) in Cameroon. The EnglishConnect program will be part of the Self-Reliance activities
already taking place in Cameroon. Missionaries in Cameroon may also use the EnglishConnect
program under their existing visas. The Association may issue OGC-approved certificates of
completion to participants who successfully complete EnglishConnect courses. We recommend
that the Association provide a disclosure to each participant that EnglishConnect courses will
contain religious content, that they will not carry accredited value, and outlining the cost (if any) of
EnglishConnect course materials.
The EnglishConnect program in Cameroon was reviewed by local counsel. Based on that review, there
are no country-specific guidelines for the EnglishConnect program in Cameroon, but it should be
operated according to the following general program guidelines:
•

•

•
•

•
•
•

The program may be advertised through mass media (newspaper, radio, paid social
media ads) or by handbills, posters, announcements in Church, or “pass-along” cards,
provided the advertisements contain:
○ Prominent placement of the Church’s name;
○ A statement that there is no cost for EnglishConnect novice programs; and
○ A statement that EnglishConnect novice programs are not accredited.
Obtain parental consent for each student 18 years old or under (using the parental
consent form attached as Appendix A):
○ Obtain both parent signatures where possible;
○ If someone 18 or under is actually living on their own, parental consent is not
needed.
Provide all students a hard copy of or a link to the Church’s Privacy Notice and instruct
them to read it. A printable version of the Global Privacy Notice is available at the
following link: privacynotice.ChurchofJesusChrist.org.2
Do not charge any fees or costs to the participants for program participation:
○ Program materials can be provided for free (by on-line download where
possible) or purchased through regular distribution channels by local units or
directly by participants.
At least one-third of all teaching must contain substantial religious content (i.e., religious
content should take up 20 minutes of each hour of instruction or 30 minutes of each 90
minutes of instruction).
Require instructors to complete the required Church training, “Protecting Children and
Youth,” and follow all local country standards for the vetting and calling of teachers of
youth for any EnglishConnect instructor who will be teaching anyone under 21.
Follow all program guidelines contained in the Leader and Teacher guides.

1 In November 2021, EnglishConnect proposed broad paid advertising of the program. On November 11, 2021, Kirton
McConkie attorney Karen Taylor DelPriore held a call with local counsel Evans Muna of Muna, Muna & Associates,
where counsel confirmed that there are no legal issues with broad advertising of EnglishConnect, or with the program
generally. This summary was updated on December 3, 2021 to reflect that conversation.
2 If a student has registered online for EnglishConnect using their Church Account, they do not need to be provided
a hard copy of the Privacy Notice.
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EnglishConnect 3
BYU-Pathway Worldwide (“BYU-PW”) can offer EnglishConnect 3 in Cameroon. Because BYU-PW will
offer EnglishConnect 3 through the Pathway program, it must operate under the same conditions
as Pathway. For more information on EnglishConnect 3 and the Pathway program, please refer to
the Pathway Program Report, under the Church Education key topic for Cameroon on InfoGuide.
(In the past, Brigham Young University – Idaho was the entity that offered Pathway programs, but it
transferred its Pathway activities to BYU-PW in 2019.)
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CANADA

EnglishConnect in Canada
Summary
The conditions of this approval are that the program be operated in Canada according to the following
guidelines:
•

•
•

•

•
•
•
•
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No mass media advertising of the program targeting the general public:
○ I.e., no newspaper, radio, or broadly distributed social media advertising;
○ Handbills, posters, announcements in Church, or “pass-along” cards are
acceptable.
Obtain parental consent for each student 18 years old or under (using the parental
consent form
available on the englishconnect.org website):
○ Obtain both parent signatures where possible;
○ If someone 18 or under is actually living on their own, parental consent is not
needed.
Do not charge any fees or costs to the participants for program participation:
○ Program materials can be provided for free (by on-line download where
possible) or purchased through regular distribution channels by local units or
directly by participants.
At least one-third of all teaching must contain substantial religious content (i.e., religious
content should take up 20 minutes of each hour of instruction or 30 minutes of each 90
minutes of instruction).
Follow all local country standards for the vetting and calling of teachers of youth for any
EnglishConnect teacher who will be teaching anyone under 21.
Follow all program guidelines contained in the Leader and Teacher guides, including strict
adherence to all registration processes.
Any mission which has never used English teaching as a contacting method must obtain
specific OGC approval before beginning to use EnglishConnect materials, in order to
avoid threats to missionary visas or the Church’s legal status.
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CAPE VERDE

EnglishConnect in Cape Verde
Summary
November 30, 2017
*This summary applies to EnglishConnect 1, EnglishConnect 2, and Learn English Now only.
1.

Legal Entity:

The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints in Cape Verde, (the “Cape Verde Church”), can carry
out the EnglishConnect program in Cape Verde. The EnglishConnect program will be part of the
Self-Reliance activities already taking place in Cape Verde. The Cape Verde Church has the corporate
authority to administer the EnglishConnect program.
2.

Regulations and Licensing Requirements:

The Cape Verde Church is not subject to any regulations or licensing requirements, including but not
limited to those for education, when it administers the EnglishConnect program.
3.

Tax Consequences:

The Cape Verde Church is not subject to any tax consequences or reporting obligations if it
administers the EnglishConnect program so long as it offers these courses free of charge.
Administering the EnglishConnect program will not jeopardize The Cape Verde Church’s current tax
exempt status and activities can take place in meetinghouses without jeopardizing their property
tax exemptions. There are no tax consequences or reporting requirements arising from the nominal
charge for course materials.
4.

Other:

Other than those listed below, there are no legal issues arising from The Cape Verde Church’s
administration of the EnglishConnect program in Cape Verde.
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a.

Parental Consent. There are no requirements for parental consent for participants over
the age of 12.

b.

Missionary Visas. Missionaries may teach EnglishConnect courses in Cape Verde without
causing issues with their existing visas.

c.

Certificates. The Cape Verde Church may issue OGC-approved certificates of completion
to participants who successfully complete EnglishConnect courses. Issuing certificates
of completion will not subject The Cape Verde Church to additional laws or regulations.

d.

Participant Disclosure. We recommend that the The Cape Verde Church provide a
disclosure to each participant that EnglishConnect courses will contain religious content,
that they will not carry accredited value, and outlining the cost (if any) of EnglishConnect
course materials. This can be accomplished by including such language in the standard
online registration materials.
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CAYMAN ISLANDS

EnglishConnect in Cayman Islands
Summary
March 31, 2020
EnglishConnect 1, EnglishConnect 2, and Learn English Now
The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints, a registered branch of a foreign legal entity (the
“Cayman Islands Church”), can carry out the EnglishConnect program in the Cayman Islands. The
EnglishConnect program will be part of the Self-Reliance activities already taking place in the
Cayman Islands. The Cayman Islands Church may issue OGC-approved certificates of completion
to participants who successfully complete EnglishConnect courses. We recommend that the
Cayman Islands Church provide a disclosure to each participant that EnglishConnect courses will
contain religious content, that they will not carry accredited value, and outlining the cost (if any) of
EnglishConnect course materials.
The authorization of the EnglishConnect program in the Cayman Islands has been made by OGC
pursuant to an expedited review process (approved by Associate General Counsel – International on
May 15, 2018) without specific review by local counsel in the Cayman Islands.
The conditions of this approval are that the program be operated in the Cayman Islands according to
the following guidelines:
•

•

•
•

•
•
•
•

No mass media advertising of the program targeting the general public:
○ I.e., no newspaper, radio, or broadly distributed social media advertising;
○ Handbills, posters, announcements in Church, or “pass-along” cards are
acceptable.
Obtain parental consent for each student 18 years old or under (using the parental
consent form attached as Appendix A):
○ Obtain both parent signatures where possible;
○ If someone 18 or under is actually living on their own, parental consent is not
needed.
Provide every student a hard copy of the Church’s Privacy Notice (attached as Appendix B)
and be sure they read it.1
Do not charge any fees or costs to the participants for program participation:
○ Program materials can be provided for free (by on-line download where
possible) or purchased through regular distribution channels by local units or
directly by participants.
At least one-third of all teaching must contain substantial religious content (i.e., religious
content should take up 20 minutes of each hour of instruction or 30 minutes of each 90
minutes of instruction).
Require instructors to complete the required Church training, “Protecting Children and
Youth,” and follow all local country standards for the vetting and calling of teachers of
youth for any EnglishConnect teacher who will be teaching anyone under 21.
Follow all program guidelines contained in the Leader and Teacher guides.
Any mission in this country that has never used English teaching as a contacting method
must obtain specific OGC approval before beginning to use EnglishConnect materials, in
order to avoid threats to missionary visas or the Church’s legal status.

1 If a student has registered online for EnglishConnect using a Church Account, then he or she need not be provided
a hard copy of the Privacy Notice.
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EnglishConnect 3
BYU-Pathway Worldwide (“BYU-PW”) can offer EnglishConnect 3 online only in the Cayman Islands.
Because BYU-PW will offer EnglishConnect 3 through the Pathway program, it must operate under the
same conditions as Pathway. For more information on EnglishConnect 3 and the Pathway program,
please refer to the Pathway Program Report, under the Church Education key topic for the Cayman
Islands on InfoGuide. (In the past, Brigham Young University – Idaho was the entity that offered
Pathway programs, but it transferred its Pathway activities to BYU-PW in 2019.)
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CHILE

EnglishConnect in Chile
Summary
September 19, 2017
*This summary applies to EnglishConnect 1, EnglishConnect 2, and Learn English Now only.
1.

Legal Entity:

The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints in Chile (the “Chilean Church”), can carry out the
EnglishConnect program in Chile. The EnglishConnect program will be part of the SelfReliance
activities already taking place in Chile. The Chilean Church has the corporate authority to administer
the EnglishConnect program.
2.

Regulations and Licensing Requirements:

The Chilean Church is not subject to any regulations or licensing requirements, including but not
limited to those for education, when it administers the EnglishConnect program, as long as it does
not seek to offer accredited certificates.
3.

Tax Consequences:

Operating EnglishConnect creates a low risk related to the Chilean Church’s property tax exemptions
for meetinghouses where EnglishConnect classes are held. 1 There are no tax consequences or
reporting requirements arising from the nominal charge for course materials, as long as this cost is
based on the actual cost of the materials and characterized as a “cos reimbursement” rather than a
sale.2 The Chilean Church is not subject to any other tax consequences or reporting obligations related
to administration of the EnglishConnect program since it offers these courses free of charge.
4.

Other:

Other than those listed below, there are no legal issues arising from the Chilean Church’s
administration of the EnglishConnect program in Chile.
a.

Parental Consent. The Chilean Church should obtain written consent from the parent/
guardian of all EnglishConnect participants under the age of 18 before they can participate
in the EnglishConnect program

1 The Chilean IRS has stated that property tax exemptions must be interpreted strictly, with churches only being
allowed to carry out religious/worship activities. If the Chilean Church is ever questioned about EnglishConnect, or
Self-Reliance activities generally, it must be able to demonstrate that they are closely tied to its religious purposes.
The risk to meetinghouse tax exemptions as a result of the EnglishConnect program is not any greater than that
posed by the Self-Reliance activities already taking place.
2 If the Chilean Church sells EnglishConnect materials above cost (as a means of raising revenue), the sale will be
subject to VAT. Alternatively, the Chilean Church could provide the materials for free or via PDF for participants to
print at home without incurring any tax consequences.
EnglishConnect - Chile Summary
Prepared by: Karen DelPriore Dan Purdie
September 19, 2017
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COLOMBIA

EnglishConnect in Colombia
Summary
September 20, 2017, updated September 10, 2019 and February 15,
20221
EnglishConnect 1, EnglishConnect 2, and Learn English Now
The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints in Colombia, a religious organization (the “Colombian
Church”), can carry out the EnglishConnect program in Colombia. The EnglishConnect program will
be part of the Self-Reliance activities already taking place in Colombia. The Colombian Church is not
subject to any regulations or licensing requirements, including but not limited to those for education,
when it administers the EnglishConnect program.2 The Colombian Church may issue OGC-approved
certificates of completion to participants who successfully complete EnglishConnect courses. We
recommend that the Colombian Church provide a disclosure to each participant that EnglishConnect
courses will contain religious content, that they will not carry accredited value, and outlining the cost
(if any) of EnglishConnect course materials.
The EnglishConnect program in Colombia was reviewed by local counsel. Based on that review, any
advertising used in Colombia should include a statement that participation is at the discretion of the
Colombian Church (i.e., “reserved right of admission” – this information can be included in the main
body of the ad or in a footnote), in addition to the general advertising requirements outlined below.
In addition, the program should be operated in Colombia according to the following general program
guidelines:
•

•

•
•

The program may be advertised through mass media (newspaper, radio, paid social
media ads) or by handbills, posters, announcements in Church, or “pass-along” cards,
provided the advertisements contain:
○ Prominent placement of the Church’s name;
○ A statement that there is no cost for EnglishConnect novice programs; and
○ A statement that EnglishConnect novice programs are not accredited.
Obtain parental consent for each student 18 years old or under (using the parental
consent form attached as Appendix A):
○ Obtain both parent signatures where possible;
○ If someone 18 or under is actually living on their own, parental consent is not
needed.
Provide every student a hard copy of the Church’s Privacy Notice (attached as Appendix B)
and be sure they read it.3
Do not charge any fees or costs to the participants for program participation:

1 This EnglishConnect summary was drafted September 20, 2017, but updated on September 10, 2019 to include
information about the EnglishConnect 3 program and to include the general program guidelines, which were
developed after the summary was first drafted. On February 3, 2022, Camillo Duarte of DuarteNatesTorres Abogados
confirmed by video conference with Kirton McConkie attorney Karen Taylor DelPriore that there are no legal issues
with broad advertising of EnglishConnect, or with the program generally. This summary was updated on February 15,
2022 to reflect that confirmation.
2 There are no licensing requirements for the EnglishConnect program in Colombia because: (i) it is part of the
educational mission and activities of the Colombian Church; (ii) it does not generate a profit; and (iii) it does not certify
any level of proficiency to third parties.
3 If a student has registered online for EnglishConnect using an LDS Account, he or she need not be provided a hard
copy of the Privacy Notice.
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○

•
•
•
•

Program materials can be provided for free (by on-line download where
possible) or purchased through regular distribution channels by local units or
directly by participants.
At least one-third of all teaching must contain substantial religious content (i.e., religious
content should take up 20 minutes of each hour of instruction or 30 minutes of each 90
minutes of instruction).
Follow all local country standards for the vetting and calling of teachers of youth for any
EnglishConnect teacher who will be teaching anyone under 21.
Follow all program guidelines contained in the Leader and Teacher guides.
Any mission that has never used English teaching as a contacting method must obtain
specific OGC approval before beginning to use EnglishConnect materials, in order to
avoid threats to missionary visas or the Church’s legal status.

EnglishConnect 3
BYU-Pathway Worldwide (“BYU-PW”) can offer EnglishConnect 3 in Colombia. Because BYU-PW will
offer EnglishConnect 3 through the Pathway program, it must operate under the same conditions
as Pathway. For more information on EnglishConnect 3 and the Pathway program, please refer to
the Pathway Program Report, under the Church Education key topic for Colombia on InfoGuide. (In
the past, Brigham Young University – Idaho was the entity that offered Pathway programs, but it
transferred its Pathway activities to BYU-PW in 2019.)
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CONGO

EnglishConnect in the Republic of Congo
Summary
August 18, 2020
EnglishConnect 1, EnglishConnect 2, and Learn English Now
The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints in Congo, a Congolese association (the “Congo Church”),
can carry out the EnglishConnect novice program EnglishConnect 1, EnglishConnect 2, and Learn
English Now) in the Republic of Congo (the “Congo”). The EnglishConnect program will be part of the
Self-Reliance activities already taking place in the Congo. Missionaries in the Congo may also use the
EnglishConnect program, as long as they are not compensated. The Congo Church may issue OGCapproved certificates of completion to participants who successfully complete EnglishConnect courses.
We recommend that the Congo Church provide a disclosure to each participant that EnglishConnect
courses will contain religious content, that they will not carry accredited value, and outlining the cost (if
any) of EnglishConnect course materials.
The EnglishConnect program in the Congo was reviewed by local counsel. Based on that review, there
are no country-specific guidelines for EnglishConnect in the Congo. The program should be operated in
the Congo according to the following general program guidelines:
• No mass media advertising of the program targeting the general public:
○ I.e., no newspaper, radio, or broadly distributed social media advertising;
○ Handbills, posters, announcements in Church, or “pass-along” cards are acceptable.
• Obtain parental consent for each student 18 years old or under (using the parental consent form
attached as Appendix A):
○ Obtain both parent signatures where possible;
○ If someone 18 or under is actually living on their own, parental consent is not
needed.
• Provide every student a hard copy of the Church’s Privacy Notice (attached as Appendix B) and be sure
they read it.
• Do not charge any fees or costs to the participants for program participation:
○ Program materials can be provided for free (by on-line download where possible)
or purchased through regular distribution channels by local units or directly by
participants.
• At least one-third of all teaching must contain substantial religious content (i.e., religious content
should take up 20 minutes of each hour of instruction or 30 minutes of each 90 minutes of instruction).
• Require instructors to complete the required Church training, “Protecting Children and Youth,” and
follow all local country standards for the vetting and calling of teachers of youth for any EnglishConnect
instructor who will be teaching anyone under 21.
• Follow all program guidelines contained in the Leader and Teacher guides.

EnglishConnect 3
BYU-Pathway Worldwide (“BYU-PW”) can offer EnglishConnect 3 in the Congo. Because BYU-PW will offer
EnglishConnect 3 through the Pathway program, it must operate under the same conditions as Pathway.
For more information on EnglishConnect 3 and the Pathway program, please refer to the Pathway
Program Report, under the Church Education key topic for the Congo on InfoGuide. (In the past, Brigham
Young University – Idaho was the entity that offered Pathway programs, but it transferred its Pathway
activities to BYU-PW in 2019.)
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COSTA RICA

EnglishConnect in Costa Rica
Summary
October 10, 2017
*This summary applies to EnglishConnect 1, EnglishConnect 2, and Learn English Now only.
1.

Legal Entity:

Corporation of the Presiding Bishop of The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints, a branch of a
foreign legal entity in Costa Rica (“CPB Costa Rica”), can carry out the EnglishConnect program in Costa
Rica. The EnglishConnect program will be part of the Self-Reliance activities already taking place in
Costa Rica. CPB Costa Rica has the corporate authority to administer the EnglishConnect program.
2.

Regulations and Licensing Requirements:

CPB Costa Rica is not subject to any regulations or licensing requirements, including but not limited to
those for education, when it administers the EnglishConnect program.1
3.

Tax Consequences:

CPB Costa Rica is not a tax exempt entity in Costa Rica. If CPB Costa Rica offers the EnglishConnect
program and materials free of charge, there will be no tax consequences or reporting obligations.
In order to avoid tax and reporting requirements, CPB Costa Rica should provide EnglishConnect
materials for free, either in hard copy or in electronic form for participants to download and print at
home.2 EnglishConnect activities can take place in meetinghouses.3
4.

Other:

Other than those listed below, there are no legal issues arising from CPB Costa Rica’s administration of
the EnglishConnect program in Costa Rica.
a.

Parental Consent. There are no requirements for parental consent for participants over
the age of 12.

b.

Missionary Visas. Missionaries may teach EnglishConnect courses in Costa Rica without
causing issues with their existing visas.

c.

Certificates. CPB Costa Rica may issue OGC-approved certificates of completion to
participants who successfully complete EnglishConnect courses. Issuing certificates of

1 Each physical location where EnglishConnect will be taught must have a municipal business license and health
permit, although these may have already been obtained. Kirton McConkie advised the Self-Reliance Services
Department in 2013 that all buildings where Self-Reliance Centers are located must have a municipal business license
and health permit. See Perpetual Education Fund in Costa Rica Preferred Legal Structure Summary, dated October 3,
2013 (updated April 30, 2015). The EnglishConnect program does not raise any additional licensing or permit issues,
other than those already required of Self-Reliance activities.
2 CPB Costa Rica must pay income tax on any economic activity, including nominal charges to cover the cost of course
materials. If CPB Costa Rica charges for EnglishConnect materials and pays the required tax, it must also report any
expenses incurred from administering the EnglishConnect program. If it provides EnglishConnect materials for free,
it will not be subject to any tax or reporting requirements.
3 EnglishConnect activities will not jeopardize any property tax exemptions since CPB Costa Rica is not exempt from
property taxes.
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completion will not subject CPB Costa Rica to additional laws or regulations.
d.
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Participant Disclosure. We recommend that CPB Costa Rica provide a disclosure to each
participant that EnglishConnect courses will contain religious content, that they will not
carry accredited value, and outlining the cost (if any) of EnglishConnect course materials.
This can be accomplished by including such language in the standard online registration
materials.
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CROACIA

EnglishConnect in Croatia
Summary
August 28, 2018
*This summary applies to EnglishConnect 1, EnglishConnect 2, and Learn English Now only.
The Croatian Association of The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints, a religious community
(the “Croatian Association”), can carry out the EnglishConnect program in Croatia. The EnglishConnect
program will be part of the Self-Reliance activities already taking place in Croatia. The Croatian
Association may issue OGC-approved certificates of completion to participants who successfully
complete EnglishConnect courses. We recommend that the Croatian Association provide a disclosure
to each participant that EnglishConnect courses will contain religious content, that they will not carry
accredited value, and outlining the cost (if any) of EnglishConnect course materials.
The conditions of this approval are that the program be operated in Croatia according to the following
guidelines:
•

•

•

•
•
•
•
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No mass media advertising of the program targeting the general public:
○ I.e., no newspaper, radio, or broadly distributed social media advertising;
○ Handbills, posters, announcements in Church, or “pass-along” cards are
acceptable.
Obtain parental consent for each student 18 years old or under (using the parental
consent form available on the englishconnect.org website):
○ Obtain both parent signatures where possible;
○ If someone 18 or under is actually living on their own, parental consent is not
needed.
Do not charge any fees or costs to the participants for program participation:
○ Program materials can be provided for free (by on-line download where
possible) or purchased through regular distribution channels by local units or
directly by participants.
At least one-third of all teaching must contain substantial religious content (i.e., religious
content should take up 20 minutes of each hour of instruction or 30 minutes of each 90
minutes of instruction).
Follow all local country standards for the vetting and calling of teachers of youth for any
EnglishConnect teacher who will be teaching anyone under 21.
Follow all program guidelines contained in the Leader and Teacher guides, including strict
adherence to all registration processes.
Any mission which has never used English teaching as a contacting method must obtain
specific OGC approval before beginning to use EnglishConnect materials, in order to
avoid threats to missionary visas or the Church’s legal status.
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CUR ACAO

EnglishConnect in Curacao
Summary
July 11, 2019
*This summary applies to EnglishConnect 1, EnglishConnect 2, and Learn English Now only.
Stichting The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints in the Netherlands Antilles, a foundation
registered in Curacao (“Stichting”), can carry out the EnglishConnect program in Curacao. The
EnglishConnect program will be part of the Self-Reliance activities already taking place in Curacao.
Stichting may issue OGC-approved certificates of completion to participants who successfully complete
EnglishConnect courses. We recommend that Stichting provide a disclosure to each participant that
EnglishConnect courses will contain religious content, that they will not carry accredited value, and
outlining the cost (if any) of EnglishConnect course materials.
The authorization of the EnglishConnect program in Curacao has been made by OGC pursuant to an
expedited review process (approved by Associate General Counsel - International on May 15, 2018)
without specific review by local counsel in Curacao.
The conditions of this approval are that the program be operated in Curacao according to the
following guidelines:
•

•

•
•

•
•
•
•

No mass media advertising of the program targeting the general public:
○ I.e., no newspaper, radio, or broadly distributed social media advertising;
○ Handbills, posters, announcements in Church, or “pass-along” cards are
acceptable.
Obtain parental consent for each student 18 years old or under (using the parental
consent form attached as Appendix A):
○ Obtain both parent signatures where possible;
○ If someone 18 or under is actually living on their own, parental consent is not
needed.
Provide every student a hard copy of the Church’s Privacy Notice (attached as Appendix B)
and be sure they read it.1
Do not charge any fees or costs to the participants for program participation:
○ Program materials can be provided for free (by on-line download where
possible) or purchased through regular distribution channels by local units or
directly by participants.
At least one-third of all teaching must contain substantial religious content (i.e., religious
content should take up 20 minutes of each hour of instruction or 30 minutes of each 90
minutes of instruction).
Follow all local country standards for the vetting and calling of teachers of youth for any
EnglishConnect teacher who will be teaching anyone under 21.
Follow all program guidelines contained in the Leader and Teacher guides.
Any mission which has never used English teaching as a contacting method must obtain
specific OGC approval before beginning to use EnglishConnect materials, in order to
avoid threats to missionary visas or the Church’s legal status.

1 If a student has registered online for EnglishConnect using a Church Account, then he or she need not be provided
a hard copy of the Privacy Notice.
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CYPRUS

EnglishConnect in Cyprus
Summary
March 30, 2020
EnglishConnect 1, EnglishConnect 2, and Learn English Now
The Cyprus Association of The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints Limited, a company limited
by guarantee (the “Cyprus Association”), can carry out the EnglishConnect program in Cyprus. The
EnglishConnect program will be part of the Self-Reliance activities already taking place in Cyprus.
The Cyprus Association may issue OGC-approved certificates of completion to participants who
successfully complete EnglishConnect courses. We recommend that the Cyprus Association provide a
disclosure to each participant that EnglishConnect courses will contain religious content, that they will
not carry accredited value, and outlining the cost (if any) of EnglishConnect course materials.
The authorization of the EnglishConnect program in Cyprus has been made by OGC pursuant to an
expedited review process (approved by Associate General Counsel – International on May 15, 2018)
without specific review by local counsel in Cyprus.
The conditions of this approval are that the program be operated in Cyprus according to the following
guidelines:
•

•

•
•

•
•
•
•

No mass media advertising of the program targeting the general public:
○ I.e., no newspaper, radio, or broadly distributed social media advertising;
○ Handbills, posters, announcements in Church, or “pass-along” cards are
acceptable.
Obtain parental consent for each student 18 years old or under (using the parental
consent form attached as Appendix A):
○ Obtain both parent signatures where possible;
○ If someone 18 or under is actually living on their own, parental consent is not
needed.
Provide every student a hard copy of the Church’s Privacy Notice (attached as Appendix B)
and be sure they read it.1
Do not charge any fees or costs to the participants for program participation:
○ Program materials can be provided for free (by on-line download where
possible) or purchased through regular distribution channels by local units or
directly by participants.
At least one-third of all teaching must contain substantial religious content (i.e., religious
content should take up 20 minutes of each hour of instruction or 30 minutes of each 90
minutes of instruction).
Require instructors to complete the required Church training, “Protecting Children and
Youth,” and follow all local country standards for the vetting and calling of teachers of
youth for any EnglishConnect teacher who will be teaching anyone under 21.
Follow all program guidelines contained in the Leader and Teacher guides.
Any mission in this country that has never used English teaching as a contacting method
must obtain specific OGC approval before beginning to use EnglishConnect materials, in
order to avoid threats to missionary visas or the Church’s legal status.

1 If a student has registered online for EnglishConnect using a Church Account, then he or she need not be provided
a hard copy of the Privacy Notice.
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EnglishConnect 3
BYU-Pathway Worldwide (“BYU-PW”) can offer EnglishConnect 3 online only in Cyprus. Because
BYU-PW will offer EnglishConnect 3 through the Pathway program, it must operate under the same
conditions as Pathway. For more information on EnglishConnect 3 and the Pathway program, please
refer to the Pathway Program Report, under the Church Education key topic for Cyprus on InfoGuide.
(In the past, Brigham Young University – Idaho was the entity that offered Pathway programs, but it
transferred its Pathway activities to BYU-PW in 2019.)
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CZECH REPUBLIC

EnglishConnect in the Czech Republic
Summary
September 6, 2018
*This summary applies to EnglishConnect 1, EnglishConnect 2, and Learn English Now only.
The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints in the Czech Republic, a religious organization (the
“Czech Church”), can carry out the EnglishConnect program in the Czech Republic. The EnglishConnect
program will be part of the Self-Reliance activities already taking place in the Czech Republic. The
Czech Church may issue OGC-approved certificates of completion to participants who successfully
complete EnglishConnect courses. We recommend that the Czech Church provide a disclosure to
each participant that EnglishConnect courses will contain religious content, that they will not carry
accredited value, and outlining the cost (if any) of EnglishConnect course materials.
The authorization of the EnglishConnect program in the Czech Republic has been made by OGC
pursuant to an expedited review process (approved by Associate General Counsel - International on
May 15, 2018) without specific review by local counsel in the Czech Republic.
The conditions of this approval are that the program be operated in the Czech Republic according to
the following guidelines:
•

•

•

•
•
•
•
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No mass media advertising of the program targeting the general public:
○ I.e., no newspaper, radio, or broadly distributed social media advertising;
○ Handbills, posters, announcements in Church, or “pass-along” cards are
acceptable.
Obtain parental consent for each student 18 years old or under (using the parental
consent form attached as Appendix A):
○ Obtain both parent signatures where possible;
○ If someone 18 or under is actually living on their own, parental consent is not
needed.
Do not charge any fees or costs to the participants for program participation:
○ Program materials can be provided for free (by on-line download where
possible) or purchased through regular distribution channels by local units or
directly by participants.
At least one-third of all teaching must contain substantial religious content (i.e., religious
content should take up 20 minutes of each hour of instruction or 30 minutes of each 90
minutes of instruction).
Follow all local country standards for the vetting and calling of teachers of youth for any
EnglishConnect teacher who will be teaching anyone under 21.
Follow all program guidelines contained in the Leader and Teacher guides, which must
include the requirement to follow the attached matrix with regard to data privacy
(attached as Appendix B).
Any mission which has never used English teaching as a contacting method must obtain
specific OGC approval before beginning to use EnglishConnect materials, in order to
avoid threats to missionary visas or the Church’s legal status.
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DEMOCR ATIC REPUBLIC OF THE CONGO

EnglishConnect in Democratic Republic of Congo
Summary
February 20, 2018
*This summary applies to EnglishConnect 1, EnglishConnect 2, and Learn English Now only.
1.

Legal Entity:

The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints in Democratic Republic of Congo (the “DR Congo
Church”), can carry out the EnglishConnect program in the Democratic Republic of Congo. The
EnglishConnect program will be part of the Self-Reliance activities already taking place in the
Democratic Republic of Congo. The DR Congo Church has the corporate authority to administer the
EnglishConnect program.
2.

Regulations and Licensing Requirements:

The DR Congo Church is not subject to any regulations or licensing requirements, including but not
limited to those for education, when it administers the EnglishConnect program.
3.

Tax Consequences:

The DR Congo Church is not subject to any tax consequences or reporting obligations if it administers
the EnglishConnect program so long as it offers these courses free of charge. Administering the
EnglishConnect program will not jeopardize the DR Congo Church’s current tax exempt status and
activities can take place in meetinghouses without jeopardizing their property tax exemptions. There
are no tax consequences or reporting requirements arising from the nominal charge for course
materials.
4.

Other:

Other than those listed below, there are no legal issues arising from the DR Congo Church’s
administration of the EnglishConnect program in the Democratic Republic of Congo.
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a.

Parental Consent. The DR Congo Church should obtain written consent from the parent/
guardian of all EnglishConnect participants under the age of 18 before they can participate
in the EnglishConnect program.

b.

Missionary Visas. Missionaries may teach EnglishConnect courses in the Democratic
Republic of Congo without causing issues with their existing visas.

c.

Certificates. The DR Congo Church may issue OGC-approved certificates of completion
to participants who successfully complete EnglishConnect courses. Issuing certificates of
completion will not subject the DR Congo Church to additional laws or regulations.

d.

Participant Disclosure. We recommend that the DR Congo Church provide a disclosure
to each participant that EnglishConnect courses will contain religious content, that they
will not carry accredited value, and outlining the cost (if any) of EnglishConnect course
materials. This can be accomplished by including such language in the standard online
registration materials.
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DENMARK

EnglishConnect in Denmark
Summary
March 31, 2020
EnglishConnect 1, EnglishConnect 2, and Learn English Now
The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints in Denmark, a religious organization (the “Danish
Church”), can carry out the EnglishConnect program in Denmark. The EnglishConnect program will be
part of the Self-Reliance activities already taking place in Denmark. The Danish Church may issue OGCapproved certificates of completion to participants who successfully complete EnglishConnect courses.
We recommend that the Danish Church provide a disclosure to each participant that EnglishConnect
courses will contain religious content, that they will not carry accredited value, and outlining the cost
(if any) of EnglishConnect course materials.
The authorization of the EnglishConnect program in Denmark has been made by OGC pursuant to an
expedited review process (approved by Associate General Counsel – International on May 15, 2018)
without specific review by local counsel in Denmark.
The conditions of this approval are that the program be operated in Denmark according to the
following guidelines:
•

•

•
•

•
•
•
•

No mass media advertising of the program targeting the general public:
○ I.e., no newspaper, radio, or broadly distributed social media advertising;
○ Handbills, posters, announcements in Church, or “pass-along” cards are
acceptable.
Obtain parental consent for each student 18 years old or under (using the parental
consent form attached as Appendix A):
○ Obtain both parent signatures where possible;
○ If someone 18 or under is actually living on their own, parental consent is not
needed.
Provide every student a hard copy of the Church’s Privacy Notice (attached as Appendix B)
and be sure they read it.1
Do not charge any fees or costs to the participants for program participation:
○ Program materials can be provided for free (by on-line download where
possible) or purchased through regular distribution channels by local units or
directly by participants.
At least one-third of all teaching must contain substantial religious content (i.e., religious
content should take up 20 minutes of each hour of instruction or 30 minutes of each 90
minutes of instruction).
Require instructors to complete the required Church training, “Protecting Children and
Youth,” and follow all local country standards for the vetting and calling of teachers of
youth for any EnglishConnect teacher who will be teaching anyone under 21.
Follow all program guidelines contained in the Leader and Teacher guides.
Any mission in this country that has never used English teaching as a contacting method
must obtain specific OGC approval before beginning to use EnglishConnect materials, in
order to avoid threats to missionary visas or the Church’s legal status.

1 If a student has registered online for EnglishConnect using a Church Account, then he or she need not be provided
a hard copy of the Privacy Notice.
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EnglishConnect 3
BYU-Pathway Worldwide (“BYU-PW”) can offer EnglishConnect 3 online only in Denmark. Because
BYU-PW will offer EnglishConnect 3 through the Pathway program, it must operate under the same
conditions as Pathway. For more information on EnglishConnect 3 and the Pathway program,
please refer to the Pathway Program Report, under the Church Education key topic for Denmark
on InfoGuide. (In the past, Brigham Young University – Idaho was the entity that offered Pathway
programs, but it transferred its Pathway activities to BYU-PW in 2019.)
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DOMINICA

EnglishConnect in Dominica
Summary
July 11, 2019, updated December 3, 20211
*This summary applies to EnglishConnect 1, EnglishConnect 2, and Learn English Now only.
The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints (Dominica) Incorporated, a Dominican nonprofit
corporation (the “Corporation”), can carry out the EnglishConnect program in Dominica. The
EnglishConnect program will be part of the Self-Reliance activities already taking place in Dominica.
The Corporation may issue OGC-approved certificates of completion to participants who successfully
complete EnglishConnect courses. We recommend that the Corporation provide a disclosure to
each participant that EnglishConnect courses will contain religious content, that they will not carry
accredited value, and outlining the cost (if any) of EnglishConnect course materials.
The EnglishConnect program should be operated in Dominica according to the following general
program guidelines:
•

•

•
•

•
•
•
•

The program may be advertised through mass media (newspaper, radio, paid social
media ads) or by handbills, posters, announcements in Church, or “pass-along” cards,
provided the advertisements contain:
○ Prominent placement of the Church’s name;
○ A statement that there is no cost for EnglishConnect novice programs; and
○ A statement that EnglishConnect novice programs are not accredited.
Obtain parental consent for each student 18 years old or under (using the parental
consent form attached as Appendix A):
○ Obtain both parent signatures where possible;
○ If someone 18 or under is actually living on their own, parental consent is not
needed.
Provide every student a hard copy of the Church’s Privacy Notice (attached as Appendix B)
and be sure they read it.2
Do not charge any fees or costs to the participants for program participation:
○ Program materials can be provided for free (by on-line download where
possible) or purchased through regular distribution channels by local units or
directly by participants.
At least one-third of all teaching must contain substantial religious content (i.e., religious
content should take up 20 minutes of each hour of instruction or 30 minutes of each 90
minutes of instruction).
Follow all local country standards for the vetting and calling of teachers of youth for any
EnglishConnect teacher who will be teaching anyone under 21
Follow all program guidelines contained in the Leader and Teacher guides.
Any mission which has never used English teaching as a contacting method must obtain
specific OGC approval before beginning to use EnglishConnect materials, in order to
avoid threats to missionary visas or the Church’s legal status.

1 The authorization of the EnglishConnect program in Dominica was originally made by OGC pursuant to an expedited
review process (approved by Associate General Counsel – International on May 15, 2018) without specific review by
local counsel in Dominica. In November 2021, EnglishConnect proposed broad paid advertising of the program. On
November 9, 2021, Kirton McConkie attorney Karen Taylor DelPriore held a call with local counsel Hazel Johnson
of de Freitas, de Freitas & Baron, where counsel confirmed that there are no legal issues with broad advertising
of EnglishConnect, or with the program generally. This summary was updated on December 3, 2021 to reflect that
conversation.
2 If a student has registered online for EnglishConnect using an LDS Account, then he or she need not be provided a
hard copy of the Privacy Notice.
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DOMINICAN REPUBLIC

EnglishConnect in the Dominican Republic
Summary
July 3, 2018
*This summary applies to EnglishConnect 1, EnglishConnect 2, and Learn English Now only.
The Association of The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints in the Dominican Republic, a local
association (the “DR Association”), can carry out the EnglishConnect program in the Dominican
Republic. The EnglishConnect program will be part of the Self-Reliance activities already taking place
in the Dominican Republic. The DR Association may issue OGC-approved certificates of completion
to participants who successfully complete EnglishConnect courses. We recommend that the DR
Association provide a disclosure to each participant that EnglishConnect courses will contain religious
content and that they will not carry accredited value.
The conditions of this approval are that the program be operated in the Dominican Republic according
to the following guidelines:
•

•

•

•

•
•
•
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No mass media advertising of the program targeting the general public:
○ I.e., no newspaper, radio, or broadly distributed social media advertising;
○ Handbills, posters, announcements in Church, or “pass-along” cards are
acceptable.
Obtain parental consent for each student 18 years old or under (using the parental
consent form on the Leaders page of the englishconnect.org website):
○ Obtain both parent signatures where possible;
○ If someone 18 or under is actually living on their own, parental consent is not
needed.
Do not charge any fees or costs to the participants for program participation:
○ Program materials can be provided for free (by on-line download where
possible) or purchased through regular distribution channels by local units or
directly by participants.
At least one-third of all teaching must contain substantial religious content (i.e., religious
content should take up 20 minutes of each hour of instruction or 30 minutes of each
90 minutes of instruction). Note: If the courses are implemented as designed, always
including the gospel lesson or My Foundation for Self-Reliance lesson at the end of each
class, this requirement will be met.
Follow all local country standards for the vetting and calling of teachers of youth for any
EnglishConnect teacher who will be teaching anyone under 21.
Follow all program guidelines contained in the Leader and Teacher guides, which include
the use of the registration system (when available) to ensure data privacy.
Any mission which has never used English teaching as a contacting method must obtain
specific OGC approval before beginning to use EnglishConnect materials, in order to
avoid threats to missionary visas or the Church’s legal status.
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ECUADOR

EnglishConnect in Ecuador
Summary
September 20, 2017, updated September 2019 and February 15, 20221
EnglishConnect 1, EnglishConnect 2, and Learn English Now
The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints in Ecuador, a religious organization (the “Ecuadorian
Church”), can carry out the EnglishConnect program in Ecuador. The EnglishConnect program will
be part of the Self-Reliance activities already taking place in Ecuador. The Ecuadorian Church is not
subject to any regulations or licensing requirements, including but not limited to those for education,
when it administers the EnglishConnect program.2The Ecuadorian Church may issue OGC-approved
certificates of completion to participants who successfully complete EnglishConnect courses. We
recommend that the Ecuadorian Church provide a disclosure to each participant that EnglishConnect
courses will contain religious content, that they will not carry accredited value, and outlining the cost
(if any) of EnglishConnect course materials.
The EnglishConnect program in Ecuador was reviewed by local counsel. Based on that review, any
advertising used in Ecuador should not depict minors (individuals under the age of 18), in addition to
the general advertising requirements outlined below. In addition, the program should be operated in
Ecuador according to the following general program guidelines:
•

•

•
•

The program may be advertised through mass media (newspaper, radio, paid social
media ads) or by handbills, posters, announcements in Church, or “pass-along” cards,
provided the advertisements contain:
○ Prominent placement of the Church’s name;
○ A statement that there is no cost for EnglishConnect novice programs; and
○ A statement that EnglishConnect novice programs are not accredited.
Obtain parental consent for each student 18 years old or under (using the parental
consent form attached as Appendix A):
○ Obtain both parent signatures where possible;
○ If someone 18 or under is actually living on their own, parental consent is not
needed.
Provide every student a hard copy of the Church’s Privacy Notice (attached as Appendix B)
and be sure they read it.3
Do not charge any fees or costs to the participants for program participation:
○ Program materials can be provided for free (by on-line download where
possible) or purchased through regular distribution channels by local units or
directly by participants.

1 This EnglishConnect summary was drafted September 20, 2017, but updated on September 10, 2019 to include
information about the EnglishConnect 3 program and to include the general program guidelines, which were
developed after the summary was first drafted. On February 3, 2022, Diego Romero of Romero Arteta Ponce - RAP
Law Firm confirmed by video conference with Kirton McConkie attorney Karen Taylor DelPriore that there are no
legal issues with broad advertising of EnglishConnect, or with the program generally. This summary was updated on
February 15, 2022 to reflect that confirmation.
2 Only institutions that specifically have education as their social object must comply with the Organic Law of
Intercultural Education. Because the Ecuadorian Church’s purpose is to improve and perfect the lives of its members,
including through education, it will not be subject to this law.
3 If a student has registered online for EnglishConnect using an LDS Account, he or she need not be provided a hard
copy of the Privacy Notice.
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•
•
•
•

At least one-third of all teaching must contain substantial religious content (i.e., religious
content should take up 20 minutes of each hour of instruction or 30 minutes of each 90
minutes of instruction).
Follow all local country standards for the vetting and calling of teachers of youth for any
EnglishConnect teacher who will be teaching anyone under 21.
Follow all program guidelines contained in the Leader and Teacher guides.
Any mission that has never used English teaching as a contacting method must obtain
specific OGC approval before beginning to use EnglishConnect materials, in order to
avoid threats to missionary visas or the Church’s legal status.

EnglishConnect 3
BYU-Pathway Worldwide (“BYU-PW”) can offer EnglishConnect 3 in Ecuador. Because BYU- PW will
offer EnglishConnect 3 through the Pathway program, it must operate under the same conditions as
Pathway. For more information on EnglishConnect 3 and the Pathway program, please refer to the
Pathway Program Report, under the Church Education key topic for Ecuador on InfoGuide. (In the past,
Brigham Young University – Idaho was the entity that offered Pathway programs, but it transferred its
Pathway activities to BYU-PW in 2019.)
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EGYPT

EnglishConnect in Egypt
Summary
November 12, 2019
EnglishConnect 1, EnglishConnect 2, and Learn English Now
The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints, an unregistered entity (the “Egyptian Church”), can
carry out the EnglishConnect program in Egypt, as long as it is offered ONLY to non-Egyptian Church
members, and not to the general public (see below). The EnglishConnect program will be part of the
Self-Reliance activities already taking place in Egypt. We recommend that the Egyptian Church provide
a disclosure to each participant that EnglishConnect courses will contain religious content, that they
will not carry accredited value, and outlining the cost (if any) of EnglishConnect course materials.
The EnglishConnect program in Egypt was reviewed by local counsel. Based on that review, it should
be operated with the following country-specific guidelines:
•
•

EnglishConnect should only be offered to non-Egyptian Church members.1
The Egyptian Church should not issue OGC-approved certificates of completion
to participants who successfully complete EnglishConnect courses. Certificates of
completion may only be issued by a registered entity in the country.

In addition to the country-specific guidelines above, the program should be operated in Egypt
according to the following general program guidelines:
•

•

•
•

•
•
•

No mass media advertising of the program targeting the general public:
○ I.e., no newspaper, radio, or broadly distributed social media advertising;
○ Handbills, posters, announcements in Church, or “pass-along” cards are
acceptable.
Obtain parental consent for each student 18 years old or under (using the parental
consent form attached as Appendix A):
○ Obtain both parent signatures where possible;
○ If someone 18 or under is actually living on their own, parental consent is not
needed.
Provide every student a hard copy of the Church’s Privacy Notice (attached as Appendix B)
and be sure they read it.2
Do not charge any fees or costs to the participants for program participation:
○ Program materials can be provided for free (by on-line download where
possible) or purchased through regular distribution channels by local units or
directly by participants.
At least one-third of all teaching must contain substantial religious content (i.e., religious
content should take up 20 minutes of each hour of instruction or 30 minutes of each 90
minutes of instruction).
Follow all local country standards for the vetting and calling of teachers of youth for any
EnglishConnect teacher who will be teaching anyone under 21.
Follow all program guidelines contained in the Leader and Teacher guides.

1 Egyptian law prohibits any activity that could be seen as proselyting. As long as EnglishConnect in Egypt is limited
to non-Egyptian Church members, it should not be in violation of this prohibition.
2 If a student has registered online for EnglishConnect using a Church Account, he or she need not be provided a
hard copy of the Privacy Notice.
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EnglishConnect 3
As of the date of this summary, neither PathwayConnect nor EnglishConnect 3 have been reviewed or
approved in Egypt.
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EL SALVADOR

EnglishConnect in El Salvador
Summary
October 10, 2017
*This summary applies to EnglishConnect 1, EnglishConnect 2, and Learn English Now only.
1.

Legal Entity:

The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints, an El Salvadorian association (the “Association”), can
carry out the EnglishConnect program in El Salvador. The EnglishConnect program will be part of the
Self-Reliance activities already taking place in El Salvador. The Association has the corporate authority
to administer the EnglishConnect program.
2.

Regulations and Licensing Requirements:

The Association is not subject to any regulations or licensing requirements, including but not limited to
those for education, when it administers the EnglishConnect program.
3.

Tax Consequences:

The Association is not subject to any tax consequences or reporting obligations if it administers the
EnglishConnect program since it offers these courses free of charge. Administering the EnglishConnect
program will not jeopardize the Association’s current tax exempt status and activities can take place
in meetinghouses without jeopardizing their property tax exemptions. If the Association charges a fee
for course materials, even if it is nominal, it will be required to report the sale to the tax authorities. In
order to avoid this reporting requirement, we recommend that the Association provide the materials
for free, either in hard copy or in electronic form for participants to download and print at home. In
addition, in order to avoid customs tax and value added tax (“VAT”), materials should be donated,
rather than sold, to the Association.1
4.

Other:

Other than those listed below, there are no legal issues arising from the Association’s administration
of the EnglishConnect program in El Salvador.
a.

Parental Consent. There are no requirements for parental consent for participants over
the age of 12.

b.

Missionary Visas. Missionaries may teach EnglishConnect courses in El Salvador without
causing issues with their existing visas.

c.

Certificates. The Association may issue OGC-approved certificates of completion to
participants who successfully complete EnglishConnect courses. Issuing certificates of
completion will not subject the Association to additional laws or regulations.

1 If the Association purchases and imports course materials, the materials will be subject to customs duties and
VAT.
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ESTONIA

EnglishConnect in Estonia
Summary
September 25, 2019
EnglishConnect 1, EnglishConnect 2, and Learn English Now
The Estonian Congregation of The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints, an Estonian religious
organization (the “Estonian Congregation”), can carry out the EnglishConnect program in Estonia. The
EnglishConnect program will be part of the Self-Reliance activities already taking place in Estonia.
The Estonian Congregation may issue OGC-approved certificates of completion to participants who
successfully complete EnglishConnect courses. We recommend that the Estonian Congregation
provide a disclosure to each participant that EnglishConnect courses will contain religious content,
that they will not carry accredited value, and outlining the cost (if any) of EnglishConnect course
materials.
The authorization of the EnglishConnect program in Estonia has been made by OGC pursuant to an
expedited review process (approved by Associate General Counsel - International on May 15, 2018)
without specific review by local counsel in Estonia.
The conditions of this approval are that the program be operated in Estonia according to the
following guidelines:
•

•

•
•

•
•
•
•

No mass media advertising of the program targeting the general public:
○ I.e., no newspaper, radio, or broadly distributed social media advertising;
○ Handbills, posters, announcements in Church, or “pass-along” cards are
acceptable.
Obtain parental consent for each student 18 years old or under (using the parental
consent form attached as Appendix A):
○ Obtain both parent signatures where possible;
○ If someone 18 or under is actually living on their own, parental consent is not
needed.
Provide every student a hard copy of the Church’s Privacy Notice (attached as Appendix
B) and be sure they read it.1
Do not charge any fees or costs to the participants for program participation:
○ Program materials can be provided for free (by on-line download where
possible) or purchased through regular distribution channels by local units or
directly by participants.
At least one-third of all teaching must contain substantial religious content (i.e., religious
content should take up 20 minutes of each hour of instruction or 30 minutes of each 90
minutes of instruction).
Require instructors to complete the required Church training, “Protecting Children and
Youth,” and follow all local country standards for the vetting and calling of teachers of
youth for any EnglishConnect teacher who will be teaching anyone under 21.
Follow all program guidelines contained in the Leader and Teacher guides.
Any mission which has never used English teaching as a contacting method must obtain
specific OGC approval before beginning to use EnglishConnect materials, in order to
avoid threats to missionary visas or the Church’s legal status.

1 If a student has registered online for EnglishConnect using a Church Account, then he or she need not be provided
a hard copy of the Privacy Notice.
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EnglishConnect 3
BYU-Pathway Worldwide (“BYU-PW”) can offer EnglishConnect 3 in Estonia. Because BYU-PW will
offer EnglishConnect 3 through the Pathway program, it must operate under the same conditions as
Pathway. For more information on EnglishConnect 3 and the Pathway program, please refer to the
Pathway Program Report, under the Church Education key topic for Estonia on InfoGuide. (In the past,
Brigham Young University - Idaho was the entity that offered Pathway programs, but it transferred its
Pathway activities to BYU-PW in 2019.)
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ESWATINI (SWAZILAND)

EnglishConnect in Eswatini
Summary
June 28, 2018, updated February 17, 20221
EnglishConnect 1, EnglishConnect 2, and Learn English Now
The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints in Swaziland, a local association (the “Eswatini Church”),
can carry out the EnglishConnect program in Eswatini. The EnglishConnect program will be part of the
Self-Reliance activities already taking place in Eswatini. The Eswatini Church may issue OGC-approved
certificates of completion to participants who successfully complete EnglishConnect courses. We
recommend that the Eswatini Church provide a disclosure to each participant that EnglishConnect
courses will contain religious content, that they will not carry accredited value, and outlining the cost
(if any) of EnglishConnect course materials.
The EnglishConnect program in Eswatini was reviewed by local counsel. Based on that review, there
are no country-specific guidelines for Eswatini. The program should be operated in Eswatini according
to the following general program guidelines:
•

•

•
•

•
•
•

The program may be advertised through mass media (newspaper, radio, paid social
media ads) or by handbills, posters, announcements in church, or “pass-along” cards,
provided the advertisements contain:
○ Prominent placement of the Church’s name;
○ A statement that there is no cost for EnglishConnect novice programs; and
○ A statement that EnglishConnect novice programs are not accredited.
Obtain parental consent for each student 18 years old or under (using the parental
consent form attached as Appendix A):
○ Obtain both parent signatures where possible;
○ If someone 18 or under is actually living on their own, parental consent is not
needed.
Provide every student a hard copy of the Church’s Privacy Notice (attached as Appendix B)
and be sure they read it.2
Do not charge any fees or costs to the participants for program participation:
○ Program materials can be provided for free (by on-line download where
possible) or purchased through regular distribution channels by local units or
directly by participants.
At least one-third of all teaching must contain substantial religious content (i.e., religious
content should take up 20 minutes of each hour of instruction or 30 minutes of each 90
minutes of instruction).
Require instructors to complete the required Church training, “Protecting Children and
Youth,” and follow all local country standards for the vetting and calling of teachers of
youth for any EnglishConnect teacher who will be teaching anyone under 21.
Follow all program guidelines contained in the Leader and Teacher guides.

1 This EnglishConnect summary was drafted June 28, 2018, but updated on February 17, 2022 to include information
about advertising activities for EnglishConnect. On February 17, 2022, Derrick Ndo Jele of Robinson Bertram
confirmed by email to Kirton McConkie attorney Karen Taylor DelPriore that there are no legal issues with broad
advertising of EnglishConnect, or with the program generally. This summary was updated on February 17, 2022 to
reflect that confirmation and to update this summary to conform to the most recent program guidelines.
2 If a student has registered online for EnglishConnect using an LDS Account, then he or she need not be provided a
hard copy of the Privacy Notice.
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•

Any mission which has never used English teaching as a contacting method must obtain
specific OGC approval before beginning to use EnglishConnect materials, in order to
avoid threats to missionary visas or the Church’s legal status.

EnglishConnect 3
BYU-Pathway Worldwide (“BYU-PW”) can offer EnglishConnect 3 in Eswatini. Because BYU- PW will
offer EnglishConnect 3 through the Pathway program, it must operate under the same conditions as
Pathway. For more information on EnglishConnect 3 and the Pathway program, please refer to the
Pathway Program Report, under the Church Education key topic for Eswatini on InfoGuide. (In the past,
Brigham Young University – Idaho was the entity that offered Pathway programs, but it transferred its
Pathway activities to BYU-PW in 2019.)
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ETHIOPIA

EnglishConnect in Ethiopia
Summary
March 20, 2019
*This summary applies to EnglishConnect 1, EnglishConnect 2, and Learn English Now only.
The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints in Ethiopia, a local association (the “Ethiopian Church”),
can carry out the EnglishConnect program in Ethiopia, as long as the EnglishConnect program is free
to participants and staffed by volunteers. The EnglishConnect program will be part of the Self-Reliance
activities already taking place in Ethiopia. The Ethiopian Church may issue OGC-approved certificates
of completion to participants who successfully complete EnglishConnect courses. We recommend
that the Ethiopian Church provide a disclosure to each participant that EnglishConnect courses will
contain religious content, that they will not carry accredited value, and outlining the cost (if any) of
EnglishConnect course materials.
The EnglishConnect program in Ethiopia was reviewed by local counsel. Based on that review, it should
be operated with the following country-specific guidelines:
•
•

EnglishConnect groups should be advertised only by word of mouth or announcements
at Church meetings.
All EnglishConnect participants who are not already members of the Church should be
noted as official investigators in missionary records.1

In addition to the country-specific guidelines above, the program should be operated in Ethiopia
according to the following general program guidelines:
•

•
•

•
•
•
•

Obtain parental consent for each student 18 years old or under (using the parental
consent form attached as Appendix A):
○ Obtain both parent signatures where possible;
○ If someone 18 or under is actually living on their own, parental consent is not
needed.
Provide every student a hard copy of the Church’s Privacy Notice (attached as Appendix B)
and be sure they read it.2
Do not charge any fees or costs to the participants for program participation:
○ Program materials can be provided for free (by on-line download where
possible) or purchased through regular distribution channels by local units or
directly by participants.
At least one-third of all teaching must contain substantial religious content (i.e., religious
content should take up 20 minutes of each hour of instruction or 30 minutes of each 90
minutes of instruction).
Follow all local country standards for the vetting and calling of teachers of youth for any
EnglishConnect teacher who will be teaching anyone under 21.
Follow all program guidelines contained in the Leader and Teacher guides.
Any mission which has never used English teaching as a contacting method must obtain
specific OGC approval before beginning to use EnglishConnect materials, in order to
avoid threats to missionary visas or the Church’s legal status.

1 The Charities and Societies Proclamation No. 621/2009 requires proper registration for charitable organizations
that provide services to the general public. As long as the EnglishConnect program is carried out in accordance with
the guidelines above, it should not fall under this regulation.
2 If a student has registered online for EnglishConnect using a Church Account, he or she need not be provided a
hard copy of the Privacy Notice.
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FIJI

EnglishConnect in Fiji
Summary
June 28, 2018, updated September 10, 2019 and January 11, 20221
EnglishConnect 1, EnglishConnect 2, and Learn English Now
The Trustees in the Republic of Fiji of The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints, a Fijian trust
(the “Trustees”), can carry out the EnglishConnect program in Fiji. The EnglishConnect program will be
part of the Self-Reliance activities already taking place in Fiji. The Trustees may issue OGC-approved
certificates of completion to participants who successfully complete EnglishConnect courses. We
recommend that the Trustees provide a disclosure to each participant that EnglishConnect courses
will contain religious content, that they will not carry accredited value, and outlining the cost (if any) of
EnglishConnect course materials.
The EnglishConnect program should be operated in Fiji according to the following general program
guidelines:
•

•

•
•

•

The program may be advertised through mass media (newspaper, radio, paid social
media ads) or by handbills, posters, announcements in Church, or “pass-along” cards,
provided the advertisements contain:
○ Prominent placement of the Church’s name;
○ A statement that there is no cost for EnglishConnect novice programs; and
○ A statement that EnglishConnect novice programs are not accredited.
Obtain parental consent for each student 18 years old or under (using the parental
consent form attached as Appendix A):
○ Obtain both parent signatures where possible;
○ If someone 18 or under is actually living on their own, parental consent is not
needed.
Provide every student a hard copy of the Church’s Privacy Notice (attached as Appendix B)
and be sure they read it.2
Do not charge any fees or costs to the participants for program participation:
○ Program materials can be provided for free (by on-line download where
possible) or purchased through regular distribution channels by local units or
directly by participants.
At least one-third of all teaching must contain substantial religious content (i.e., religious
content should take up 20 minutes of each hour of instruction or 30 minutes of each 90
minutes of instruction).

1 This EnglishConnect summary was drafted June 28, 2018, but updated on September 9, 2019 to include information
about the EnglishConnect 3 program and to update the data privacy information. The authorization of the
EnglishConnect program in Fiji was originally made by OGC pursuant to an expedited review process (approved
by Associate General Counsel – International on May 15, 2018) without specific review by local counsel in Fiji. In
November 2021, EnglishConnect proposed broad paid advertising of the program. On November 9, 2021, Kirton
McConkie attorney Karen Taylor DelPriore held a call with local counsel Jesline Singh and Glenis Yee of Munro Leys,
where counsel confirmed that there are no legal issues with broad advertising of EnglishConnect. On December
16, 2021, after a no-name inquiry with the Fiji Higher Education Commission (“FHEC”), counsel opined that
EnglishConnect in Fiji does not likely need to be registered with the FHEC because it is a free, non-accredited program
that is short in duration. To be absolutely certain that it does not need to register with the FHEC, the Trustees could
seek confirmation in writing that it is not required to register. Upon discussion, OGC’s David Hancock and Pacific Area
Legal Counsel Gordon Tanner approved moving forward without seeking formal confirmation. This summary was
updated on January 11, 2022 to reflect that advice and decision.
2 If a student has registered online for EnglishConnect using an LDS Account, he or she need not be provided a hard
copy of the Privacy Notice.
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•
•
•

Follow all local country standards for the vetting and calling of teachers of youth for any
EnglishConnect teacher who will be teaching anyone under 21.
Follow all program guidelines contained in the Leader and Teacher guides.
Any mission which has never used English teaching as a contacting method must obtain
specific OGC approval before beginning to use EnglishConnect materials, in order to
avoid threats to missionary visas or the Church’s legal status.

EnglishConnect 3
BYU-Pathway Worldwide (“BYU-PW”) can offer EnglishConnect 3 in Fiji. Because BYU-PW will offer
EnglishConnect 3 through the Pathway program, it must operate under the same conditions as
Pathway. For more information on EnglishConnect 3 and the Pathway program, please refer to the
Pathway Program Report, under the Church Education key topic for Fiji on InfoGuide. (In the past,
Brigham Young University – Idaho was the entity that offered Pathway programs, but it transferred its
Pathway activities to BYU-PW in 2019.)
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FINLAND

EnglishConnect in Finland
Summary
August 28, 2018
*This summary applies to EnglishConnect 1, EnglishConnect 2, and Learn English Now only.
The Finnish Association of The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints, a local association (the
“Finnish Association”), can carry out the EnglishConnect program in Finland. The EnglishConnect
program will be part of the Self-Reliance activities already taking place in Finland. The Finnish
Association may issue OGC-approved certificates of completion to participants who successfully
complete EnglishConnect courses. We recommend that the Finnish Association provide a disclosure
to each participant that EnglishConnect courses will contain religious content, that they will not carry
accredited value, and outlining the cost (if any) of EnglishConnect course materials.
The conditions of this approval are that the program be operated in Finland according to the following
guidelines:
•

•

•

•
•
•
•
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No mass media advertising of the program targeting the general public:
○ I.e., no newspaper, radio, or broadly distributed social media advertising;
○ Handbills, posters, announcements in Church, or “pass-along” cards are
acceptable.
Obtain parental consent for each student 18 years old or under (using the parental
consent form available on the englishconnect.org website):
○ Obtain both parent signatures where possible;
○ If someone 18 or under is actually living on their own, parental consent is not
needed.
Do not charge any fees or costs to the participants for program participation:
○ Program materials can be provided for free (by on-line download where
possible) or purchased through regular distribution channels by local units or
directly by participants.
At least one-third of all teaching must contain substantial religious content (i.e., religious
content should take up 20 minutes of each hour of instruction or 30 minutes of each 90
minutes of instruction).
Follow all local country standards for the vetting and calling of teachers of youth for any
EnglishConnect teacher who will be teaching anyone under 21.
Follow all program guidelines contained in the Leader and Teacher guides, including strict
adherence to all registration processes.
Any mission which has never used English teaching as a contacting method must obtain
specific OGC approval before beginning to use EnglishConnect materials, in order to
avoid threats to missionary visas or the Church’s legal status.
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FR ANCE

EnglishConnect in France
Summary
January 9, 2020
EnglishConnect 1, EnglishConnect 2, and Learn English Now
The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints (Great Britain), a registered liaison office of a UK limited
liability company (“GB France”), can carry out the EnglishConnect program in France, as long as the
program is free and does not provide accreditation. The EnglishConnect program will be part of the
Self-Reliance activities already being carried out by GB France.1 Missionaries in France may also teach
EnglishConnect classes, so long as they work through GB France and the Self-Reliance program, and
so long as they do not receive payment for doing so.2 GB France may issue OGC-approved certificates
of completion to participants who successfully complete EnglishConnect courses. We recommend that
GB France provide a disclosure to each participant that EnglishConnect courses will contain religious
content, that they will not carry accredited value, and outlining the cost (if any) of EnglishConnect
course materials.
The EnglishConnect program in France was reviewed by local counsel. Based on that review, it should
be operated with the following country-specific guidelines:
•
•

The employee of GB France who oversees Self-Reliance activities in France should also
oversee all EnglishConnect novice activities, including teaching by missionaries.3
EnglishConnect courses should not be taught in meetinghouses owned by the FA.4

In addition, the EnglishConnect program should be operated in France according to the following
general program guidelines:
•

•

No mass media advertising of the program targeting the general public:
○ I.e., no newspaper, radio, or broadly distributed social media advertising;
○ Handbills, posters, announcements in Church, or “pass-along” cards are
acceptable.
Obtain parental consent for each student 18 years old or under (using the parental
consent form attached as Appendix A):
○ Obtain both parent signatures where possible;
○ If someone 18 or under is actually living on their own, parental consent is not
needed.

1 GB France employs a full time employee to oversee Self-Reliance activities in France and a few other surrounding
countries.
2 As of the date of this summary, missionaries in France are sponsored by the French Association of The Church of
Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints (the “FA”). They enter on a visitor visa (D) and apply for a one-year residence (nonworker) permit once they arrive.
3 The Self-Reliance employee should manage the EnglishConnect novice class schedule and distribution of
EnglishConnect novice curriculum. Care should be taken that missionaries work through the Self-Reliance employee
so that EnglishConnect novice courses are carried out by GB France and not by the FA.
4 Most meetinghouses in France are owned by an unregistered branch of The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day
Saints, a Utah corporation sole (the “Church Corporation”), but as of the date of this summary, six are owned by the
FA: (i) Lyon, 2 bis rue Saint Gervais; (ii) Bergerac, 74 Rue Pozzi; (iii) Cholet, 32, Rue Saint Christophe; (iv) Mantes La Jolie,
209-213 Boulevard Marechal Juin; (v) Grenoble, 113 cours de la Liberation; and (vi) Brive-la-Gaillarde, 102, Avenue du
President Henri Queuille. In France, property taxes (taxes foncieres) do not apply to real estate assets owned by 1905
associations, such as the FA, and used for worship activities. Because they are not strictly religious, EnglishConnect
courses would endanger this property tax exemption and should not be carried out in buildings owned by the FA
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•
•

•
•
•

Provide every student a hard copy of the Church’s Privacy Notice (attached as Appendix B)
and be sure they read it.5
Do not charge any fees or costs to the participants for program participation:
○ Program materials can be provided for free (by on-line download where
possible) or purchased through regular distribution channels by local units or
directly by participants.
At least one-third of all teaching must contain substantial religious content (i.e., religious
content should take up 20 minutes of each hour of instruction or 30 minutes of each 90
minutes of instruction).
Require instructors to complete the required Church training, “Protecting Children and
Youth,” and follow all local country standards for the vetting and calling of teachers of
youth for any EnglishConnect instructor who will be teaching anyone under 21.
Follow all program guidelines contained in the Leader and Teacher guides.

EnglishConnect 3
BYU-Pathway Worldwide (“BYU-PW”) can offer EnglishConnect 3 online only in France. Because BYUPW will offer EnglishConnect 3 through its online Pathway program, it must operate under the same
conditions as Pathway. For more information on EnglishConnect 3 and the Pathway program, please
refer to the Pathway Program Report, under the Church Education key topic for France on InfoGuide.
(In the past, Brigham Young University - Idaho was the entity that offered Pathway programs, but it
transferred its Pathway activities to BYU-PW in 2019.)

5 If a student has registered online for EnglishConnect using a Church Account, he or she need not be provided a
hard copy of the Privacy Notice.
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FRENCH GUINEA

EnglishConnect in French Guinea
Summary
July 3, 2018
*This summary applies to EnglishConnect 1, EnglishConnect 2, and Learn English Now only.
The Caribbean Association of The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints, a local association
(the “Caribbean Association”), can carry out the EnglishConnect program in French Guiana. The
EnglishConnect program will be part of the Self-Reliance activities already taking place in French
Guiana. The Caribbean Association may issue OGC-approved certificates of completion to participants
wh successfully complete EnglishConnect courses. We recommend that the Caribbean Association
provide a disclosure to each participant that EnglishConnect courses will contain religious content and
that they will not carry accredited value.
The conditions of this approval are that the program be operated in French Guiana according to the
following guidelines:
•

•

•

•
•
•
•
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No mass media advertising of the program targeting the general public:
○ I.e., no newspaper, radio, or broadly distributed social media advertising;
○ Handbills, posters, announcements in Church, or “pass-along” cards are
acceptable.
Obtain parental consent for each student 18 years old or under (using the parental
consent form available on the englishconnect.org website):
○ Obtain both parent signatures where possible;
○ If someone 18 or under is actually living on their own, parental consent is not
needed.
Do not charge any fees or costs to the participants for program participation:
○ Program materials can be provided for free (by on-line download where
possible) or purchased through regular distribution channels by local units or
directly by participants.
At least one-third of all teaching must contain substantial religious content (i.e., religious
content should take up 20 minutes of each hour of instruction or 30 minutes of each 90
minutes of instruction).
Follow all local country standards for the vetting and calling of teachers of youth for any
EnglishConnect teacher who will be teaching anyone under 21.
Follow all program guidelines contained in the Leader and Teacher guides, including strict
adherence to all registration processes.
Any mission which has never used English teaching as a contacting method must obtain
specific OGC approval before beginning to use EnglishConnect materials, in order to
avoid threats to missionary visas or the Church’s legal status.
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FRENCH POLYNESIA

EnglishConnect in French Polynesia
Summary
April 9, 2019, updated September 10, 2019 and January 20, 20221
*This summary applies to EnglishConnect 1, EnglishConnect 2, and Learn English Now only.
The Administration Council of The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints, a locally registered
administrative council (the “Administration Council”), can carry out the EnglishConnect program in
French Polynesia. The EnglishConnect program will be part of the Self-Reliance activities already
taking place in French Polynesia. The Administration Council may issue OGC-approved certificates of
completion to participants who successfully complete EnglishConnect courses. We recommend that
the Administration Council provide a disclosure to each participant that EnglishConnect courses will
contain religious content, that they will not carry accredited value, and outlining the cost (if any) of
EnglishConnect course materials.
The EnglishConnect program in French Polynesia was reviewed by local counsel. Based on that review,
the EnglishConnect program in French Polynesia should not be advertised broadly through mass
media targeting the general public (i.e., no newspaper, radio, or broadly distributed social media
advertising; handbills, posters, announcements in Church, or “pass-along” cards are acceptable).2
In addition, the program should be operated in French Polynesia according to the following general
program guidelines:
•

•
•

•

Obtain parental consent for each student 18 years old or under (using the parental
consent form attached as Appendix A):
○ Obtain both parent signatures where possible;
○ If someone 18 or under is actually living on their own, parental consent is not
needed.
Provide every student a hard copy of the Church’s Privacy Notice (attached as Appendix B)
and be sure they read it.3
Do not charge any fees or costs to the participants for program participation:
○ Program materials can be provided for free (by on-line download where
possible) or purchased through regular distribution channels by local units or
directly by participants.
At least one-third of all teaching must contain substantial religious content (i.e., religious
content should take up 20 minutes of each hour of instruction or 30 minutes of each 90

1 This EnglishConnect summary was drafted April 9, 2019 but updated on September 10, 2019 to include information
about the EnglishConnect 3 program and on January 20, 2022 to include the guidance that the EnglishConnect
program should not be advertised through mass media.
2 The Administrative Council must only conduct activities that are religious in nature. As long as it follows the general
program guidelines, the EnglishConnect program should fit within the entity’s purposes and should not be subject to
regulation in French Polynesia. In November 2021, EnglishConnect proposed broad paid advertising of the program.
On December 21, 2021, Kirton McConkie attorney Karen Taylor DelPriore held a call with local counsel Anthony
Pindozzi, where counsel raised concerns that broad advertising could be seen as violating proselyting prohibitions.
Counsel advised that the Administrative Council could approach the High Commissioner of France in French Polynesia
to seek clarification about whether advertising is allowed, but Area Legal Counsel Gordon Tanner recommended that
the Administrative Council not seek clarification at this time because it has other matters pending before the High
Commission and is working through land title issues. For the time being, the EnglishConnect program should not be
broadly advertised in French Polynesia.
3 If a student has registered online for EnglishConnect using an LDS Account, he or she need not be provided a hard
copy of the Privacy Notice.
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•
•
•

minutes of instruction).
Follow all local country standards for the vetting and calling of teachers of youth for any
EnglishConnect teacher who will be teaching anyone under 21.
Follow all program guidelines contained in the Leader and Teacher guides.
Any mission which has never used English teaching as a contacting method must obtain
specific OGC approval before beginning to use EnglishConnect materials, in order to
avoid threats to missionary visas or the Church’s legal status.

EnglishConnect 3
BYU-Pathway Worldwide (“BYU-PW”) can offer EnglishConnect 3 in French Polynesia. Because BYU-PW
will offer EnglishConnect 3 through the Pathway program, it must operate under the same conditions
as Pathway. For more information on EnglishConnect 3 and the Pathway program, please refer to the
Pathway Program Report, under the Church Education key topic for French Polynesia on InfoGuide.
(In the past, Brigham Young University – Idaho was the entity that offered Pathway programs, but it
transferred its Pathway activities to BYU-PW in 2019.)
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GERMANY

EnglishConnect in Germany
Summary
August 28, 2018
*This summary applies to EnglishConnect 1, EnglishConnect 2, and Learn English Now only.
The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints in Germany, a public law organization (the
“Körperschaft”), can carry out the EnglishConnect program in Germany. The EnglishConnect program
will be part of the Self-Reliance activities already taking place in Germany. The Körperschaft may issue
OGC-approved certificates of completion to participants who successfully complete EnglishConnect
courses. We recommend that the Körperschaft provide a disclosure to each participant that
EnglishConnect courses will contain religious content, that they will not carry accredited value, and
outlining the cost (if any) of EnglishConnect course materials.
The conditions of this approval are that the program be operated in Germany according to the
following guidelines:
•

•

•

•
•
•
•
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No mass media advertising of the program targeting the general public:
○ I.e., no newspaper, radio, or broadly distributed social media advertising;
○ Handbills, posters, announcements in Church, or “pass-along” cards are
acceptable.
Obtain parental consent for each student 18 years old or under (using the parental
consent form available on the englishconnect.org website):
○ Obtain both parent signatures where possible;
○ If someone 18 or under is actually living on their own, parental consent is not
needed.
Do not charge any fees or costs to the participants for program participation:
○ Program materials can be provided for free (by on-line download where
possible) or purchased through regular distribution channels by local units or
directly by participants.
At least one-third of all teaching must contain substantial religious content (i.e., religious
content should take up 20 minutes of each hour of instruction or 30 minutes of each 90
minutes of instruction).
Follow all local country standards for the vetting and calling of teachers of youth for any
EnglishConnect teacher who will be teaching anyone under 21.
Follow all program guidelines contained in the Leader and Teacher guides, including strict
adherence to all registration processes.
Any mission which has never used English teaching as a contacting method must obtain
specific OGC approval before beginning to use EnglishConnect materials, in order to
avoid threats to missionary visas or the Church’s legal status.
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GHANA

EnglishConnect in Ghana
Summary
June 28, 2018
*This summary applies to EnglishConnect 1, EnglishConnect 2, and Learn English Now only.
The Ghana Association of The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints, a Ghanaian nongovernmental organization (the “Ghana Association”), can carry out the EnglishConnect program in
Ghana. The EnglishConnect program will be part of the Self-Reliance activities already taking place in
Ghana. The Ghana Association may issue OGC-approved certificates of completion to participants who
successfully complete EnglishConnect courses. We recommend that the Ghana Association provide a
disclosure to each participant that EnglishConnect courses will contain religious content, that they will
not carry accredited value, and outlining the cost (if any) of EnglishConnect course materials.
The EnglishConnect program in Ghana was subject to local counsel review. There are no countryspecific issues in Ghana, as long as the EnglishConnect program operates under the following
guidelines: 1
•

•

•

•
•
•
•

No mass media advertising of the program targeting the general public in any given
country;
○ i.e., no newspaper, radio, broadly distributed social media advertising
○ Handbills, posters, announcements in Church, or “pass-along” cards are OK
Obtain parental consent from everyone 18 and under (using the parental consent form
attached as Appendix A)
○ Obtain both parent signatures where possible
○ If someone 18 or under is actually living on their own, parental consent not
needed
Do not charge any fees or costs to the participants for program participation
○ Program materials can be provided for free (by on-line download where
possible) or purchased through regular distribution channels by local units or
directly by participants
At least one-third of all teaching must contain substantial religious content (religious
content should take up 20 minutes of each hour of instruction or 30 minutes of each 90
minutes of instruction)
Follow all local country standards for the vetting and calling of teachers of youth for any
EnglishConnect teacher who will be teaching anyone under 21
Follow all program guidelines contained in the Leader and Teacher guides, which must
include the requirement to follow the attached matrix with regard to data privacy
(attached as Appendix C)
Any mission which has never used English teaching as a contacting method must obtain
OGC approval before beginning to use EnglishConnect materials to avoid threats to
missionary visas or the Church’s legal status

1 The Ghana Association’s property is not currently exempt from property tax, although OGC Africa West is working
to apply for exemptions. The opinion from local counsel requested a copy of the property tax exemptions before
opining on whether the EnglishConnect program would put the exemptions in danger. Because the properties are
not exempt, the EnglishConnect program will not pose a threat to their tax status.
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GREECE

EnglishConnect in Greece
Summary
January 15, 2019
*This summary applies to EnglishConnect 1, EnglishConnect 2, and Learn English Now only.
The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints in Germany, a branch of a foreign entity (the “Greek
Entity”), can carry out the EnglishConnect program in Greece. The EnglishConnect program will be part
of the Self-Reliance activities already taking place in Greece. The Greek Entity may issue OGC-approved
certificates of completion to participants who successfully complete EnglishConnect courses. We
recommend that the Greek Entity provide a disclosure to each participant that EnglishConnect courses
will contain religious content, that they will not carry accredited value, and outlining the cost (if any) of
EnglishConnect course materials.
The authorization of the EnglishConnect program in Greece has been made by OGC pursuant to an
expedited review process (approved by Associate General Counsel - International on May 15, 2018)
without specific review by local counsel in Greece.
The conditions of this approval are that the program be operated in Greece according to the following
guidelines:
•

•

•
•

•
•
•
•

No mass media advertising of the program targeting the general public:
○ I.e., no newspaper, radio, or broadly distributed social media advertising;
○ Handbills, posters, announcements in Church, or “pass-along” cards are
acceptable.
Obtain parental consent for each student 18 years old or under (using the parental
consent form attached as Appendix A):
○ Obtain both parent signatures where possible;
○ If someone 18 or under is actually living on their own, parental consent is not
needed.
Provide every student a hard copy of the Church’s Privacy Notice (attached as Appendix B)
and be sure they read it.1
Do not charge any fees or costs to the participants for program participation:
○ Program materials can be provided for free (by on-line download where
possible) or purchased through regular distribution channels by local units or
directly by participants.
At least one-third of all teaching must contain substantial religious content (i.e., religious
content should take up 20 minutes of each hour of instruction or 30 minutes of each 90
minutes of instruction).
Follow all local country standards for the vetting and calling of teachers of youth for any
EnglishConnect teacher who will be teaching anyone under 21.
Follow all program guidelines contained in the Leader and Teacher guides.
Any mission which has never used English teaching as a contacting method must obtain
specific OGC approval before beginning to use EnglishConnect materials, in order to
avoid threats to missionary visas or the Church’s legal status.

1 If a student has registered online for EnglishConnect using a Church Account, then he or she need not be provided
a hard copy of the Privacy Notice.
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GREDANA

EnglishConnect in Grenada
Summary
July 11, 2019
*This summary applies to EnglishConnect 1, EnglishConnect 2, and Learn English Now only.
The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints West Indies Association, a registered branch of a
foreign legal entity (the “Association”), can carry out the EnglishConnect program in Grenada. The
EnglishConnect program will be part of the Self-Reliance activities already taking place in Grenada.
The Association may issue OGC-approved certificates of completion to participants who successfully
complete EnglishConnect courses. We recommend that the Association provide a disclosure to
each participant that EnglishConnect courses will contain religious content, that they will not carry
accredited value, and outlining the cost (if any) of EnglishConnect course materials.
The authorization of the EnglishConnect program in Grenada has been made by OGC pursuant to an
expedited review process (approved by Associate General Counsel - International on May 15, 2018)
without specific review by local counsel in Grenada.
The conditions of this approval are that the program be operated in Grenada according to the
following guidelines:
•

•

•
•

•
•
•
•

No mass media advertising of the program targeting the general public:
○ I.e., no newspaper, radio, or broadly distributed social media advertising;
○ Handbills, posters, announcements in Church, or “pass-along” cards are
acceptable.
Obtain parental consent for each student 18 years old or under (using the parental
consent form attached as Appendix A):
○ Obtain both parent signatures where possible;
○ If someone 18 or under is actually living on their own, parental consent is not
needed.
Provide every student a hard copy of the Church’s Privacy Notice (attached as Appendix B)
and be sure they read it.1
Do not charge any fees or costs to the participants for program participation:
○ Program materials can be provided for free (by on-line download where
possible) or purchased through regular distribution channels by local units or
directly by participants.
At least one-third of all teaching must contain substantial religious content (i.e., religious
content should take up 20 minutes of each hour of instruction or 30 minutes of each 90
minutes of instruction).
Follow all local country standards for the vetting and calling of teachers of youth for any
EnglishConnect teacher who will be teaching anyone under 21.
Follow all program guidelines contained in the Leader and Teacher guides.
Any mission which has never used English teaching as a contacting method must obtain
specific OGC approval before beginning to use EnglishConnect materials, in order to
avoid threats to missionary visas or the Church’s legal status.

1 If a student has registered online for EnglishConnect using a Church Account, then he or she need not be provided
a hard copy of the Privacy Notice.
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GUADELOUPE

EnglishConnect in Guadeloupe
Summary
July 3, 2018
*This summary applies to EnglishConnect 1, EnglishConnect 2, and Learn English Now only.
The Caribbean Association of The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints, a local association
(the “Caribbean Association”), can carry out the EnglishConnect program in Guadeloupe. The
EnglishConnec program will be part of the Self-Reliance activities already taking place in Guadeloupe.
The Caribbean Association may issue OGC-approved certificates of completion to participants who
successfully complete EnglishConnect courses. We recommend that the Caribbean Association provide
a disclosure to each participant that EnglishConnect courses will contain religious content and that
they will not carry accredited value.
The conditions of this approval are that the program be operated in Guadeloupe according to the
following guidelines:
•

•

•

•
•
•
•
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No mass media advertising of the program targeting the general public:
○ I.e., no newspaper, radio, or broadly distributed social media advertising;
○ Handbills, posters, announcements in Church, or “pass-along” cards are
acceptable.
Obtain parental consent for each student 18 years old or under (using the parental
consent form available on the englishconnect.org website):
○ Obtain both parent signatures where possible;
○ If someone 18 or under is actually living on their own, parental consent is not
needed.
Do not charge any fees or costs to the participants for program participation:
○ Program materials can be provided for free (by on-line download where
possible) or purchased through regular distribution channels by local units or
directly by participants.
At least one-third of all teaching must contain substantial religious content (i.e., religious
content should take up 20 minutes of each hour of instruction or 30 minutes of each 90
minutes of instruction).
Follow all local country standards for the vetting and calling of teachers of youth for any
EnglishConnect teacher who will be teaching anyone under 21.
Follow all program guidelines contained in the Leader and Teacher guides, including strict
adherence to all registration processes.
Any mission which has never used English teaching as a contacting method must obtain
specific OGC approval before beginning to use EnglishConnect materials, in order to
avoid threats to missionary visas or the Church’s legal status.
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GUAM

EnglishConnect in Guam
Summary
November 20, 2018
*This summary applies to EnglishConnect 1, EnglishConnect 2, and Learn English Now only.
Corporation of the President of The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints, a branch of a foreign
legal entity (“COP Guam”), can carry out the EnglishConnect program in Guam. The EnglishConnect
program will be part of the Self-Reliance activities already taking place in Guam. COP Guam may issue
OGC-approved certificates of completion to participants who successfully complete EnglishConnect
courses. We recommend that COP Guam provide a disclosure to each participant that EnglishConnect
courses will contain religious content, that they will not carry accredited value, and outlining the cost
(if any) of EnglishConnect course materials.
The authorization of the EnglishConnect program in Guam has been made by OGC pursuant to an
expedited review process (approved by Associate General Counsel - International on May 15, 2018)
without specific review by local counsel in Guam.
The conditions of this approval are that the program be operated in Guam according to the following
guidelines:
•

•

•
•

•
•
•
•

No mass media advertising of the program targeting the general public:
○ I.e., no newspaper, radio, or broadly distributed social media advertising;
○ Handbills, posters, announcements in Church, or “pass-along” cards are
acceptable.
Obtain parental consent for each student 18 years old or under (using the parental
consent form attached as Appendix A):
○ Obtain both parent signatures where possible;
○ If someone 18 or under is actually living on their own, parental consent is not
needed.
Provide every student a hard copy of the Church’s Privacy Notice (attached as Appendix B)
and be sure they read it.1
Do not charge any fees or costs to the participants for program participation:
○ Program materials can be provided for free (by on-line download where
possible) or purchased through regular distribution channels by local units or
directly by participants.
At least one-third of all teaching must contain substantial religious content (i.e., religious
content should take up 20 minutes of each hour of instruction or 30 minutes of each 90
minutes of instruction).
Follow all local country standards for the vetting and calling of teachers of youth for any
EnglishConnect teacher who will be teaching anyone under 21.
Follow all program guidelines contained in the Leader and Teacher guides.
Any mission which has never used English teaching as a contacting method must obtain
specific OGC approval before beginning to use EnglishConnect materials, in order to
avoid threats to missionary visas or the Church’s legal status.

1 If a student has registered online for EnglishConnect using a Church Account, he or she need not be provided a
hard copy of the Privacy Notice.
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GUATEMALA

EnglishConnect in Guatemala
Summary
September 20, 2017
*This summary applies to EnglishConnect 1, EnglishConnect 2, and Learn English Now only.
1.

Legal Entity:

The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints, a Guatemalan association (the “Association”), can carry
out the EnglishConnect program in Guatemala. The EnglishConnect program will be part of the SelfReliance activities already taking place in Guatemala. The Association has the corporate authority to
administer the EnglishConnect program.
2.

Regulations and Licensing Requirements:

The Association is not subject to any regulations or licensing requirements, including but not limited to
those for education, when it administers the EnglishConnect program.
3.

Tax Consequences:

The Association is not subject to any tax consequences or reporting obligations if it administers the
EnglishConnect program since it offers these courses free of charge. Administering the EnglishConnect
program will not jeopardize the Association’s current tax exempt status and activities can take place
in meetinghouses without jeopardizing their property tax exemptions. There are no tax consequences
or reporting requirements arising from the nominal charge for course materials, provided that any
income generated is used to fulfill the Association’s purposes.
4.

Other:

Other than those listed below, there are no legal issues arising from the Association’s administration
of the EnglishConnect program in Guatemala.
a.

Parental Consent. Parental consent is required for EnglishConnect participants under
the age of 18. The Association should obtain written consent from the parent or legal
guardian of any participant under the age of 18.

b.

Missionary Visas. Missionaries may teach EnglishConnect courses in Guatemala without
causing issues with their existing visas.

c.

Certificates. The Association may issue OGC-approved certificates of completion to
participants who successfully complete EnglishConnect courses. Issuing certificates of
completion will not subject the Association to additional laws or regulations.

d.

Participant Disclosure. We recommend that the Association provide a disclosure to each
participant that EnglishConnect courses will contain religious content, that they will not
carry accredited value, and outlining the cost (if any) of EnglishConnect course materials.
This can be accomplished by including such language in the standard online registration
materials

EnglishConnect - Guatemala Summary
Prepared by: Karen DelPriore and Kyle Petersen
September 20, 2017
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GUYANA

EnglishConnect in Guyana
Summary
July 3, 2018
*This summary applies to EnglishConnect 1, EnglishConnect 2, and Learn English Now only.
The Guyana Association of The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints, a nonprofit corporation
(the “Guyana Association”), can carry out the EnglishConnect program in Guyana. The EnglishConnect
program will be part of the Self-Reliance activities already taking place in Guyana. The Guyana
Association may issue OGC-approved certificates of completion to participants who successfully
complete EnglishConnect courses. We recommend that the Guyana Association provide a disclosure
to each participant that EnglishConnect courses will contain religious content and that they will not
carry accredited value.
The conditions of this approval are that the program be operated in Guyana according to the following
guidelines:
•

•

•

•
•
•
•
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No mass media advertising of the program targeting the general public:
○ I.e., no newspaper, radio, or broadly distributed social media advertising;
○ Handbills, posters, announcements in Church, or “pass-along” cards are
acceptable.
Obtain parental consent for each student 18 years old or under (using the parental
consent form available on the englishconnect.org website):
○ Obtain both parent signatures where possible;
○ If someone 18 or under is actually living on their own, parental consent is not
needed.
Do not charge any fees or costs to the participants for program participation:
○ Program materials can be provided for free (by on-line download where
possible) or purchased through regular distribution channels by local units or
directly by participants.
At least one-third of all teaching must contain substantial religious content (i.e., religious
content should take up 20 minutes of each hour of instruction or 30 minutes of each 90
minutes of instruction).
Follow all local country standards for the vetting and calling of teachers of youth for any
EnglishConnect teacher who will be teaching anyone under 21.
Follow all program guidelines contained in the Leader and Teacher guides, including strict
adherence to all registration processes.
Any mission which has never used English teaching as a contacting method must obtain
specific OGC approval before beginning to use EnglishConnect materials, in order to
avoid threats to missionary visas or the Church’s legal status.
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HAITI

EnglishConnect in Haiti
Summary
February 20, 2018
*This summary applies to EnglishConnect 1, EnglishConnect 2, and Learn English Now only.
1.

Legal Entity:

The Haitian Foundation of The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints (the “Foundation”), can carry
out the EnglishConnect program in Haiti. The EnglishConnect program will be part of the Self-Reliance
activities already taking place in Haiti. The Foundation has the corporate authority to administer the
EnglishConnect program.
2.

Regulations and Licensing Requirements:

The Foundation is not subject to any regulations or licensing requirements, including but not limited to
those for education, when it administers the EnglishConnect program.
3.

Tax Consequences:

The Foundation is not subject to any tax consequences or reporting obligations if it administers
the EnglishConnect program so long as it offers these courses free of charge. Administering the
EnglishConnect program will not jeopardize the Foundation’s current tax exempt status and activities
can take place in meetinghouses without jeopardizing their property tax exemptions. There are no tax
consequences or reporting requirements arising from the nominal charge for course materials.
4.

Other:

Other than those listed below, there are no legal issues arising from Foundation’s administration of
the EnglishConnect program in Haiti.
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a.

Parental Consent. The Foundation should obtain written consent from the parent/
guardian of all EnglishConnect participants under the age of 18 before they can participate
in the EnglishConnect program.

b.

Missionary Visas. Missionaries may teach EnglishConnect courses in Haiti without causing
issues with their existing visas.

c.

Certificates. The Foundation may issue OGC-approved certificates of completion to
participants who successfully complete EnglishConnect courses. Issuing certificates of
completion will not subject the Foundation to additional laws or regulations.

d.

Participant Disclosure. We recommend that the Foundation provide a disclosure to each
participant that EnglishConnect courses will contain religious content, that they will not
carry accredited value, and outlining the cost (if any) of EnglishConnect course materials.
This can be accomplished by including such language in the standard online registration
materials.
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HONDUR AS

EnglishConnect in Honduras
Summary
September 20, 2017
*This summary applies to EnglishConnect 1, EnglishConnect 2, and Learn English Now only.
1.

Legal Entity:

The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints, a Honduran association (the “Association”), can carry
out the EnglishConnect program in Honduras. The EnglishConnect program will be part of the SelfReliance activities already taking place in Honduras. The Association has the corporate authority to
administer the EnglishConnect program.
2.

Regulations and Licensing Requirements:

The Association is not subject to any regulations or licensing requirements, including but not limited to
those for education, when it administers the EnglishConnect program.1
3.

Tax Consequences:

The Association is not subject to any tax consequences or reporting obligations if it administers the
EnglishConnect program since it offers these courses free of charge. Administering the EnglishConnect
program will not jeopardize the Association’s current tax exempt status and activities can take place in
meetinghouses without jeopardizing their property tax exemptions. There are no tax consequences or
reporting requirements arising from the nominal charge for course materials.
4.

Other:

Other than those listed below, there are no legal issues arising from the Association’s administration
of the EnglishConnect program in Honduras.
a.

Parental Consent. Parental consent is required for any participant under the age of 21.
Consent must be in writing and signed by both parents or the legal guardian parent.

b.

Missionary Visas. Missionaries may teach EnglishConnect courses in Honduras without
causing issues with their existing visas.

c.

Certificates. The Association may issue OGC-approved certificates of completion to
participants who successfully complete EnglishConnect courses. Issuing certificates of
completion will not subject the Association to additional laws or regulations.

d.

Participant Disclosure. We recommend that the Association provide a disclosure to each
participant that EnglishConnect courses will contain religious content, that they will not

1 Honduran education regulations only apply to programs seeking formal recognition from the Honduran educational
system. Because EnglishConnect will not provide formal accreditation, it will not be subject to these regulations.
EnglishConnect - Honduras Summary
Prepared by: Karen DelPriore and Kyle Petersen
September 20, 2017
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HUNGARY

EnglishConnect in Hungary
Summary
August 28, 2018
*This summary applies to EnglishConnect 1, EnglishConnect 2, and Learn English Now only.
The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints, a religious community (the “Hungarian Church”),
can carry out the EnglishConnect program in Hungary. The EnglishConnect program will be part
of the Self- Reliance activities already taking place in Hungary. The Hungarian Church may issue
OGC-approved certificates of completion to participants who successfully complete EnglishConnect
courses. We recommend that the Hungarian Church provide a disclosure to each participant that
EnglishConnect courses will contain religious content, that they will not carry accredited value, and
outlining the cost (if any) of EnglishConnect course materials.
The conditions of this approval are that the program be operated in Hungary according to the
following guidelines:
•

•

•

•
•
•
•
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No mass media advertising of the program targeting the general public:
○ I.e., no newspaper, radio, or broadly distributed social media advertising;
○ Handbills, posters, announcements in Church, or “pass-along” cards are
acceptable.
Obtain parental consent for each student 18 years old or under (using the parental
consent form available on the englishconnect.org website):
○ Obtain both parent signatures where possible;
○ If someone 18 or under is actually living on their own, parental consent is not
needed.
Do not charge any fees or costs to the participants for program participation:
○ Program materials can be provided for free (by on-line download where
possible) or purchased through regular distribution channels by local units or
directly by participants.
At least one-third of all teaching must contain substantial religious content (i.e., religious
content should take up 20 minutes of each hour of instruction or 30 minutes of each 90
minutes of instruction).
Follow all local country standards for the vetting and calling of teachers of youth for any
EnglishConnect teacher who will be teaching anyone under 21.
Follow all program guidelines contained in the Leader and Teacher guides, including strict
adherence to all registration processes.
Any mission which has never used English teaching as a contacting method must obtain
specific OGC approval before beginning to use EnglishConnect materials, in order to
avoid threats to missionary visas or the Church’s legal status.
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ICELAND

EnglishConnect in Iceland
Summary
March 31, 2020
EnglishConnect 1, EnglishConnect 2, and Learn English Now
The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints, an Icelandic association (the “Icelandic Church”), can
carry out the EnglishConnect program in Iceland. The EnglishConnect program will be part of the
Self-Reliance activities already taking place in Iceland. The Icelandic Church may issue OGC-approved
certificates of completion to participants who successfully complete EnglishConnect courses. We
recommend that the Icelandic Church provide a disclosure to each participant that EnglishConnect
courses will contain religious content, that they will not carry accredited value, and outlining the cost
(if any) of EnglishConnect course materials.
The authorization of the EnglishConnect program in Iceland has been made by OGC pursuant to an
expedited review process (approved by Associate General Counsel – International on May 15, 2018)
without specific review by local counsel in Iceland.
The conditions of this approval are that the program be operated in Iceland according to the following
guidelines:
•

•

•
•

•
•
•
•

No mass media advertising of the program targeting the general public:
○ I.e., no newspaper, radio, or broadly distributed social media advertising;
○ Handbills, posters, announcements in Church, or “pass-along” cards are
acceptable.
Obtain parental consent for each student 18 years old or under (using the parental
consent form attached as Appendix A):
○ Obtain both parent signatures where possible;
○ If someone 18 or under is actually living on their own, parental consent is not
needed.
Provide every student a hard copy of the Church’s Privacy Notice (attached as Appendix B)
and be sure they read it.1
Do not charge any fees or costs to the participants for program participation:
○ Program materials can be provided for free (by on-line download where
possible) or purchased through regular distribution channels by local units or
directly by participants.
At least one-third of all teaching must contain substantial religious content (i.e., religious
content should take up 20 minutes of each hour of instruction or 30 minutes of each 90
minutes of instruction).
Require instructors to complete the required Church training, “Protecting Children and
Youth,” and follow all local country standards for the vetting and calling of teachers of
youth for any EnglishConnect teacher who will be teaching anyone under 21.
Follow all program guidelines contained in the Leader and Teacher guides.
Any mission in this country that has never used English teaching as a contacting method
must obtain specific OGC approval before beginning to use EnglishConnect materials, in
order to avoid threats to missionary visas or the Church’s legal status.

1 If a student has registered online for EnglishConnect using a Church Account, then he or she need not be provided
a hard copy of the Privacy Notice.
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EnglishConnect 3
BYU-Pathway Worldwide (“BYU-PW”) can offer EnglishConnect 3 online only in Iceland. Because
BYU-PW will offer EnglishConnect 3 through the Pathway program, it must operate under the same
conditions as Pathway. For more information on EnglishConnect 3 and the Pathway program, please
refer to the Pathway Program Report, under the Church Education key topic for Iceland on InfoGuide.
(In the past, Brigham Young University – Idaho was the entity that offered Pathway programs, but it
transferred its Pathway activities to BYU-PW in 2019.)
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IRELAND

EnglishConnect in Ireland
Summary
August 28, 2018
*This summary applies to EnglishConnect 1, EnglishConnect 2, and Learn English Now only.
The Irish Association of The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints Company Limited by Guarantee,
a company limited by guarantee (the “Irish Association”), can carry out the EnglishConnect program in
Ireland. The EnglishConnect program will be part of the Self-Reliance activities already taking place in
Ireland. The Irish Association may issue OGC-approved certificates of completion to participants who
successfully complete EnglishConnect courses. We recommend that the Irish Association provide a
disclosure to each participant that EnglishConnect courses will contain religious content, that they will
not carry accredited value, and outlining the cost (if any) of EnglishConnect course materials.
The conditions of this approval are that the program be operated in Ireland according to the following
guidelines:
•

•

•

•
•
•
•
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No mass media advertising of the program targeting the general public:
○ I.e., no newspaper, radio, or broadly distributed social media advertising;
○ Handbills, posters, announcements in Church, or “pass-along” cards are
acceptable.
Obtain parental consent for each student 18 years old or under (using the parental
consent form available on the englishconnect.org website):
○ Obtain both parent signatures where possible;
○ If someone 18 or under is actually living on their own, parental consent is not
needed.
Do not charge any fees or costs to the participants for program participation:
○ Program materials can be provided for free (by on-line download where
possible) or purchased through regular distribution channels by local units or
directly by participants.
At least one-third of all teaching must contain substantial religious content (i.e., religious
content should take up 20 minutes of each hour of instruction or 30 minutes of each 90
minutes of instruction).
Follow all local country standards for the vetting and calling of teachers of youth for any
EnglishConnect teacher who will be teaching anyone under 21.
Follow all program guidelines contained in the Leader and Teacher guides, including strict
adherence to all registration processes.
Any mission which has never used English teaching as a contacting method must obtain
specific OGC approval before beginning to use EnglishConnect materials, in order to
avoid threats to missionary visas or the Church’s legal status.
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ITALY

EnglishConnect in Italy
Summary
August 28, 2018
*This summary applies to EnglishConnect 1, EnglishConnect 2, and Learn English Now only.
The Patrimonial Entity of The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints, a local foundation (the
“Patrimonial Entity”), can carry out the EnglishConnect program in Italy. The EnglishConnect progr will
be part of the Self-Reliance activities already taking place in Italy. The Patrimonial Entity may issue
OGC approved certificates of completion to participants who successfully complete EnglishConnect
courses. We recommend that the Patrimonial Entity provide a disclosure to each participant that
EnglishConnect courses will contain religious content, that they will not carry accredited value, and
outlining the cost (if any) of EnglishConnect course materials. The authorization of the EnglishConnect
program in Italy has been made by OGC pursuant to an expedited review process (approved by
Associate General Counsel - International on May 15, 2018) without specific review by local counsel in
Italy.
The conditions of this approval are that the program be operated in Italy according to the following
guidelines:
•

•

•

•
•
•
•
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No mass media advertising of the program targeting the general public:
○ I.e., no newspaper, radio, or broadly distributed social media advertising;
○ Handbills, posters, announcements in Church, or “pass-along” cards are
acceptable.
Obtain parental consent for each student 18 years old or under (using the parental
consent form available on the englishconnect.org website):
○ Obtain both parent signatures where possible;
○ If someone 18 or under is actually living on their own, parental consent is not
needed.
Do not charge any fees or costs to the participants for program participation:
○ Program materials can be provided for free (by on-line download where
possible) or purchased through regular distribution channels by local units or
directly by participants.
At least one-third of all teaching must contain substantial religious content (i.e., religious
content should take up 20 minutes of each hour of instruction or 30 minutes of each 90
minutes of instruction).
Follow all local country standards for the vetting and calling of teachers of youth for any
EnglishConnect teacher who will be teaching anyone under 21.
Follow all program guidelines contained in the Leader and Teacher guides, including strict
adherence to all registration processes.
Any mission which has never used English teaching as a contacting method must obtain
specific OGC approval before beginning to use EnglishConnect materials, in order to
avoid threats to missionary visas or the Church’s legal status.
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IVORY COAST

EnglishConnect in the Ivory Coast
Summary
January 24, 2019
*This summary applies to EnglishConnect 1, EnglishConnect 2, and Learn English Now only.
The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints in Ivory Coast, a local association (the “Association”),
can carry out the EnglishConnect program in the Ivory Coast. The EnglishConnect program will be part
of the Self-Reliance activities already taking place in the Ivory Coast. The Association may issue OGCapproved certificates of completion to participants who successfully complete EnglishConnect courses.
We recommend that the Association provide a disclosure to each participant that EnglishConnect
courses will contain religious content, that they will not carry accredited value, and outlining the cost
(if any) of EnglishConnect course materials.
The authorization of the EnglishConnect program in the Ivory Coast has been made by OGC pursuant
to an expedited review process (approved by Associate General Counsel - International on May 15,
2018) without specific review by local counsel in the Ivory Coast.
The conditions of this approval are that the program be operated in the Ivory Coast according to the
following guidelines:
•

•

•
•

•
•
•
•

No mass media advertising of the program targeting the general public:
○ I.e., no newspaper, radio, or broadly distributed social media advertising;
○ Handbills, posters, announcements in Church, or “pass-along” cards are
acceptable.
Obtain parental consent for each student 18 years old or under (using the parental
consent form attached as Appendix A):
○ Obtain both parent signatures where possible;
○ If someone 18 or under is actually living on their own, parental consent is not
needed.
Provide every student a hard copy of the Church’s Privacy Notice (attached as Appendix B)
and be sure they read it.1
Do not charge any fees or costs to the participants for program participation:
○ Program materials can be provided for free (by on-line download where
possible) or purchased through regular distribution channels by local units or
directly by participants.
At least one-third of all teaching must contain substantial religious content (i.e., religious
content should take up 20 minutes of each hour of instruction or 30 minutes of each 90
minutes of instruction).
Follow all local country standards for the vetting and calling of teachers of youth for any
EnglishConnect teacher who will be teaching anyone under 21.
Follow all program guidelines contained in the Leader and Teacher guides.
Any mission which has never used English teaching as a contacting method must obtain
specific OGC approval before beginning to use EnglishConnect materials, in order to
avoid threats to missionary visas or the Church’s legal status.

1 If a student has registered online for EnglishConnect using a Church Account, then he or she need not be provided
a hard copy of the Privacy Notice.
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JAMACIA

EnglishConnect in Jamaica
Summary
July 3, 2018
*This summary applies to EnglishConnect 1, EnglishConnect 2, and Learn English Now only.
The Corporation of The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints (Jamaica), a Jamaican entity (the
“Jamaican Corporation”), can carry out the EnglishConnect program in Jamaica. The EnglishConnect
program will be part of the Self-Reliance activities already taking place in Jamaica. The Jamaican
Corporation may issue OGC-approved certificates of completion to participants who successfully
complete EnglishConnect courses. We recommend that the Jamaican Corporation provide a disclosure
to each participant that EnglishConnect courses will contain religious content and that they will not
carry accredited value.
The conditions of this approval are that the program be operated in Jamaica according to the following
guidelines:
•

•

•

•
•
•
•
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No mass media advertising of the program targeting the general public:
○ I.e., no newspaper, radio, or broadly distributed social media advertising;
○ Handbills, posters, announcements in Church, or “pass-along” cards are
acceptable.
Obtain parental consent for each student 18 years old or under (using the parental
consent form available on the englishconnect.org website):
○ Obtain both parent signatures where possible;
○ If someone 18 or under is actually living on their own, parental consent is not
needed.
Do not charge any fees or costs to the participants for program participation:
○ Program materials can be provided for free (by on-line download where
possible) or purchased through regular distribution channels by local units or
directly by participants.
At least one-third of all teaching must contain substantial religious content (i.e., religious
content should take up 20 minutes of each hour of instruction or 30 minutes of each 90
minutes of instruction).
Follow all local country standards for the vetting and calling of teachers of youth for any
EnglishConnect teacher who will be teaching anyone under 21.
Follow all program guidelines contained in the Leader and Teacher guides, including strict
adherence to all registration processes.
Any mission which has never used English teaching as a contacting method must obtain
specific OGC approval before beginning to use EnglishConnect materials, in order to
avoid threats to missionary visas or the Church’s legal status.
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JAPAN

EnglishConnect in Japan
Summary
February 20, 2018, updated September 3, 2019, and February 4, 20221
EnglishConnect 1, EnglishConnect 2, and Learn English Now
The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints, a Japanese religious organization (the “Japanese
Church”), can carry out the EnglishConnect program in Japan. The EnglishConnect program will be part
of the Self-Reliance activities already taking place in Japan. The Japanese Church has the corporate
authority to administer the EnglishConnect program.2 The Japanese Church may issue OGC-approved
certificates of completion to participants who successfully complete EnglishConnect courses. We
recommend that the Association provide a disclosure to each participant that EnglishConnect courses
will contain religious content, that they will not carry accredited value, and outlining the cost (if any) of
EnglishConnect course materials.
The EnglishConnect program in Japan was reviewed by local counsel. Based on that review, the
EnglishConnect program should operate under the following country-specific guideline:
•

Obtain parental consent for each student 20 years old or under (using the parental
consent form attached as Appendix A); obtain both parent signatures where possible.

In addition, the program should be operated in Japan according to the following general program
guidelines:
•

•
•

The program may be advertised through mass media (newspaper, radio, paid social
media ads) or by handbills, posters, announcements in Church, or “pass-along” cards,
provided the advertisements contain:
○ Prominent placement of the Church’s name;
○ A statement that there is no cost for EnglishConnect novice programs; and
○ A statement that EnglishConnect novice programs are not accredited.
Provide every student a hard copy of the Church’s Privacy Notice (attached as Appendix B)
and be sure they read it.3
Do not charge any fees or costs to the participants for program participation:

1 This EnglishConnect summary was drafted February 20, 2018, but updated on September 3, 2019 to include
information about the EnglishConnect 3 program and to include the general program guidelines, which were
developed after the summary was first drafted. In November 2021, EnglishConnect proposed broad paid advertising
of the program. On February 3, 2022, local counsel Wada Nobuhiro of Wada & Watanabe confirmed by email to Kirton
McConkie attorney Karen Taylor DelPriore that there are no legal issues with broad advertising of EnglishConnect, or
with the program generally. This summary was updated on February 4, 2022 to reflect that conversation.
2 Although there is legal commentary arguing that specific details of a religious corporation’s activity (i.e., “provide
English language training”) should be included in its articles of incorporation, the Religious Corporation Law does not
specifically require detailed descriptions. The Japanese Church’s articles allow it to carry out “charitable, educational,
cultural or social activities.” This language is sufficient authority for purposes of administering the EnglishConnect
program.
3 If a student has registered online for EnglishConnect using an LDS Account, he or she need not be provided a hard
copy of the Privacy Notice.
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○

•
•
•
•

Program materials can be provided for free (by on-line download where
possible) or purchased through regular distribution channels by local units or
directly by participants. 4
At least one-third of all teaching must contain substantial religious content (i.e., religious
content should take up 20 minutes of each hour of instruction or 30 minutes of each 90
minutes of instruction).
Follow all local country standards for the vetting and calling of teachers of youth for any
EnglishConnect teacher who will be teaching anyone under 21.
Follow all program guidelines contained in the Leader and Teacher guides.
Any mission that has never used English teaching as a contacting method must obtain
specific OGC approval before beginning to use EnglishConnect materials, in order to
avoid threats to missionary visas or the Church’s legal status.

EnglishConnect 3
BYU-Pathway Worldwide (“BYU-PW”) can offer EnglishConnect 3 in Japan. Because BYU- PW will offer
EnglishConnect 3 through the Pathway program, it must operate under the same conditions as
Pathway. For more information on EnglishConnect 3 and the Pathway program, please refer to the
Pathway Program Report, under the Church Education key topic for Japan on InfoGuide. (In the past,
Brigham Young University – Idaho was the entity that offered Pathway programs, but it transferred its
Pathway activities to BYU-PW in 2019.)

4 The sale of books by a religious corporation (i.e., scripture) is generally considered “sales of goods”, which is subject
to tax as profitable activity in Japan. However, other goods sold by religious corporations are viewed as alms or
donations and are not subject to tax. Further technical analysis would be required in order to determine definitively
whether the sale of EnglishConnect materials is subject to tax. In order to avoid these potential tax consequences,
the Japanese Church should provide materials free of charge.
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JORDAN

EnglishConnect in Jordan
Summary
August 9, 2019
EnglishConnect 1, EnglishConnect 2 and Learn English Now
The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints, a foreign-based religion authorized to engage in
religious activities in Jordan (the “Jordanian Church”), can carry out the EnglishConnect program in
Jordan, as long as EnglishConnect is not accredited.1 The EnglishConnect program will be part of
the Self-Reliance activities in Jordan. The Jordanian Church may issue OGC-approved certificates
of completion to participants who successfully complete EnglishConnect courses. We recommend
that the Jordanian Church provide a disclosure to each participant that EnglishConnect courses will
contain religious content, that they will not carry accredited value, and outlining the cost (if any) of
EnglishConnect course materials.
The EnglishConnect program in Jordan was reviewed by local counsel. Based on that review, there are
no country-specific guidelines for Jordan. The program should be operated in Jordan according to the
following general program guidelines:
•

•

•
•

•
•
•
•

No mass media advertising of the program targeting the general public:
○ I.e., no newspaper, radio, or broadly distributed social media advertising;
○ Handbills, posters, announcements in Church, or “pass-along” cards are
acceptable.
Obtain parental consent for each student 18 years old or under (using the parental
consent form attached as Appendix A):
○ Obtain both parent signatures where possible;
○ If someone 18 or under is actually living on their own, parental consent is not
needed.
Provide every student a hard copy of the Church’s Privacy Notice (attached as Appendix B)
and be sure they read it.2
Do not charge any fees or costs to the participants for program participation:
○ Program materials can be provided for free (by on-line download where
possible) or purchased through regular distribution channels by local units or
directly by participants.
At least one-third of all teaching must contain substantial religious content (i.e., religious
content should take up 20 minutes of each hour of instruction or 30 minutes of each 90
minutes of instruction).
Follow all local country standards for the vetting and calling of teachers of youth for any
EnglishConnect teacher who will be teaching anyone under 21.
Follow all program guidelines contained in the Leader and Teacher guides.
Any mission that has never used English teaching as a contacting method must obtain
specific OGC approval before beginning to use EnglishConnect materials, in order to
avoid threats to missionary visas or the Church’s legal status.

1 In 2010, the Ministry of Justice recognized the Jordanian Church as a foreign-based religion and authorized it to
engage in religious activities. Although it is not a formal legal entity, it can carry out certain activities, including
EnglishConnect.
2 If a student has registered online for EnglishConnect using a Church Account, he or she need not be provided a
hard copy of the Privacy Notice.
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EnglishConnect 3
BYU-Pathway Worldwide (“BYU-PW”) can offer EnglishConnect 3 in Jordan. Because BYU-PW will
offer EnglishConnect 3 through the Pathway program, it must operate under the same conditions as
Pathway. For more information on EnglishConnect 3 and the Pathway program, please refer to the
Pathway Program Report, under the Church Education key topic for Jordan on InfoGuide. (In the past,
Brigham Young University - Idaho was the entity that offered Pathway programs, but it transferred its
Pathway activities to BYU-PW in 2019.)
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K AZAKHSTAN

EnglishConnect in Kazakhstan
Summary
February 4, 2022
EnglishConnect 1, EnglishConnect 2, and Learn English Now
The Local Religious Association “The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints in Astana City” and
The Local Religious Association The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter- day Saints in Almaty City (the
“Associations”), can carry out the EnglishConnect novice program EnglishConnect 1, EnglishConnect 2,
and Learn English Now) in Kazakhstan. The EnglishConnect program will be part of the Self-Reliance
activities which will be offered in Kazakhstan. The Associations may issue OGC-approved certificates
of completion to participants who successfully complete EnglishConnect courses. We recommend
that the Associations provide a disclosure to each participant that EnglishConnect courses will
contain religious content, that they will not carry accredited value, and outlining the cost (if any) of
EnglishConnect course materials.
The EnglishConnect program in Kazakhstan was reviewed by local counsel. Based on that review, it
should be operated with the following country-specific guidelines:
•
•
•

•

•
•

EnglishConnect should only be offered to Church members.1
In addition to the country-specific guidelines above, the program should be operated in
Kazakhstan according to the following general program guidelines:
The program may be advertised through mass media (newspaper, radio, paid social
media ads) or by handbills, posters, announcements in Church, or “pass-along” cards,
provided the advertisements contain:
○ Prominent placement of the Church’s name;
○ A statement that there is no cost for EnglishConnect novice programs; and
○ A statement that EnglishConnect novice programs are not accredited.
Obtain parental consent for each student under 18 years old (using the parental consent
form attached as Appendix A):
○ Obtain both parent signatures where possible;
○ If someone 18 or under is actually living on their own, parental consent is not
needed.
Provide every student a hard copy of the Church’s Privacy Notice (attached as Appendix B)
and be sure they read it.2
Do not charge any fees or costs to the participants for program participation:
○

•

Program materials can be provided for free (by on-line download where
possible) or purchased through regular distribution channels by local units or
directly by participants.

At least one-third of all teaching must contain substantial religious content (i.e., religious
content should take up 20 minutes of each hour of instruction or 30 minutes of each 90
minutes of instruction).

1 Although there is no prohibition against EnglishConnect activities (and Self-Reliance activities generally), Kazakh
authorities may view these activities as an evasion of the main religious purpose of the Associations, or, alternatively,
as a special form of missionary activity – both of which could draw negative attention from the government and law
enforcement and could cause issues with existing missionary visas. These risks are mitigated if the program is limited
to Church members only.
2 If a student has registered online for EnglishConnect using an LDS Account, he or she need not be provided a hard
copy of the Privacy Notice.
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•
•

Require instructors to complete the required Church training, “Protecting Children and
Youth,” and follow all local country standards for the vetting and calling of teachers of
youth for any EnglishConnect instructor who will be teaching anyone under 21.
Follow all program guidelines contained in the Leader and Teacher guides.

EnglishConnect 3
BYU-Pathway Worldwide (“BYU-PW”) can offer EnglishConnect 3 in Kazakhstan. Because BYU-PW will
offer EnglishConnect 3 through the Pathway program, it must operate under the same conditions
as Pathway. For more information on EnglishConnect 3 and the Pathway program, please refer to
the Pathway Program Report, under the Church Education key topic for Kazakhstan on InfoGuide.
(In the past, Brigham Young University – Idaho was the entity that offered Pathway programs, but it
transferred its Pathway activities to BYU-PW in 2019.)
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KENYA

EnglishConnect in Kenya
Summary
June 28, 2018
*This summary applies to EnglishConnect 1, EnglishConnect 2, and Learn English Now only.
The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints in Kenya, a registered trustees society (the “Kenyan
Church”), can carry out the EnglishConnect program in Kenya. The EnglishConnect program will be
part of the Self-Reliance activities already taking place in Kenya. The Kenyan Church may issue OGCapproved certificates of completion to participants who successfully complete EnglishConnect courses.
We recommend that the Kenyan Church provide a disclosure to each participant that EnglishConnect
courses will contain religious content, that they will not carry accredited value, and outlining the cost
(if any) of EnglishConnect course materials.
The authorization of the EnglishConnect program in Kenya has been made by OGC pursuant to an
expedited review process (approved by Associate General Counsel - International on May 15, 2018)
without specific review by local counsel in Kenya.
The conditions of this approval are that the program be operated in Kenya according to the following
guidelines:
•

•

•

•

•
•
•
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No mass media advertising of the program targeting the general public:
○ I.e., no newspaper, radio, or broadly distributed social media advertising;
○ Handbills, posters, announcements in Church, or “pass-along” cards are
acceptable.
Obtain parental consent for each student 18 years old or under (using the parental
consent form on the Leaders page of the englishconnect.org website):
○ Obtain both parent signatures where possible;
○ If someone 18 or under is actually living on their own, parental consent is not
needed.
Do not charge any fees or costs to the participants for program participation:
○ Program materials can be provided for free (by online download where possible)
or purchased through regular distribution channels by local units or directly by
participants.
At least one-third of all teaching must contain substantial religious content (i.e., religious
content should take up 20 minutes of each hour of instruction or 30 minutes of each
90 minutes of instruction). Note: If the courses are implemented as designed, always
including the gospel lesson or My Foundation for Self-Reliance lesson at the end of each
class, this requirement will be met.
Follow all local country standards for the vetting and calling of teachers of youth for any
EnglishConnect teacher who will be teaching anyone under 21.
Follow all program guidelines contained in the Leader and Teacher guides, which include
the use of the registration system (when available) to ensure data privacy.
Any mission which has never used English teaching as a contacting method must obtain
specific OGC approval before beginning to use EnglishConnect materials, in order to
avoid threats to missionary visas or the Church’s legal status.
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KUWAIT

EnglishConnect in Kuwait
Summary
November 12, 2019
EnglishConnect 1, EnglishConnect 2, and Learn English Now
The Kuwait Ward of The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints, an unregistered entity (the
“Kuwait Ward”), can carry out the EnglishConnect program in Kuwait, as long as it offers the program
ONLY to Church members. The EnglishConnect program will be part of the Self-Reliance activities
already taking place in Kuwait. EnglishConnect should not be used as a missionary tool in Kuwait.
We recommend that the Kuwait Ward provide a disclosure to each participant that EnglishConnect
courses will contain religious content, that they will not carry accredited value, and outlining the cost
(if any) of EnglishConnect course materials.
The EnglishConnect program in Kuwait was reviewed by local counsel. Based on that review, it should
be operated with the following country-specific guidelines:
•
•
•

EnglishConnect should only be offered to Church members.
The Kuwait Ward should not issue OGC-approved certificates of completion to
participants who successfully complete EnglishConnect courses until it has an entity that
is officially registered in the country.
EnglishConnect groups should be advertised only by word of mouth, announcements at
Church meetings, or handbills or posters inside Church buildings.

In addition to the country-specific guidelines above, the program should be operated in Kuwait
according to the following general program guidelines:
•

•
•

•
•
•

Obtain parental consent for each student 18 years old or under (using the parental
consent form attached as Appendix A):
○ Obtain both parent signatures where possible;
○ If someone 18 or under is actually living on their own, parental consent is not
needed.
Provide every student a hard copy of the Church’s Privacy Notice (attached as Appendix B)
and be sure they read it.1
Do not charge any fees or costs to the participants for program participation:
○ Program materials can be provided for free (by on-line download where
possible) or purchased through regular distribution channels by local units or
directly by participants.
At least one-third of all teaching must contain substantial religious content (i.e., religious
content should take up 20 minutes of each hour of instruction or 30 minutes of each 90
minutes of instruction).
Follow all local country standards for the vetting and calling of teachers of youth for any
EnglishConnect teacher who will be teaching anyone under 21.
Follow all program guidelines contained in the Leader and Teacher guides.

1 If a student has registered online for EnglishConnect using a Church Account, he or she need not be provided a
hard copy of the Privacy Notice.
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EnglishConnect 3
As of the date of this summary, OGC has not reviewed the feasibility of PathwayConnect activities in
Kuwait, including EnglishConnect 3.
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LATIVA

EnglishConnect in Latvia
Summary
September 25, 2019
EnglishConnect 1, EnglishConnect 2, and Learn English Now
Riga Central Congregation of The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints, a Latvian religious
organization (the “Riga Congregation”), can carry out the EnglishConnect program in Latvia. The
EnglishConnect program will be part of the Self-Reliance activities already taking place in Latvia. The
Riga Congregation may issue OGC-approved certificates of completion to participants who successfully
complete EnglishConnect courses. We recommend that the Riga Congregation provide a disclosure
to each participant that EnglishConnect courses will contain religious content, that they will not carry
accredited value, and outlining the cost (if any) of EnglishConnect course materials.
The authorization of the EnglishConnect program in Latvia has been made by OGC pursuant to an
expedited review process (approved by Associate General Counsel - International on May 15, 2018)
without specific review by local counsel in Latvia.
The conditions of this approval are that the program be operated in Latvia according to the following
guidelines:
•

•

•
•

•
•
•
•

No mass media advertising of the program targeting the general public:
○ I.e., no newspaper, radio, or broadly distributed social media advertising;
○ Handbills, posters, announcements in Church, or “pass-along” cards are
acceptable.
Obtain parental consent for each student 18 years old or under (using the parental
consent form attached as Appendix A):
○ Obtain both parent signatures where possible;
○ If someone 18 or under is actually living on their own, parental consent is not
needed.
Provide every student a hard copy of the Church’s Privacy Notice (attached as Appendix B)
and be sure they read it.1
Do not charge any fees or costs to the participants for program participation:
○ Program materials can be provided for free (by on-line download where
possible) or purchased through regular distribution channels by local units or
directly by participants.
At least one-third of all teaching must contain substantial religious content (i.e., religious
content should take up 20 minutes of each hour of instruction or 30 minutes of each 90
minutes of instruction).
Require instructors to complete the required Church training, “Protecting Children and
Youth,” and follow all local country standards for the vetting and calling of teachers of
youth for any EnglishConnect teacher who will be teaching anyone under 21.
Follow all program guidelines contained in the Leader and Teacher guides.
Any mission which has never used English teaching as a contacting method must obtain
specific OGC approval before beginning to use EnglishConnect materials, in order to
avoid threats to missionary visas or the Church’s legal status.

1 If a student has registered online for EnglishConnect using a Church Account, then he or she need not be provided
a hard copy of the Privacy Notice.
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EnglishConnect 3
BYU-Pathway Worldwide (“BYU-PW”) can offer EnglishConnect 3 in Latvia. Because BYU-PW will offer
EnglishConnect 3 through the Pathway program, it must operate under the same conditions as
Pathway. For more information on EnglishConnect 3 and the Pathway program, please refer to the
Pathway Program Report, under the Church Education key topic for Latvia on InfoGuide. (In the past,
Brigham Young University - Idaho was the entity that offered Pathway programs, but it transferred its
Pathway activities to BYU-PW in 2019.)
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LEBANON

EnglishConnect in Lebanon
Summary
February 27, 2020
EnglishConnect 1, EnglishConnect 2, and Learn English Now
Church Of Jesus Christ Association - Lebanon, a Lebanese Association (the “Association”), can carry out
the EnglishConnect program in Lebanon as long as it is offered ONLY to Church members and not to
the general public (see below). The EnglishConnect program will be part of the Self-Reliance activities
already taking place in Lebanon. EnglishConnect should not be used as a missionary tool in Lebanon.
The Association may issue OGC-approved certificates of completion to participants who successfully
complete EnglishConnect courses. We recommend that the Association provide a disclosure to
each participant that EnglishConnect courses will contain religious content, that they will not carry
accredited value, and outlining the cost (if any) of EnglishConnect course materials.
The EnglishConnect program in Lebanon was reviewed by local counsel. Based on that review, it
should be operated with the following country-specific guidelines:
•

EnglishConnect should only be offered to Church members.1

In addition to the country-specific guidelines above, the program should be operated in Lebanon
according to the following general program guidelines:
•

•

•
•
•
•
•

No mass media advertising of the program targeting the general public:
○ I.e., no newspaper, radio, or broadly distributed social media advertising;
○ Handbills, posters, announcements in Church, or “pass-along” cards are
acceptable.
Obtain parental consent for each student 18 years old or under (using the parental
consent form attached as Appendix A):
○ Obtain both parent signatures where possible;
○ If someone 18 or under is actually living on their own, parental consent is not
needed.
Provide every student a hard copy of the Church’s Privacy Notice (attached as Appendix B)
and be sure they read it. 2
Do not charge any fees or costs to the participants for program participation:
○ Program materials can be provided for free by online download.
At least one-third of all teaching must contain substantial religious content (i.e., religious
content should take up 20 minutes of each hour of instruction or 30 minutes of each 90
minutes of instruction).
Require instructors to complete the required Church training, “Protecting Children and
Youth,” and follow all local country standards for the vetting and calling of teachers of
youth for any EnglishConnect teacher who will be teaching anyone under 21.
Follow all program guidelines contained in the Leader and Teacher guides.

1 Lebanon’s Ministry of Education (the “MOE”) technically requires a license before an entity carries out certain
educational activities. But local counsel advised that the MOE is not enforcing this requirement as long as such
activities are conducted on a limited and discreet basis. In 2017, the Middle East Desk decided to allow service
missionaries to teach English classes. Because Self-Reliance activities, including EnglishConnect, include gospel
principles, they should only be offered to Church members to avoid running afoul of prohibitions on proselytizing in
the country and to further ensure that these activities remain discreet.
2 If a student has registered online for EnglishConnect using a Church Account, he or she need not be provided a
hard copy of the Privacy Notice.
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EnglishConnect 3
BYU-Pathway Worldwide (“BYU-PW”) can offer EnglishConnect 3 in Lebanon. Because BYU-PW will
offer EnglishConnect 3 through the Pathway program, it must operate under the same conditions
as Pathway. For more information on EnglishConnect 3 and the Pathway program, please refer to
the Pathway Program Report, under the Church Education key topic for Lebanon on InfoGuide. (In
the past, Brigham Young University - Idaho was the entity that offered Pathway programs, but it
transferred its Pathway activities to BYU-PW in 2019.)
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LESOTHO

EnglishConnect in Lesotho
Summary
December 13, 2021
EnglishConnect 1, EnglishConnect 2, and Learn English Now
The Lesotho Association of The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints, an association (the
“Association”), can carry out the EnglishConnect program in Lesotho. The EnglishConnect program will
be part of the Self-Reliance activities already taking place in Lesotho. The Association may issue OGCapproved certificates of completion to participants who successfully complete EnglishConnect courses.
We recommend that the Association provide a disclosure to each participant that EnglishConnect
courses will contain religious content, that they will not carry accredited value, and outlining the cost
(if any) of EnglishConnect course materials.
The authorization of the EnglishConnect program in Lesotho has been made by OGC pursuant to an
expedited review process (approved by Associate General Counsel – International on May 15, 2018)
without specific review by local counsel in Lesotho.
The conditions of this approval are that the program be operated in Lesotho according to the
following guidelines:
•

•

•
•

•
•
•
•

The program may be advertised through mass media (newspaper, radio, paid social
media ads) or by handbills, posters, announcements in Church, or “pass-along” cards,
provided the advertisements contain:
○ Prominent placement of the Church’s name;
○ A statement that there is no cost for EnglishConnect novice programs; and
○ A statement that EnglishConnect novice programs are not accredited.
Obtain parental consent for each student 18 years old or under (using the parental
consent form attached as Appendix A):
○ Obtain both parent signatures where possible;
○ If someone 18 or under is actually living on their own, parental consent is not
needed.
Provide every student a hard copy of the Church’s Privacy Notice (attached as Appendix B)
and be sure they read it.1
Do not charge any fees or costs to the participants for program participation:
○ Program materials can be provided for free (by on-line download where
possible) or purchased through regular distribution channels by local units or
directly by participants.
At least one-third of all teaching must contain substantial religious content (i.e., religious
content should take up 20 minutes of each hour of instruction or 30 minutes of each 90
minutes of instruction).
Require instructors to complete the required Church training, “Protecting Children and
Youth,” and follow all local country standards for the vetting and calling of teachers of
youth for any EnglishConnect teacher who will be teaching anyone under 21.
Follow all program guidelines contained in the Leader and Teacher guides.
Any mission in this country that has never used English teaching as a contacting method
must obtain specific OGC approval before beginning to use EnglishConnect materials, in
order to avoid threats to missionary visas or the Church’s legal status.

1 If a student has registered online for EnglishConnect using an LDS Account, then he or she need not be provided a
hard copy of the Privacy Notice.
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EnglishConnect 3
BYU-Pathway Worldwide (“BYU-PW”) can offer EnglishConnect 3 in Lesotho. Because BYU- PW will
offer EnglishConnect 3 through the Pathway program, it must operate under the same conditions as
Pathway. For more information on EnglishConnect 3 and the Pathway program, please refer to the
Pathway Program Report, under the Church Education key topic for Lesotho on InfoGuide. (In the past,
Brigham Young University – Idaho was the entity that offered Pathway programs, but it transferred its
Pathway activities to BYU-PW in 2019.)
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LIBERIA

EnglishConnect in Liberia
Summary
June 28, 2018
*This summary applies to EnglishConnect 1, EnglishConnect 2, and Learn English Now only.
The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints in Liberia, a Liberian association (the “Liberian Church”),
can carry out the EnglishConnect program in Liberia. The EnglishConnect program will be part of the
Self-Reliance activities already taking place in Liberia. The Liberian Church may issue OGC-approved
certificates of completion to participants who successfully complete EnglishConnect courses. We
recommend that the Liberian Church provide a disclosure to each participant that EnglishConnect
courses will contain religious content, that they will not carry accredited value, and outlining the cost
(if any) of EnglishConnect course materials.
The authorization of the EnglishConnect program in Liberia has been made by OGC pursuant to an
expedited review process (approved by Associate General Counsel - International on May 15, 2018)
without specific review by local counsel.
The conditions of this approval are that the program be operated in Liberia according to the following
guidelines:
•

•

•

•
•
•
•
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No mass media advertising of the program targeting the general public:
○ I.e., no newspaper, radio, or broadly distributed social media advertising;
○ Handbills, posters, announcements in Church, or “pass-along” cards are
acceptable.
Obtain parental consent for each student 18 years old or under (using the parental
consent form attached as Appendix A):
○ Obtain both parent signatures where possible;
○ If someone 18 or under is actually living on their own, parental consent is not
needed.
Do not charge any fees or costs to the participants for program participation:
○ Program materials can be provided for free (by on-line download where
possible) or purchased through regular distribution channels by local units or
directly by participants.
At least one-third of all teaching must contain substantial religious content (i.e., religious
content should take up 20 minutes of each hour of instruction or 30 minutes of each 90
minutes of instruction).
Follow all local country standards for the vetting and calling of teachers of youth for any
EnglishConnect teacher who will be teaching anyone under 21.
Follow all program guidelines contained in the Leader and Teacher guides, which must
include the requirement to follow the attached matrix with regard to data privacy
(attached as Appendix B).
Any mission which has never used English teaching as a contacting method must obtain
specific OGC approval before beginning to use EnglishConnect materials, in order to
avoid threats to missionary visas or the Church’s legal status.
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LITHUANIA

EnglishConnect in Lithuania
Summary
March 16, 2020
EnglishConnect 1, EnglishConnect 2, and Learn English Now
The Religious Association of The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints, a Lithuanian religious
association (the “Religious Association”), can carry out the EnglishConnect program in Lithuania. The
EnglishConnect program will be part of the Self-Reliance activities already taking place in Lithuania.
Missionaries in Lithuania may also teach EnglishConnect on either a tourist visa or residency
permit, as part of the religious activities they engage in. The Religious Association may issue OGCapproved certificates of completion to participants who successfully complete EnglishConnect
courses. We recommend that the Religious Association provide a disclosure to each participant that
EnglishConnect courses will contain religious content, that they will not carry accredited value, and
outlining the cost (if any) of EnglishConnect course materials.
The EnglishConnect program in Lithuania was reviewed by local counsel. There are no country-specific
guidelines for the program in Lithuania, but it should be operated according to the following general
program guidelines:
•

•

•
•

•
•
•

No mass media advertising of the program targeting the general public:
○ I.e., no newspaper, radio, or broadly distributed social media advertising;
○ Handbills, posters, announcements in Church, or “pass-along” cards are
acceptable.
Obtain parental consent for each student 18 years old or under (using the parental
consent form attached as Appendix A):
○ Obtain both parent signatures where possible;
○ If someone 18 or under is actually living on their own, parental consent is not
needed.
Provide every student a hard copy of the Church’s Privacy Notice (attached as Appendix B)
and be sure they read it.1
Do not charge any fees or costs to the participants for program participation:
○ Program materials can be provided for free (by on-line download where
possible) or purchased through regular distribution channels by local units or
directly by participants.
At least one-third of all teaching must contain substantial religious content (i.e., religious
content should take up 20 minutes of each hour of instruction or 30 minutes of each 90
minutes of instruction).
Require instructors to complete the required Church training, “Protecting Children and
Youth,” and follow all local country standards for the vetting and calling of teachers of
youth for any EnglishConnect instructor who will be teaching anyone under 21.
Follow all program guidelines contained in the Leader and Teacher guides.

1 If a student has registered online for EnglishConnect using a Church Account, he or she need not be provided a
hard copy of the Privacy Notice.
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Lithuania Summary Continued
EnglishConnect 3
BYU-Pathway Worldwide (“BYU-PW”) can offer EnglishConnect 3 in Lithuania. Because BYU-PW will
offer EnglishConnect 3 through the Pathway program, it must operate under the same conditions
as Pathway. For more information on EnglishConnect 3 and the Pathway program, please refer to
the Pathway Program Report, under the Church Education key topic for Lithuania on InfoGuide. (In
the past, Brigham Young University – Idaho was the entity that offered Pathway programs, but it
transferred its Pathway activities to BYU-PW in 2019.)
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LUXENBOURG

EnglishConnect in Luxembourg
Summary
August 1, 2019
EnglishConnect 1, EnglishConnect 2, and Learn English Now
As of the date of this summary, the Church does not have an affiliated legal entity in Luxembourg,
although OGC Frankfurt is working with local counsel to register one. Once registered, the new
entity (the “Association”) can carry out the EnglishConnect program in Luxembourg. Until then, the
unregistered Church can carry out the EnglishConnect program. The EnglishConnect program will be
part of the Self-Reliance activities already taking place in Luxembourg. The Association may issue OGCapproved certificates of completion to participants who successfully complete EnglishConnect courses.
We recommend that the Association provide a disclosure to each participant that EnglishConnect
courses will contain religious content, that they will not carry accredited value, and outlining the cost
(if any) of EnglishConnect course materials.
The EnglishConnect program in Luxembourg was reviewed by local counsel. Based on that review,
there are no country-specific guidelines for the EnglishConnect program in Luxembourg.
The program should be operated in Luxembourg according to the following general program
guidelines:
•

•

•
•

•
•
•
•

No mass media advertising of the program targeting the general public:
○ I.e., no newspaper, radio, or broadly distributed social media advertising;
○ Handbills, posters, announcements in Church, or “pass-along” cards are
acceptable.
Obtain parental consent for each student 18 years old or under (using the parental
consent form attached as Appendix A):
○ Obtain both parent signatures where possible;
○ If someone 18 or under is actually living on their own, parental consent is not
needed.
Provide every student a hard copy of the Church’s Privacy Notice (attached as Appendix B)
and be sure they read it.1
Do not charge any fees or costs to the participants for program participation:
○ Program materials can be provided for free (by on-line download where
possible) or purchased through regular distribution channels by local units or
directly by participants.
At least one-third of all teaching must contain substantial religious content (i.e., religious
content should take up 20 minutes of each hour of instruction or 30 minutes of each 90
minutes of instruction).
Follow all local country standards for the vetting and calling of teachers of youth for any
EnglishConnect teacher who will be teaching anyone under 21.
Follow all program guidelines contained in the Leader and Teacher guides.
Any mission which has never used English teaching as a contacting method must obtain
specific OGC approval before beginning to use EnglishConnect materials, in order to
avoid threats to missionary visas or the Church’s legal status.

1 If a student has registered online for EnglishConnect using a Church Account, he or she need not be provided a
hard copy of the Privacy Notice.
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EnglishConnect 3
BYU-Pathway Worldwide (“BYU-PW”) can offer EnglishConnect 3 in Luxembourg online only. This
means that while individual students may be enrolled, there is no local gathering that takes place,
no use of Church facilities, and no local volunteers involved in coordination efforts. Because BYU-PW
will offer EnglishConnect 3 through the Pathway program, it must operate under the same conditions
as Pathway. For more information on EnglishConnect 3 and the Pathway program, please refer to
the Pathway Program Report, under the Church Education key topic for Luxembourg on InfoGuide.
(In the past, Brigham Young University - Idaho was the entity that offered Pathway programs, but it
transferred its Pathway activities to BYU-PW in 2019.)
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MACEDONIA

EnglishConnect in Macedonia
Summary
April 13, 2020
EnglishConnect 1, EnglishConnect 2, and Learn English Now
The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints in Macedonia, a Macedonian religious organization
(the “Macedonian Church”), can carry out the EnglishConnect novice program (EnglishConnect 1,
EnglishConnect 2, and Learn English Now) in Macedonia. The EnglishConnect program will be part
of the Self-Reliance activities already taking place in Macedonia. Missionaries in Macedonia may also
use the EnglishConnect program. We recommend that the Macedonian Church provide a disclosure
to each participant that EnglishConnect courses will contain religious content, that they will not carry
accredited value, and outlining the cost (if any) of EnglishConnect course materials.
The EnglishConnect program in Macedonia was reviewed by local counsel. Based on that review, it
should be operated with the following country-specific guidelines:
•
•

The Macedonian Church should not issue certificates of completion to participants who
successfully complete EnglishConnect courses because it is not registered to provide
formal education in the country.
EnglishConnect groups should be advertised only by word of mouth, announcements at
Church meetings, or handbills or posters inside Church buildings.

In addition to the country-specific guidelines above, the program should be operated in Macedonia
according to the following general program guidelines:
•

•
•

•
•
•

Obtain parental consent for each student 18 years old or under (using the parental
consent form attached as Appendix A):
○ Obtain both parent signatures where possible;
○ If someone 18 or under is actually living on their own, parental consent is not
needed.
Provide every student a hard copy of the Church’s Privacy Notice (attached as Appendix B)
and be sure they read it.1
Do not charge any fees or costs to the participants for program participation:
○ Program materials can be provided for free (by on-line download where
possible) or purchased through regular distribution channels by local units or
directly by participants.
At least one-third of all teaching must contain substantial religious content (i.e., religious
content should take up 20 minutes of each hour of instruction or 30 minutes of each 90
minutes of instruction).
Require instructors to complete the required Church training, “Protecting Children and
Youth,” and follow all local country standards for the vetting and calling of teachers of
youth for any EnglishConnect instructor who will be teaching anyone under 21.
Follow all program guidelines contained in the Leader and Teacher guides.

1 If a student has registered online for EnglishConnect using a Church Account, he or she need not be provided a
hard copy of the Privacy Notice.
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EnglishConnect 3
BYU-Pathway Worldwide (“BYU-PW”) can offer EnglishConnect 3 in Macedonia. Because BYU-PW will
offer EnglishConnect 3 through the Pathway program, it must operate under the same conditions
as Pathway. For more information on EnglishConnect 3 and the Pathway program, please refer to
the Pathway Program Report, under the Church Education key topic for Macedonia on InfoGuide.
(In the past, Brigham Young University – Idaho was the entity that offered Pathway programs, but it
transferred its Pathway activities to BYU-PW in 2019.)
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MADAGASCAR

EnglishConnect in Madagascar
Summary
February 20, 2018, updated January 18, 20221
*This summary applies to EnglishConnect 1, EnglishConnect 2, and Learn English Now only.
The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints in Madagascar, a Madagascar religious organization
(the “Madagascar Church”), can carry out the EnglishConnect program in Madagascar. The
EnglishConnect program will be part of the Self-Reliance activities already taking place in Madagascar.
The Madagascar Church may issue OGC-approved certificates of completion to participants who
successfully complete EnglishConnect courses. We recommend that the Madagascar Church provide a
disclosure to each participant that EnglishConnect courses will contain religious content, that they will
not carry accredited value, and outlining the cost (if any) of EnglishConnect course materials.
The EnglishConnect program should be operated in Madagascar according to the following general
program guidelines:
•

•

•
•

•
•
•

The program may be advertised through mass media (newspaper, radio, paid social
media ads) or by handbills, posters, announcements in Church, or “pass-along” cards,
provided the advertisements contain:
○ Prominent placement of the Church’s name;
○ A statement that there is no cost for EnglishConnect novice programs; and
○ A statement that EnglishConnect novice programs are not accredited.
Obtain parental consent for each student 18 years old or under (using the parental
consent for attached as Appendix A):
○ Obtain both parent signatures where possible;
○ If someone 18 or under is actually living on their own, parental consent is not
needed.
Provide every student a hard copy of the Church’s Privacy Notice (attached as Appendix B)
and be sure they read it.2
Do not charge any fees or costs to the participants for program participation:
○ Program materials can be provided for free (by on-line download where
possible) or purchased through regular distribution channels by local units or
directly by participants.
At least one-third of all teaching must contain substantial religious content (i.e., religious
content should take up 20 minutes of each hour of instruction or 30 minutes of each 90
minutes of instruction).
Require instructors to complete the required Church training, “Protecting Children and
Youth,” and follow all local country standards for the vetting and calling of teachers of
youth for any EnglishConnect teacher who will be teaching anyone under 21.
Follow all program guidelines contained in the Leader and Teacher guides.

1 The EnglishConnect program was originally reviewed by local counsel John W Ffooks & Co. in October 2017. In
November 2021, EnglishConnect proposed broad paid advertising of the program. On January 18, 2022, Kirton
McConkie attorney Karen Taylor DelPriore held a call with local counsel Claudia Randrianavory of John W. Ffooks &
Co., where counsel confirmed that there are no legal issues with broad advertising of EnglishConnect, as long as the
program is provided for free and is not accredited, and that there are no legal issues with the program generally. This
summary was updated on January 18, 2022 to reflect that conversation and to update the format of this summary
to the current standard, which includes general program guidelines and information about the EnglishConnect 3
program.
2 If a student has registered online for EnglishConnect using an LDS Account, then he or she need not be provided a
hard copy of the Privacy Notice.
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•

Any mission that has never used English teaching as a contacting method must obtain
specific OGC approval before beginning to use EnglishConnect materials, in order to
avoid threats to missionary visas or the Church’s legal status.

EnglishConnect 3
BYU-Pathway Worldwide (“BYU-PW”) can offer EnglishConnect 3 in Madagascar. Because BYU-PW will
offer EnglishConnect 3 through the Pathway program, it must operate under the same conditions
as Pathway. For more information on EnglishConnect 3 and the Pathway program, please refer to
the Pathway Program Report, under the Church Education key topic for Madagascar on InfoGuide.
(In the past, Brigham Young University – Idaho was the entity that offered Pathway programs, but it
transferred its Pathway activities to BYU-PW in 2019.)
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MALAWI

EnglishConnect in Malawi
Summary
June 28, 2018, updated January 20, 20221
*This summary applies to EnglishConnect 1, EnglishConnect 2, and Learn English Now only.
The Registered Trustees of The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints in Malawi, a nonprofit
organization (the “Registered Trustees”), can carry out the EnglishConnect program in Malawi. The
EnglishConnect program will be part of the Self-Reliance activities already taking place in Malawi.
The Registered Trustees may issue OGC-approved certificates of completion to participants who
successfully complete EnglishConnect courses. We recommend that the Registered Trustees provide a
disclosure to each participant that EnglishConnect courses will contain religious content, that they will
not carry accredited value, and outlining the cost (if any) of EnglishConnect course materials.
The English Connect program should be operated in Malawi according to the following general
program guidelines:
•

•

•
•

•
•
•
•

The program may be advertised through mass media (newspaper, radio, paid social
media ads) or by handbills, posters, announcements in Church, or “pass-along” cards,
provided the advertisements contain:
○ Prominent placement of the Church’s name;
○ A statement that there is no cost for EnglishConnect novice programs; and
○ A statement that EnglishConnect novice programs are not accredited.
Obtain parental consent for each student 18 years old or under (using the parental
consent form attached as Appendix A):
○ Obtain both parent signatures where possible;
○ If someone 18 or under is actually living on their own, parental consent is not
needed.
Provide every student a hard copy of the Church’s Privacy Notice (attached as Appendix B)
and be sure they read it.2
Do not charge any fees or costs to the participants for program participation:
○ Program materials can be provided for free (by on-line download where
possible) or purchased through regular distribution channels by local units or
directly by participants.
At least one-third of all teaching must contain substantial religious content (i.e., religious
content should take up 20 minutes of each hour of instruction or 30 minutes of each 90
minutes of instruction).
Follow all local country standards for the vetting and calling of teachers of youth for any
EnglishConnect teacher who will be teaching anyone under 21.
Follow all program guidelines contained in the Leader and Teacher guides.
Any mission which has never used English teaching as a contacting method must obtain
specific OGC approval before beginning to use EnglishConnect materials, in order to
avoid threats to missionary visas or the Church’s legal status.

1 The authorization of the EnglishConnect program in Malawi was originally made by OGC pursuant to an expedited
review process (approved by Associate General Counsel – International on May 15, 2018) without specific review
by local counsel in Malawi. In November 2021, EnglishConnect proposed broad paid advertising of the program.
On January 13, 2022, Kirton McConkie attorney Karen Taylor DelPriore held a call with local counsel Dumisani
Mlauzi of Mlauzi Legal Solutions, where counsel confirmed that there are no legal issues with broad advertising
of EnglishConnect, or with the program generally. This summary was updated on January 20, 2022 to reflect that
conversation and to add information about EnglishConnect 3.
2 If a student has registered online for EnglishConnect using an LDS Account, then he or she need not be provided a
hard copy of the Privacy Notice.
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EnglishConnect 3
BYU-Pathway Worldwide (“BYU-PW”) can offer EnglishConnect 3 in Malawi. Because BYU- PW will
offer EnglishConnect 3 through the Pathway program, it must operate under the same conditions as
Pathway. For more information on EnglishConnect 3 and the Pathway program, please refer to the
Pathway Program Report, under the Church Education key topic for Malawi on InfoGuide. (In the past,
Brigham Young University – Idaho was the entity that offered Pathway programs, but it transferred its
Pathway activities to BYU-PW in 2019.)
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MALI

EnglishConnect in Mali
Summary
January 27, 2022
EnglishConnect 1, EnglishConnect 2, and Learn English Now
The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints in Mali, an Association organized under the laws of Mali
(“Mali Church”), can carry out the EnglishConnect novice program EnglishConnect 1, EnglishConnect 2,
and Learn English Now) in Mali. The EnglishConnect program will be part of the Self-Reliance activities
which will take place in Mali. Missionaries in Mali may also use the EnglishConnect program under
their existing visas. The Mali Church may issue OGC-approved certificates of completion to participants
who successfully complete EnglishConnect courses. We recommend that the Mali Church provide a
disclosure to each participant that EnglishConnect courses will contain religious content, that they will
not carry accredited value, and outlining the cost (if any) of EnglishConnect course materials.
The EnglishConnect program in Mali was reviewed by local counsel. Based on that review, there are
no country-specific guidelines for Mali. The program should be operated in Mali according to the
following general program guidelines:
•

•

•
•

•
•

The program may be advertised through mass media (newspaper, radio, paid social
media ads)1 or by handbills, posters, announcements in Church, or “pass-along” cards,
provided the advertisements contain:
○ Prominent placement of the Church’s name;
○ A statement that there is no cost for EnglishConnect novice programs; and
○ A statement that EnglishConnect novice programs are not accredited.
Obtain parental consent for each student 18 years old or under (using the parental
consent form attached as Appendix A):
○ Obtain both parent signatures where possible;
○ If someone 18 or under is actually living on their own, parental consent is not
needed.
Provide every student a hard copy of the Church’s Privacy Notice (attached as Appendix B)
and be sure they read it.2
Do not charge any fees or costs to the participants for program participation:
○ Program materials can be provided for free (by on-line download where
possible) or purchased through regular distribution channels by local units or
directly by participants.
At least one-third of all teaching must contain substantial religious content (i.e., religious
content should take up 20 minutes of each hour of instruction or 30 minutes of each 90
minutes of instruction).
Require instructors to complete the required Church training, “Protecting Children and
Youth,” and follow all local country standards for the vetting and calling of teachers of
youth for any EnglishConnect instructor who will be teaching anyone under 21.

1 The EnglishConnect program should not be subject to any additional regulation if it promotes or

advertises the EnglishConnect program through mass media, as long as: (i) courses are in keeping with
the Mali Church’s purposes and provided free of charge; (ii) certificates do not have accredited value; (iii)
EnglishConnect is taught by volunteers; and (iv) EnglishConnect is not contrary to the public order. Local
counsel cannot preclude the possibility that education authorities will assert control over the promotion
of EnglishConnect, but these measures significantly mitigate the risk that they will do so.

2 If a student has registered online for EnglishConnect using an LDS Account, he or she need not be

provided a hard copy of the Privacy Notice.
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•

Follow all program guidelines contained in the Leader and Teacher guides.

EnglishConnect 3
BYU-Pathway Worldwide (“BYU-PW”) can offer EnglishConnect 3 in Mali. Because BYU-PW will offer
EnglishConnect 3 through the Pathway program, it must operate under the same conditions as
Pathway. For more information on EnglishConnect 3 and the Pathway program, please refer to the
Pathway Program Report, under the Church Education key topic for Mali on InfoGuide. (In the past,
Brigham Young University – Idaho was the entity that offered Pathway programs, but it transferred its
Pathway activities to BYU-PW in 2019.)
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MARTINIQUE

EnglishConnect in Martinique
Summary
July 3, 2018
*This summary applies to EnglishConnect 1, EnglishConnect 2, and Learn English Now only.
The Caribbean Association of The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints, a local association
(the “Caribbeaen Association”), can carry out the EnglishConnect program in Martinique. The
EnglishConnect program will be part of the Self-Reliance activities already taking place in Martinique.
Caribbean Association may issue OGC-approved certificates of completion to participants who
successfully complete EnglishConnect courses. We recommend that the Caribbean Association provide
a disclosure to each participant that EnglishConnect courses will contain religious content and that
they will not carry accredited value.
The authorization of the EnglishConnect program in Martinique has been made by OGC pursuant to
an expedited review process (approved by Associate General Counsel - International on May 15, 2018)
without specific review by local counsel in Martinique.
The conditions of this approval are that the program be operated in Martinique according to the
following guidelines:
•

•

•

•
•
•
•
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No mass media advertising of the program targeting the general public:
○ I.e., no newspaper, radio, or broadly distributed social media advertising;
○ Handbills, posters, announcements in Church, or “pass-along” cards are
acceptable.
Obtain parental consent for each student 18 years old or under (using the parental
consent form attached as Appendix A):
○ Obtain both parent signatures where possible;
○ If someone 18 or under is actually living on their own, parental consent is not
needed.
Do not charge any fees or costs to the participants for program participation:
○ Program materials can be provided for free (by on-line download where
possible) or purchased through regular distribution channels by local units or
directly by participants.
At least one-third of all teaching must contain substantial religious content (i.e., religious
content should take up 20 minutes of each hour of instruction or 30 minutes of each 90
minutes of instruction).
Follow all local country standards for the vetting and calling of teachers of youth for any
EnglishConnect teacher who will be teaching anyone under 21.
Follow all program guidelines contained in the Leader and Teacher guides, which must
include the requirement to follow the attached matrix with regard to data privacy
(attached as Appendix B).
Any mission which has never used English teaching as a contacting method must obtain
specific OGC approval before beginning to use EnglishConnect materials, in order to
avoid threats to missionary visas or the Church’s legal status.
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MEXICO

EnglishConnect in Mexico
Summary
September 18, 2017
*This summary applies to EnglishConnect 1, EnglishConnect 2, and Learn English Now only.
1.

Legal Entity:

The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints in Mexico, Religious Association, a Mexican association
(the “AR”), can carry out the EnglishConnect program in Mexico. The EnglishConnect program will be
part of the Self-Reliance activities already taking place in Mexico. The AR has the corporate authority to
administer the EnglishConnect program.
2.

Regulations and Licensing Requirements:

The AR is not subject to any regulations or licensing requirements, including but not limited to those
for education, when it administers the EnglishConnect program, as long as the courses do not have
any official accreditation and as long as the AR does not advertise the program to the general public.
3.

Tax Consequences:

The AR is not subject to any tax consequences or reporting obligations if it administers the
EnglishConnect program since it offers these courses free of charge. Administering the EnglishConnect
program will not jeopardize the AR’s current tax exempt status and activities can take place in
meetinghouses without jeopardizing their property tax exemptions. There are no tax consequences or
reporting requirements arising from the nominal charge for course materials.
4.

Other:

Other than those listed below, there are no legal issues arising from the AR’s administration of the
EnglishConnect program in Mexico.
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a.

Parental Consent. There are no requirements for parental consent for participants over
the age of 12.

b.

Missionary Visas. Missionaries may teach EnglishConnect courses in Mexico without
causing issues with their existing visas.

c.

Certificates. The AR may issue OGC-approved certificates of completion to participants
who successfully complete EnglishConnect courses. Issuing certificates of completion will
not subject the AR to additional laws or regulations.

d.

Participant Disclosure. We recommend that the AR provide a disclosure to each
participant that EnglishConnect courses will contain religious content, that they will not
carry accredited value, and outlining the cost (if any) of EnglishConnect course materials.
This can be accomplished by including such language in the standard online registration
materials.
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MICRONESIA

EnglishConnect in Micronesia
Summary
November 20, 2018
*This summary applies to EnglishConnect 1, EnglishConnect 2, and Learn English Now only.
Corporation of the President of The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints, a branch of a
foreign legal entity (“COP Micronesia”), can carry out the EnglishConnect program in Micronesia. The
EnglishConnect program will be part of the Self-Reliance activities already taking place in Micronesia.
COP Micronesia may issue OGC-approved certificates of completion to participants who successfully
complete EnglishConnect courses. We recommend that COP Micronesia provide a disclosure to
each participant that EnglishConnect courses will contain religious content, that they will not carry
accredited value, and outlining the cost (if any) of EnglishConnect course materials.
The authorization of the EnglishConnect program in Micronesia has been made by OGC pursuant to
an expedited review process (approved by Associate General Counsel - International on May 15, 2018)
without specific review by local counsel in Micronesia.
The conditions of this approval are that the program be operated in Micronesia according to the
following guidelines:
•

•

•
•

•
•
•
•

No mass media advertising of the program targeting the general public:
○ I.e., no newspaper, radio, or broadly distributed social media advertising;
○ Handbills, posters, announcements in Church, or “pass-along” cards are
acceptable.
Obtain parental consent for each student 18 years old or under (using the parental
consent form attached as Appendix A):
○ Obtain both parent signatures where possible;
○ If someone 18 or under is actually living on their own, parental consent is not
needed.
Provide every student a hard copy of the Church’s Privacy Notice (attached as Appendix B)
and be sure they read it. 1
Do not charge any fees or costs to the participants for program participation:
○ Program materials can be provided for free (by on-line download where
possible) or purchased through regular distribution channels by local units or
directly by participants.
At least one-third of all teaching must contain substantial religious content (i.e., religious
content should take up 20 minutes of each hour of instruction or 30 minutes of each 90
minutes of instruction).
Follow all local country standards for the vetting and calling of teachers of youth for any
EnglishConnect teacher who will be teaching anyone under 21.
Follow all program guidelines contained in the Leader and Teacher guides.
Any mission which has never used English teaching as a contacting method must obtain
specific OGC approval before beginning to use EnglishConnect materials, in order to
avoid threats to missionary visas or the Church’s legal status.

1 If a student has registered online for EnglishConnect using a Church Account, then he or she need not be provided
a hard copy of the Privacy Notice.
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MOLDOVA

EnglishConnect in Moldova
Summary
April 13, 2020
*This summary applies to EnglishConnect 1, EnglishConnect 2, and Learn English Now only.
The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints in the Republic of Moldova, a Moldovan religious
organization (the “Moldova Church”), can carry out the EnglishConnect novice program
(EnglishConnect 1, EnglishConnect 2, and Learn English Now) in Moldova, as long as the EnglishConnect
program does NOT include any religious content. The EnglishConnect program will be part of the
Self-Reliance activities already taking place in Moldova. Missionaries in Moldova may also use the
EnglishConnect program. The Moldova Church may issue OGC-approved certificates of completion
to participants who successfully complete EnglishConnect courses. We recommend that the Moldova
Church provide a disclosure to each participant that EnglishConnect courses will not carry accredited
value and outlining the cost (if any) of EnglishConnect course materials.
The EnglishConnect program in Moldova was reviewed by local counsel. Based on that review, it
should be operated with the following country-specific guidelines:
•
•

Because EnglishConnect is considered to be “non-formal” education under Moldova’s
education code, it should not include any religious content.
Applications for long term stay permits for missionaries who will be teaching
EnglishConnect should specify that those missionaries are authorized to engage in the
Church’s “social and educational activities.”

In addition to the country-specific guidelines above, the program should be operated in Moldova
according to the following general program guidelines:
•

•

•
•

•
•

No mass media advertising of the program targeting the general public:
○ I.e., no newspaper, radio, or broadly distributed social media advertising;
○ Handbills, posters, announcements in Church, or “pass-along” cards are
acceptable.
Obtain parental consent for each student 18 years old or under (using the parental
consent form attached as Appendix A):
○ Obtain both parent signatures where possible;
○ If someone 18 or under is actually living on their own, parental consent is not
needed.
Provide every student a hard copy of the Church’s Privacy Notice (attached as Appendix B)
and be sure they read it.1
Do not charge any fees or costs to the participants for program participation:
○ Program materials can be provided for free (by on-line download where
possible) or purchased through regular distribution channels by local units or
directly by participants.
Require instructors to complete the required Church training, “Protecting Children and
Youth,” and follow all local country standards for the vetting and calling of teachers of
youth for any EnglishConnect instructor who will be teaching anyone under 21.
Follow all program guidelines contained in the Leader and Teacher guides.

1 If a student has registered online for EnglishConnect using a Church Account, he or she need not be provided a
hard copy of the Privacy Notice.
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EnglishConnect 3
BYU-Pathway Worldwide (“BYU-PW”) can offer EnglishConnect 3 in Moldova. Because BYU-PW will
offer EnglishConnect 3 through the Pathway program, it must operate under the same conditions
as Pathway. For more information on EnglishConnect 3 and the Pathway program, please refer to
the Pathway Program Report, under the Church Education key topic for Moldova on InfoGuide. (In
the past, Brigham Young University – Idaho was the entity that offered Pathway programs, but it
transferred its Pathway activities to BYU-PW in 2019.)
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MONGOLIA

EnglishConnect in Mongolia
Summary
December 27, 2018
*This summary applies to EnglishConnect 1, EnglishConnect 2, and Learn English Now only.
The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints in Mongolia, a Mongolian association (the “Mongolian
Church”), can carry out the EnglishConnect program in Mongolia so long as the specific guidelines
provided below are carefully followed. The EnglishConnect program will be part of the Self-Reliance
activities already taking place in Mongolia. The Mongolian Church may issue OGC-approved certificates
of completion to participants who successfully complete EnglishConnect courses. Because in Mongolia
EnglishConnect conversation groups must be gospel-focused, the Mongolian Church should ensure
that each participant understands that these groups will contain significant religious content and
that they will not carry accredited value. The Mongolian Church should also outline to prospective
participants the cost (if any) of EnglishConnect materials.
The EnglishConnect program in Mongolia was reviewed by local counsel. Based on that review, it
should be operated with the following country-specific guidelines.1 For more details on each of these
guidelines, please see the EnglishConnect Instructor Manual Addendum for Mongolia (the “Instructor
Addendum” found at www.EnglishConnect.org).
•
•
•
•

Classes should focus on learning the gospel, with gospel principles incorporated into
every speaking activity and lesson. Instructors must adapt lessons to include gospel
principles, using the example provided in the Instructor Addendum.
EnglishConnect groups should be less formal than the manual suggests, with a focus on
conversation rather than formal teaching.
Instructors should divide the course into shorter, less formal modules of 6, 10 or 12
weeks.
EnglishConnect groups in Mongolia should be marketed as “Christian conversations in
English” or “English conversation groups” rather than “free English classes.”

In addition to the country-specific guidelines above, the program should be operated in Mongolia
according to the following general program guidelines:
•

•

•

No mass media advertising of the program targeting the general public:
○ I.e., no newspaper, radio, or broadly distributed social media advertising;
○ Handbills, posters, announcements in Church, or “pass-along” cards are
acceptable.
Obtain parental consent for each student 18 years old or under (using the parental
consent form attached as Appendix A):
○ Obtain both parent signatures where possible;
○ If someone 18 or under is actually living on their own, parental consent is not
needed.
Provide every student a hard copy of the Church’s Privacy Notice (attached as
Appendix B) and be sure they read it.2

1 Mongolia’s Education Law regulates informal and formal education, including preschool, elementary, secondary,
vocational and higher education. In the form reflected in the standard EnglishConnect curriculum materials, the
EnglishConnect program might not qualify for any exemptions under the Education Law. Therefore, in order to assure
that regulation under the Education Law is not applicable to the Mongolian Church’s use of the EnglishConnect
materials, EnglishConnect groups in Mongolia should be religious discussions conducted in English, be structured as
informal conversation groups with shorter modules, and should not be marketed as formal courses.
2 If a student has registered online for EnglishConnect using a Church Account, he or she need not be provided a
hard copy of the Privacy Notice.
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•

•
•
•
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Do not charge any fees or costs to the participants for program participation:
○ Program materials can be provided for free (by on-line download where
possible) or purchased through regular distribution channels by local units or
directly by participants.
Follow all local country standards for the vetting and calling of teachers of youth for any
EnglishConnect teacher who will be teaching anyone under 21.
Follow all program guidelines contained in the Leader and Teacher guides.
Any mission which has never used English teaching as a contacting method must obtain
specific OGC approval before beginning to use EnglishConnect materials, in order to
avoid threats to missionary visas or the Church’s legal status.
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MONTENEGRO

EnglishConnect in Montenegro
Summary
January 2, 2019
*This summary applies to EnglishConnect 1, EnglishConnect 2, and Learn English Now only.
The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints in Montenegro, a religious community (the
“Montenegro Church”), can carry out the EnglishConnect program in Montenegro. The EnglishConnect
program will be part of the Self-Reliance activities already taking place in Montenegro. The
Montenegro Church may issue OGC-approved certificates of completion to participants who
successfully complete EnglishConnect courses. We recommend that the Montenegro Church provide a
disclosure to each participant that EnglishConnect courses will contain religious content, that they will
not carry accredited value, and outlining the cost (if any) of EnglishConnect course materials.
The authorization of the EnglishConnect program in Montenegro has been made by OGC pursuant to
an expedited review process (approved by Associate General Counsel - International on May 15, 2018)
without specific review by local counsel in Montenegro.
The conditions of this approval are that the program be operated in Montenegro according to the
following guidelines:
•

•

•
•

•
•
•
•

No mass media advertising of the program targeting the general public:
○ I.e., no newspaper, radio, or broadly distributed social media advertising;
○ Handbills, posters, announcements in Church, or “pass-along” cards are
acceptable.
Obtain parental consent for each student 18 years old or under (using the parental
consent form attached as Appendix A):
○ Obtain both parent signatures where possible;
○ If someone 18 or under is actually living on their own, parental consent is not
needed.
Provide every student a hard copy of the Church’s Privacy Notice (attached as Appendix B)
and be sure they read it.1
Do not charge any fees or costs to the participants for program participation:
○ Program materials can be provided for free (by on-line download where
possible) or purchased through regular distribution channels by local units or
directly by participants.
At least one-third of all teaching must contain substantial religious content (i.e., religious
content should take up 20 minutes of each hour of instruction or 30 minutes of each 90
minutes of instruction).
Follow all local country standards for the vetting and calling of teachers of youth for any
EnglishConnect teacher who will be teaching anyone under 21.
Follow all program guidelines contained in the Leader and Teacher guides.
Any mission which has never used English teaching as a contacting method must obtain
specific OGC approval before beginning to use EnglishConnect materials, in order to
avoid threats to missionary visas or the Church’s legal status.

1 If a student has registered online for EnglishConnect using a Church Account, then he or she need not be provided
a hard copy of the Privacy Notice.
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MONTSERR AT

EnglishConnect in Montserrat
Summary
February 15, 2022
EnglishConnect 1, EnglishConnect 2, and Learn English Now
The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints (the “Church”) does not currently have an affiliated
legal entity in Montserrat. The unincorporated Church can carry out the EnglishConnect program
in Montserrat. The EnglishConnect program will be part of the Self- Reliance activities which will
take place in Montserrat. The unincorporated Church may issue OGC-approved certificates of
completion to participants who successfully complete EnglishConnect courses. We recommend that
the unincorporated Church provide a disclosure to each participant that EnglishConnect courses will
contain religious content, that they will not carry accredited value, and outlining the cost (if any) of
EnglishConnect course materials.
The authorization of the EnglishConnect program in Montserrat has been made by OGC pursuant to
an expedited review process (approved by Associate General Counsel – International on May 15, 2018)
without specific review by local counsel in Montserrat.
The conditions of this approval are that the program be operated in Montserrat according to the
following guidelines:
•

•

•
•

•
•
•
•

The program may be advertised through mass media (newspaper, radio, paid social
media ads) or by handbills, posters, announcements in Church, or “pass-along” cards,
provided the advertisements contain:
○ Prominent placement of the Church’s name;
○ A statement that there is no cost for EnglishConnect novice programs; and
○ A statement that EnglishConnect novice programs are not accredited.
Obtain parental consent for each student 18 years old or under (using the parental
consent form attached as Appendix A):
○ Obtain both parent signatures where possible;
○ If someone 18 or under is actually living on their own, parental consent is not
needed.
Provide every student a hard copy of the Church’s Privacy Notice (attached as Appendix B)
and be sure they read it.1
Do not charge any fees or costs to the participants for program participation:
○ Program materials can be provided for free (by on-line download where
possible) or purchased through regular distribution channels by local units or
directly by participants.
At least one-third of all teaching must contain substantial religious content (i.e., religious
content should take up 20 minutes of each hour of instruction or 30 minutes of each 90
minutes of instruction).
Require instructors to complete the required Church training, “Protecting Children and
Youth,” and follow all local country standards for the vetting and calling of teachers of
youth for any EnglishConnect teacher who will be teaching anyone under 21.
Follow all program guidelines contained in the Leader and Teacher guides.
•
Any mission in this country that has never used English teaching as a contacting
method must obtain specific OGC approval before beginning to use EnglishConnect
materials, in order to avoid threats to missionary visas or the Church’s legal status.

1 If a student has registered online for EnglishConnect using an LDS Account, then he or she need not be provided a
hard copy of the Privacy Notice.
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Montserrat Summary Continued
EnglishConnect 3
BYU-Pathway Worldwide (“BYU-PW”) can offer EnglishConnect 3 in Montserrat. Because BYU-PW will
offer EnglishConnect 3 through the Pathway program, it must operate under the same conditions
as Pathway. For more information on EnglishConnect 3 and the Pathway program, please refer to
the Pathway Program Report, under the Church Education key topic for Montserrat on InfoGuide.
(In the past, Brigham Young University – Idaho was the entity that offered Pathway programs, but it
transferred its Pathway activities to BYU-PW in 2019.)
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MOZAMBIQUE

EnglishConnect in Mozambique
Summary
February 20, 2018, updated January 18, 20221
*This summary applies to EnglishConnect 1, EnglishConnect 2, and Learn English Now only.
The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints in Madagascar, a Madagascar religious organization
(the “Madagascar Church”), can carry out the EnglishConnect program in Madagascar. The
EnglishConnect program will be part of the Self-Reliance activities already taking place in Madagascar.
The Madagascar Church may issue OGC-approved certificates of completion to participants who
successfully complete EnglishConnect courses. We recommend that the Madagascar Church provide a
disclosure to each participant that EnglishConnect courses will contain religious content, that they will
not carry accredited value, and outlining the cost (if any) of EnglishConnect course materials.
The EnglishConnect program should be operated in Madagascar according to the following general
program guidelines:
•

•

•
•

•
•
•

The program may be advertised through mass media (newspaper, radio, paid social
media ads) or by handbills, posters, announcements in Church, or “pass-along” cards,
provided the advertisements contain:
○ Prominent placement of the Church’s name;
○ A statement that there is no cost for EnglishConnect novice programs; and
○ A statement that EnglishConnect novice programs are not accredited.
Obtain parental consent for each student 18 years old or under (using the parental
consent for attached as Appendix A):
○ Obtain both parent signatures where possible;
○ If someone 18 or under is actually living on their own, parental consent is not
needed.
Provide every student a hard copy of the Church’s Privacy Notice (attached as Appendix B)
and be sure they read it.2
Do not charge any fees or costs to the participants for program participation:
○ Program materials can be provided for free (by on-line download where
possible) or purchased through regular distribution channels by local units or
directly by participants.
At least one-third of all teaching must contain substantial religious content (i.e., religious
content should take up 20 minutes of each hour of instruction or 30 minutes of each 90
minutes of instruction).
Require instructors to complete the required Church training, “Protecting Children and
Youth,” and follow all local country standards for the vetting and calling of teachers of
youth for any EnglishConnect teacher who will be teaching anyone under 21.
Follow all program guidelines contained in the Leader and Teacher guides.

1 The EnglishConnect program was originally reviewed by local counsel John W Ffooks & Co. in October 2017. In
November 2021, EnglishConnect proposed broad paid advertising of the program. On January 18, 2022, Kirton
McConkie attorney Karen Taylor DelPriore held a call with local counsel Claudia Randrianavory of John W. Ffooks &
Co., where counsel confirmed that there are no legal issues with broad advertising of EnglishConnect, as long as the
program is provided for free and is not accredited, and that there are no legal issues with the program generally. This
summary was updated on January 18, 2022 to reflect that conversation and to update the format of this summary
to the current standard, which includes general program guidelines and information about the EnglishConnect 3
program.
2 If a student has registered online for EnglishConnect using an LDS Account, then he or she need not be provided a
hard copy of the Privacy Notice.
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•

Any mission that has never used English teaching as a contacting method must obtain
specific OGC approval before beginning to use EnglishConnect materials, in order to
avoid threats to missionary visas or the Church’s legal status.

EnglishConnect 3
BYU-Pathway Worldwide (“BYU-PW”) can offer EnglishConnect 3 in Madagascar. Because BYU-PW will
offer EnglishConnect 3 through the Pathway program, it must operate under the same conditions
as Pathway. For more information on EnglishConnect 3 and the Pathway program, please refer to
the Pathway Program Report, under the Church Education key topic for Madagascar on InfoGuide.
(In the past, Brigham Young University – Idaho was the entity that offered Pathway programs, but it
transferred its Pathway activities to BYU-PW in 2019.)
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NAMIBIA

EnglishConnect in the Namibia
Summary
December 13, 2021
EnglishConnect 1, EnglishConnect 2, and Learn English Now
The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints in Namibia, a common law association (the
“Association”), can carry out the EnglishConnect program in Namibia. The EnglishConnect program will
be part of the Self-Reliance activities already taking place in Namibia. The Association may issue OGCapproved certificates of completion to participants who successfully complete EnglishConnect courses.
We recommend that the Association provide a disclosure to each participant that EnglishConnect
courses will contain religious content, that they will not carry accredited value, and outlining the cost
(if any) of EnglishConnect course materials.
The authorization of the EnglishConnect program in Namibia has been made by OGC pursuant to an
expedited review process (approved by Associate General Counsel – International on May 15, 2018)
without specific review by local counsel in Namibia.
The conditions of this approval are that the program be operated in Namibia according to the
following guidelines:
•

•

•
•

•
•
•
•

The program may be advertised through mass media (newspaper, radio, paid social
media ads) or by handbills, posters, announcements in Church, or “pass-along” cards,
provided the advertisements contain:
○ Prominent placement of the Church’s name;
○ A statement that there is no cost for EnglishConnect novice programs; and
○ A statement that EnglishConnect novice programs are not accredited.
Obtain parental consent for each student 18 years old or under (using the parental
consent form attached as Appendix A):
○ Obtain both parent signatures where possible;
○ If someone 18 or under is actually living on their own, parental consent is not
needed.
Provide every student a hard copy of the Church’s Privacy Notice (attached as Appendix B)
and be sure they read it. 1
Do not charge any fees or costs to the participants for program participation:
○ Program materials can be provided for free (by on-line download where
possible) or purchased through regular distribution channels by local units or
directly by participants.
At least one-third of all teaching must contain substantial religious content (i.e., religious
content should take up 20 minutes of each hour of instruction or 30 minutes of each 90
minutes of instruction).
Require instructors to complete the required Church training, “Protecting Children and
Youth,” and follow all local country standards for the vetting and calling of teachers of
youth for any EnglishConnect teacher who will be teaching anyone under 21.
Follow all program guidelines contained in the Leader and Teacher guides.
Any mission in this country that has never used English teaching as a contacting method
must obtain specific OGC approval before beginning to use EnglishConnect materials, in
order to avoid threats to missionary visas or the Church’s legal status.

1 If a student has registered online for EnglishConnect using an LDS Account, then he or she need not be provided a
hard copy of the Privacy Notice.
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EnglishConnect 3
BYU-Pathway Worldwide (“BYU-PW”) can offer EnglishConnect 3 in Namibia. Because BYU- PW will
offer EnglishConnect 3 through the Pathway program, it must operate under the same conditions
as Pathway. For more information on EnglishConnect 3 and the Pathway program, please refer to
the Pathway Program Report, under the Church Education key topic for Namibia on InfoGuide. (In
the past, Brigham Young University – Idaho was the entity that offered Pathway programs, but it
transferred its Pathway activities to BYU-PW in 2019.)
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NETHERLANDS

EnglishConnect in the Netherlands
Summary
August 28, 2018
*This summary applies to EnglishConnect 1, EnglishConnect 2, and Learn English Now only.
The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints in the Netherlands, a religious organization (the
“Dutch Church”), can carry out the EnglishConnect program in the Netherlands. The EnglishConnect
program will be part of the Self-Reliance activities already taking place in the Netherlands. The
Dutch Church may issue OGC-approved certificates of completion to participants who successfully
complete EnglishConnect courses. We recommend that the Dutch Church provide a disclosure to
each participant that EnglishConnect courses will contain religious content, that they will not carry
accredited value, and outlining the cost (if any) of EnglishConnect course materials.
The authorization of the EnglishConnect program in the Netherlands has been made by OGC pursuant
to an expedited review process (approved by Associate General Counsel - International on May 15,
2018) without specific review by local counsel in the Netherlands.
The conditions of this approval are that the program be operated in the Netherlands according to the
following guidelines:
•

•

•

•
•
•
•
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No mass media advertising of the program targeting the general public:
○ I.e., no newspaper, radio, or broadly distributed social media advertising;
○ Handbills, posters, announcements in Church, or “pass-along” cards are
acceptable.
Obtain parental consent for each student 18 years old or under (using the parental
consent form attached as Appendix A):
○ Obtain both parent signatures where possible;
○ If someone 18 or under is actually living on their own, parental consent is not
needed.
Do not charge any fees or costs to the participants for program participation:
○ Program materials can be provided for free (by on-line download where
possible) or purchased through regular distribution channels by local units or
directly by participants.
At least one-third of all teaching must contain substantial religious content (i.e., religious
content should take up 20 minutes of each hour of instruction or 30 minutes of each 90
minutes of instruction).
Follow all local country standards for the vetting and calling of teachers of youth for any
EnglishConnect teacher who will be teaching anyone under 21.
Follow all program guidelines contained in the Leader and Teacher guides, which must
include the requirement to follow the attached matrix with regard to data privacy
(attached as Appendix B).
Any mission which has never used English teaching as a contacting method must obtain
specific OGC approval before beginning to use EnglishConnect materials, in order to
avoid threats to missionary visas or the Church’s legal status.
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NEW ZEALAND

EnglishConnect in New Zealand
Summary
April 12, 2018
*This summary applies to EnglishConnect 1, EnglishConnect 2, and Learn English Now only.
1.

Legal Entity:

The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints Trust Board (“NZTB”), can carry out the EnglishConnect
program in New Zealand. The EnglishConnect program will be part of the Self- Reliance activities
already taking place in New Zealand. NZTB has the corporate authority to administer the
EnglishConnect program.
2.

Regulations and Licensing Requirements:

NZTB is not subject to any regulations or licensing requirements, including but not limited to those
for education, when it administers the EnglishConnect program so long it does not provide or claim to
provide any accreditation and so long as it provides courses for free.
3.

Tax Consequences:

NZTB is not subject to any tax consequences or reporting obligations if it administers the
EnglishConnect program so long as it offers these courses free of charge. Administering the
EnglishConnect program will not jeopardize NZTB’s current tax exempt status and activities can take
place in meetinghouses without jeopardizing their property tax exemptions.1 Provided that any course
materials are donated to NZTB, there are no tax consequences or reporting requirements arising from
the nominal charge for course materials.2
4.

Other:

Other than those listed below, there are no legal issues arising from NZTB’s administration of the
EnglishConnect program in New Zealand.
a.

Parental Consent. The NZTB should obtain written consent from the parent/guardian
of all EnglishConnect participants under the age of 18 before they can participate in the
EnglishConnect program.

1 As of December 2017, the Auckland Council, New Zealand’s largest local authority, is reviewing its position regarding
the exemption of NZTB properties in the Auckland region. The review includes the question of whether portions of
properties not used principally for religious worship or education (family history centers, administration, offices,
meeting rooms, libraries, etc.) should be taxable. Because EnglishConnect activities are administered through
priesthood channels and are closely tied to the NZTB’s religious and educational purposes, they should not impact its
property tax status or the outcome of the current review.
2 NZTB is registered to pay Goods and Services tax (“GST”) in New Zealand. Any receipts by NZTB related to course
materials it purchases would be taxable at a rate of 15%. However, the supply of goods received as a donation, even
for a nominal charge, is exempt from GST under applicable law. We anticipate that course materials will be recorded
in the Church’s internal accounting system as a donation to NZTB. If this is not the case, GST will apply.
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New Zealand Summary Continued
b.

Missionary Visas. Teaching EnglishConnect courses is not expected to cause issues with
existing missionary visas.3

c.

Certificates. NZTB may issue OGC-approved certificates of completion to participants
who successfully complete EnglishConnect courses. Issuing certificates of completion will
not subject NZTB to additional laws or regulations.

d.

Participant Disclosure. We recommend that the NZTB provide a disclosure to each
participant that EnglishConnect courses will contain religious content, that they will not
carry accredited value, and outlining the cost (if any) of EnglishConnect course materials.
This can be accomplished by including such language in the standard online registration
materials.

3 Missionaries currently enter and stay in New Zealand using religious worker visas that include the condition that
the missionary “may only work as Religious Worker/Missionary in New Zealand for The Church of Jesus Christ of
Latter-day Saints.” OGC concludes that missionaries teaching EnglishConnect courses are in compliance with this visa
provision because, among other reasons, this work is directed by the Church, because there is a significant religious
component to EnglishConnect courses, and because EnglishConnect is tied to the Church’s Self-Reliance purposes.
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NICAR AGUA

EnglishConnect in Nicaragua
Summary
October 10, 2017
*This summary applies to EnglishConnect 1, EnglishConnect 2, and Learn English Now only.
1.

Legal Entity:

The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints, a Nicaraguan association (the “Association”), can carry
out the EnglishConnect program in Nicaragua. The EnglishConnect program will be part of the SelfReliance activities already taking place in Nicaragua. The Association has the corporate authority to
administer the EnglishConnect program.
2.

Regulations and Licensing Requirements:

The Association is not subject to any regulations or licensing requirements, including but not limited
to those for education, when it administers the EnglishConnect program, as long as the program is
offered free of charge and with no accreditation.
3.

Tax Consequences:

The Association is not subject to any tax consequences or reporting obligations if it administers the
EnglishConnect program since it offers these courses free of charge. Administering the EnglishConnect
program will not jeopardize the Association’s current tax exempt status and activities can take place
in meetinghouses without jeopardizing their property tax exemptions. There are no tax consequences
arising from the nominal charge for course materials.1 However, the Association should include any
income from sales of EnglishConnect materials in the annual and monthly income tax declarations it
already files.2
4.

Other:

Other than those listed below, there are no legal issues arising from the Association’s administration
of the EnglishConnect program in Nicaragua.
a.

Parental Consent. The Association should obtain written consent from the parent/
guardian of all participants under the age of 18 before they can participate in the
EnglishConnect program.

b.

Missionary Visas. Missionaries may teach EnglishConnect courses in Nicaragua without
causing issues with their existing visas.

c.

Certificates. The Association may issue OGC-approved certificates of completion to
participants who successfully complete EnglishConnect courses. Issuing certificates of
completion will not subject the Association to additional laws or regulations.

1 The Nicaraguan tax authority determined a few years ago that articles of a religious nature and/or those directly
related to the Association’s religious activities and purposes are not subject to VAT. Because EnglishConnect booklets
are related to the Association’s purposes, we believe there is a good faith legal argument they should not be subject
to VAT.
2 This income will be considered exempted income, but should be reported. If the Association provides EnglishConnect
materials for free, either in hard copy or in electronic form for participants to download and print at home, it will not
have to include EnglishConnect materials in its income tax declarations.
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d.
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Participant Disclosure. We recommend that the Association provide a disclosure to each
participant that EnglishConnect courses will contain religious content, that they will not
carry accredited value, and outlining the cost (if any) of EnglishConnect course materials.
This can be accomplished by including such language in the standard online registration
materials.
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NIGERIA

EnglishConnect in Nigeria
Summary
January 18, 2018
*This summary applies to EnglishConnect 1, EnglishConnect 2, and Learn English Now only.
1.

Legal Entity:

The Incorporated Trustees of The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints in Nigeria (the “Nigerian
Church”), can carry out the EnglishConnect program in Nigeria. The EnglishConnect program will
be part of the Self-Reliance activities already taking place in Nigeria. The Nigerian Church has the
corporate authority to administer the EnglishConnect program.
2.

Regulations and Licensing Requirements:

The Nigerian Church is not subject to any regulations or licensing requirements, including but not
limited to those for education, when it administers the EnglishConnect program.
3.

Tax Consequences:

The Nigerian Church is not subject to any tax consequences or reporting obligations if it administers
the EnglishConnect program so long as it offers these courses free of charge. Administering the
EnglishConnect program will not jeopardize the Nigerian Church’s current tax exempt status and
activities can take place in meetinghouses without jeopardizing their property tax exemptions. There
are no tax consequences or reporting requirements arising from the nominal charge for course
materials.
4.

Other:

Other than those listed below, there are no legal issues arising from Nigerian Church’s administration
of the EnglishConnect program in Nigeria.
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a.

Parental Consent. The Nigerian Church should obtain written consent from the parent/
guardian of all EnglishConnect participants under the age of 18 before they can participate
in the EnglishConnect program.

b.

Missionary Visas. Missionaries may teach EnglishConnect courses in Nigeria without
causing issues with their existing visas.

c.

Certificates. The Nigerian Church may issue OGC-approved certificates of completion to
participants who successfully complete EnglishConnect courses. Issuing certificates of
completion will not subject the Nigerian Church to additional laws or regulations.

d.

Participant Disclosure. We recommend that the Nigerian Church provide a disclosure
to each participant that EnglishConnect courses will contain religious content, that they
will not carry accredited value, and outlining the cost (if any) of EnglishConnect course
materials. This can be accomplished by including such language in the standard online
registration materials.
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NORTHERN MARINA ISLANDS

EnglishConnect in Northern Marina Islands
Summary
February 4, 2022
EnglishConnect 1, EnglishConnect 2, and Learn English Now
The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints, a registered branch of a foreign legal entity (“CHC
Mariana”), can carry out the EnglishConnect program in the Northern Mariana Islands. The
EnglishConnect program will be part of the Self-Reliance activities already taking place in the Northern
Mariana Islands. CHC Mariana may issue OGC-approved certificates of completion to participants who
successfully complete EnglishConnect courses. We recommend that CHC Mariana provide a disclosure
to each participant that EnglishConnect courses will contain religious content, that they will not carry
accredited value, and outlining the cost (if any) of EnglishConnect course materials.
The authorization of the EnglishConnect program in the Northern Mariana Islands has been made by
OGC pursuant to an expedited review process (approved by Associate General Counsel – International
on May 15, 2018) without specific review by local counsel in the Northern Mariana Islands.
The conditions of this approval are that the program be operated in the Northern Mariana Islands
according to the following guidelines:
•

•

•

•
•
•
•
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The program may be advertised through mass media (newspaper, radio, paid social
media ads) or by handbills, posters, announcements in Church, or “pass-along” cards,
provided the advertisements contain:
○ Prominent placement of the Church’s name;
○ A statement that there is no cost for EnglishConnect novice programs; and
○ A statement that EnglishConnect novice programs are not accredited.
Obtain parental consent for each student 18 years old or under (using the parental
consent form attached as Appendix A):
○ Obtain both parent signatures where possible;
○ If someone 18 or under is actually living on their own, parental consent is not
needed.
Do not charge any fees or costs to the participants for program participation:
○ Program materials can be provided for free (by on-line download where
possible) or purchased through regular distribution channels by local units or
directly by participants.
At least one-third of all teaching must contain substantial religious content (i.e., religious
content should take up 20 minutes of each hour of instruction or 30 minutes of each 90
minutes of instruction).
Follow all local country standards for the vetting and calling of teachers of youth for any
EnglishConnect teacher who will be teaching anyone under 21.
Follow all program guidelines contained in the Leader and Teacher guides, which must
include the requirement to follow the attached matrix with regard to data privacy
(attached as Appendix B).
Any mission which has never used English teaching as a contacting method must obtain
specific OGC approval before beginning to use EnglishConnect materials, in order to
avoid threats to missionary visas or the Church’s legal status.
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Northern Marina Islands Summary Continued
EnglishConnect 3
BYU-Pathway Worldwide (“BYU-PW”) can offer EnglishConnect 3 in Mali. Because BYU-PW will offer
EnglishConnect 3 through the Pathway program, it must operate under the same conditions as
Pathway. For more information on EnglishConnect 3 and the Pathway program, please refer to the
Pathway Program Report, under the Church Education key topic for Mali on InfoGuide. (In the past,
Brigham Young University – Idaho was the entity that offered Pathway programs, but it transferred its
Pathway activities to BYU-PW in 2019.)
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NORWAY

EnglishConnect in Norway
Summary
August 28, 2018
*This summary applies to EnglishConnect 1, EnglishConnect 2, and Learn English Now only.
The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints in Norway, a religious community (the “Norwegian
Church”), can carry out the EnglishConnect program in Norway. The EnglishConnect program will be
part of the Self-Reliance activities already taking place in Norway. The Norwegian Church may issue
OGC-approved certificates of completion to participants who successfully complete EnglishConnect
courses. We recommend that the Norwegian Church provide a disclosure to each participant that
EnglishConnect courses will contain religious content, that they will not carry accredited value, and
outlining the cost (if any) of EnglishConnect course materials.
The authorization of the EnglishConnect program in Norway has been made by OGC pursuant to an
expedited review process (approved by Associate General Counsel - International on May 15, 2018)
without specific review by local counsel in Norway.
The conditions of this approval are that the program be operated in Norway according to the following
guidelines:
•

•

•

•
•
•
•
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No mass media advertising of the program targeting the general public:
○ I.e., no newspaper, radio, or broadly distributed social media advertising;
○ Handbills, posters, announcements in Church, or “pass-along” cards are
acceptable.
Obtain parental consent for each student 18 years old or under (using the parental
consent form attached as Appendix A):
○ Obtain both parent signatures where possible;
○ If someone 18 or under is actually living on their own, parental consent is not
needed.
Do not charge any fees or costs to the participants for program participation:
○ Program materials can be provided for free (by on-line download where
possible) or purchased through regular distribution channels by local units or
directly by participants.
At least one-third of all teaching must contain substantial religious content (i.e., religious
content should take up 20 minutes of each hour of instruction or 30 minutes of each 90
minutes of instruction).
Follow all local country standards for the vetting and calling of teachers of youth for any
EnglishConnect teacher who will be teaching anyone under 21.
Follow all program guidelines contained in the Leader and Teacher guides, which must
include the requirement to follow the attached matrix with regard to data privacy
(attached as Appendix B).
Any mission which has never used English teaching as a contacting method must obtain
specific OGC approval before beginning to use EnglishConnect materials, in order to
avoid threats to missionary visas or the Church’s legal status.
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OMAN

EnglishConnect in Oman
Summary
November 12, 2019
EnglishConnect 1, EnglishConnect 2, and Learn English Now
The Oman Branch of The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints, an unregistered entity (the
“Oman Branch”), can carry out the EnglishConnect program in Oman as long as it is offered ONLY
to Church members and not to the general public (see below). The EnglishConnect program will
be part of the Self-Reliance activities already taking place in Oman. EnglishConnect should not be
used as a missionary tool in Oman. We recommend that the Oman Branch provide a disclosure to
each participant that EnglishConnect courses will contain religious content, that they will not carry
accredited value, and outlining the cost (if any) of EnglishConnect course materials.
The EnglishConnect program in Oman was reviewed by local counsel. Based on that review, it should
be operated with the following country-specific guidelines:
•
•

•

EnglishConnect should only be offered to Church members.
EnglishConnect groups should be advertised only by word of mouth or announcements
at Church meetings. If the Oman Branch shares its meetinghouse facility with other
faiths, there should not be any physical advertising of Self-Reliance activities within
Church buildings.
The Oman Branch should not issue OGC-approved certificates of completion to
participants who successfully complete EnglishConnect courses.

In addition to the country-specific guidelines above, the program should be operated in Oman
according to the following general program guidelines:
•

•
•
•
•
•

Obtain parental consent for each student 18 years old or under (using the parental
consent form attached as Appendix A):
○ Obtain both parent signatures where possible;
○ If someone 18 or under is actually living on their own, parental consent is not
needed.
Provide every student a hard copy of the Church’s Privacy Notice (attached as Appendix B)
and be sure they read it.1
Do not charge any fees or costs to the participants for program participation:
○ Program materials should be provided for free by online download.
At least one-third of all teaching must contain substantial religious content (i.e., religious
content should take up 20 minutes of each hour of instruction or 30 minutes of each 90
minutes of instruction).
Require instructors to complete the required Church training, “Protecting Children and
Youth,” and follow all local country standards for the vetting and calling of teachers of
youth for any EnglishConnect teacher who will be teaching anyone under 21.
Follow all program guidelines contained in the Leader and Teacher guides.

EnglishConnect 3
As of the date of this summary, the PathwayConnect and EnglishConnect 3 review in Oman is still
ongoing.
1 If a student has registered online for EnglishConnect using a Church Account, he or she need not be provided a
hard copy of the Privacy Notice.
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PALAU

EnglishConnect in Palau
Summary
November 20, 2018
*This summary applies to EnglishConnect 1, EnglishConnect 2, and Learn English Now only.
Corporation of the President of The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints, a branch of a foreign
entity (“COP Palau”), can carry out the EnglishConnect program in Palau. The EnglishConnect program
will be part of the Self-Reliance activities already taking place in Palau. COP Palau may issue OGCapproved certificates of completion to participants who successfully complete EnglishConnect courses.
We recommend that COP Palau provide a disclosure to each participant that EnglishConnect courses
will contain religious content, that they will not carry accredited value, and outlining the cost (if any) of
EnglishConnect course materials.
The authorization of the EnglishConnect program in Palau has been made by OGC pursuant to an
expedited review process (approved by Associate General Counsel - International on May 15, 2018)
without specific review by local counsel in Palau.
The conditions of this approval are that the program be operated in Palau according to the following
guidelines:
•

•

•
•

•
•
•
•

No mass media advertising of the program targeting the general public:
○ I.e., no newspaper, radio, or broadly distributed social media advertising;
○ Handbills, posters, announcements in Church, or “pass-along” cards are
acceptable.
Obtain parental consent for each student 18 years old or under (using the parental
consent form attached as Appendix A):
○ Obtain both parent signatures where possible;
○ If someone 18 or under is actually living on their own, parental consent is not
needed.
Provide every student a hard copy of the Church’s Privacy Notice (attached as Appendix B)
and be sure they read it.1
Do not charge any fees or costs to the participants for program participation:
○ Program materials can be provided for free (by on-line download where
possible) or purchased through regular distribution channels by local units or
directly by participants.
At least one-third of all teaching must contain substantial religious content (i.e., religious
content should take up 20 minutes of each hour of instruction or 30 minutes of each 90
minutes of instruction).
Follow all local country standards for the vetting and calling of teachers of youth for any
EnglishConnect teacher who will be teaching anyone under 21.
Follow all program guidelines contained in the Leader and Teacher guides.
Any mission which has never used English teaching as a contacting method must obtain
specific OGC approval before beginning to use EnglishConnect materials, in order to
avoid threats to missionary visas or the Church’s legal status.

1 If a student has registered online for EnglishConnect using a Church Account, then he or she need not be provided
a hard copy of the Privacy Notice.
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PANAMA

EnglishConnect in Panama
Summary
September 20, 2017
*This summary applies to EnglishConnect 1, EnglishConnect 2, and Learn English Now only.
1.

Legal Entity:

Corporation of the President of The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints, a branch of a foreign
legal entity (“COP Panama”), can carry out the EnglishConnect program in Panama. The EnglishConnect
program will be part of the Self-Reliance activities already taking place in Panama. COP Panama has
the corporate authority to administer the EnglishConnect program.
2.

Regulations and Licensing Requirements:

COP Panama is not subject to any regulations or licensing requirements, including but not limited
to those for education, when it administers the EnglishConnect program as long as the program is
offered free of charge and without accreditation.
3.

Tax Consequences:

COP Panama is not subject to any tax consequences or reporting obligations if it administers the
EnglishConnect program since it offers these courses free of charge. Administering the EnglishConnect
program will not jeopardize COP Panama’s current tax exempt status and activities can take place in
meetinghouses without jeopardizing their property tax exemptions. There are no tax consequences
or reporting requirements arising from the nominal charge for course materials, as long as this cost is
based on the actual cost of the materials.1
4.

Other:

Other than those listed below, there are no legal issues arising from COP Panama’s administration of
the EnglishConnect program in Panama.
a.

Parental Consent. COP Panama should obtain written consent from the parent/guardian
of all EnglishConnect participants under the age of 18 before they can participate in the
EnglishConnect program.

b.

Missionary Visas. Missionaries may teach EnglishConnect courses in Panama without
causing issues with their existing visas.

c.

Certificates. COP Panama may issue OGC-approved certificates of completion to
participants who successfully complete EnglishConnect courses. Issuing certificates of
completion will not subject COP Panama to additional laws or regulations.

1 COP Panama’s tax exemption is based on it being a nonprofit religious entity. It should avoid charging a markup for
EnglishConnect materials so it does not derive income from the sale of materials. Alternatively, COP Panama could
provide the materials for free, either in hard copy or in electronic form for participants to print at home, without
incurring any tax consequences.
EnglishConnect - Panama Summary
Prepared by: Karen DelPriore and Kyle Petersen
September 20, 2017
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PAPUA NEW GUINEA

EnglishConnect in Papua New Guinea
Summary
June 28, 2018
*This summary applies to EnglishConnect 1, EnglishConnect 2, and Learn English Now only.
The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints Inc., a local association (the “Association”), can carry out
the EnglishConnect program in Papua New Guinea. The EnglishConnect program will be part of the
Self-Reliance activities already taking place in Papua New Guinea. The Association may issue OGCapproved certificates of completion to participants who successfully complete EnglishConnect courses.
We recommend that the Association provide a disclosure to each participant that EnglishConnect
courses will contain religious content and that they will not carry accredited value.
The authorization of the EnglishConnect program in Papua New Guinea has been made by OGC
pursuant to an expedited review process (approved by Associate General Counsel - International on
May 15, 2018) without specific review by local counsel in Papua New Guinea.
The conditions of this approval are that the program be operated in Papua New Guinea according to
the following guidelines:
•

•

•

•

•
•
•
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No mass media advertising of the program targeting the general public:
○ I.e., no newspaper, radio, or broadly distributed social media advertising;
○ Handbills, posters, announcements in Church, or “pass-along” cards are
acceptable.
Obtain parental consent for each student 18 years old or under (using the parental
consent form on the Leaders page of the englishconnect.org website):
○ Obtain both parent signatures where possible;
○ If someone 18 or under is actually living on their own, parental consent is not
needed.
Do not charge any fees or costs to the participants for program participation:
○ Program materials can be provided for free (by online download where possible)
or purchased through regular distribution channels by local units or directly by
participants.
At least one-third of all teaching must contain substantial religious content (i.e., religious
content should take up 20 minutes of each hour of instruction or 30 minutes of each
90 minutes of instruction). Note: If the courses are implemented as designed, always
including the gospel lesson or My Foundation for Self-Reliance lesson at the end of each
class, this requirement will be met.
Follow all local country standards for the vetting and calling of teachers of youth for any
EnglishConnect teacher who will be teaching anyone under 21.
Follow all program guidelines contained in the Leader and Teacher guides, which include
the use of the registration system (when available) to ensure data privacy.
Any mission which has never used English teaching as a contacting method must obtain
specific OGC approval before beginning to use EnglishConnect materials, in order to
avoid threats to missionary visas or the Church’s legal status.
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PAR AGUAY

EnglishConnect in Paraguay
Summary
October 10, 2017
*This summary applies to EnglishConnect 1, EnglishConnect 2, and Learn English Now only.
1.

Legal Entity:

Corporation of the President of The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints, a registered branch
of a foreign legal entity (“COP Paraguay”), can carry out the EnglishConnect program in Paraguay. The
EnglishConnect program will be part of the Self-Reliance activities already taking place in Paraguay.
COP Paraguay has the corporate authority to administer the EnglishConnect program.
2.

Regulations and Licensing Requirements:

COP Paraguay is not subject to any regulations or licensing requirements, including but not limited to
those for education, when it administers the EnglishConnect program.
3.

Tax Consequences:

COP Paraguay is not subject to any tax consequences or reporting obligations if it administers the
EnglishConnect program since it offers these courses free of charge. Administering the EnglishConnect
program will not jeopardize COP Paraguay’s current tax exempt status and activities can take place in
meetinghouses without jeopardizing their property tax exemptions. There are no tax consequences or
reporting requirements arising from the nominal charge for course materials.
5.

Other:

Other than those listed below, there are no legal issues arising from COP Paraguay’s administration of
the EnglishConnect program in Paraguay.
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a.

Parental Consent. COP Paraguay should obtain written consent from a parent or
legal guardian for all individuals under the age of 18 before they participate in the
EnglishConnect program.

b.

Missionary Visas. Missionaries may teach EnglishConnect courses in Paraguay without
causing issues with their existing visas.

c.

Certificates. COP Paraguay may issue OGC-approved certificates of completion to
participants who successfully complete EnglishConnect courses. Issuing certificates of
completion will not subject COP Paraguay to additional laws or regulations.

d.

Participant Disclosure. We recommend that the COP Paraguay provide a disclosure to
each participant that EnglishConnect courses will contain religious content, that they
will not carry accredited value, and outlining the cost (if any) of EnglishConnect course
materials. This can be accomplished by including such language in the standard online
registration materials.
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PERU

EnglishConnect in Peru
Summary
October 10, 2017, updated September 10, 2019 and February 15, 20221
EnglishConnect 1, EnglishConnect 2, and Learn English Now
The Peruvian Association of The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints, an association
(“ASPERSUD”), can carry out the EnglishConnect program in Peru, as long as EnglishConnect is offered
free of charge and falls under the Peruvian concept of “Community Education.”2 The EnglishConnect
program will be part of the Self-Reliance activities already taking place in Peru. ASPERSUD may issue
OGC-approved certificates of completion to participants who successfully complete EnglishConnect
courses. We recommend that ASPERSUD provide a disclosure to each participant that EnglishConnect
courses will contain religious content, that they will not carry accredited value, and outlining the cost
(if any) of EnglishConnect course materials.
The EnglishConnect program in Peru was reviewed by local counsel. Based on that review, there are
no country-specific guidelines for Peru. The program should be operated in Peru according to the
following general program guidelines:
•

•

•
•

The program may be advertised through mass media (newspaper, radio, paid social
media ads) or by handbills, posters, announcements in Church, or “pass-along” cards,
provided the advertisements contain:
○ Prominent placement of the Church’s name;
○ A statement that there is no cost for EnglishConnect novice programs; and
○ A statement that EnglishConnect novice programs are not accredited.
Obtain parental consent for each student 18 years old or under (using the parental
consent form attached as Appendix A):
○ Obtain both parent signatures where possible;
○ If someone 18 or under is actually living on their own, parental consent is not
needed.
Provide every student a hard copy of the Church’s Privacy Notice (attached as Appendix B)
and be sure they read it.3
Do not charge any fees or costs to the participants for program participation:
○ Program materials can be provided for free (by on-line download where
possible) or purchased through regular distribution channels by local units or
directly by participants.

1 This EnglishConnect summary was drafted October 10, 2017, but updated on September 10, 2019 to include
information about the EnglishConnect 3 program and to include the general program guidelines, which were
developed after the summary was first drafted. In November 2021, EnglishConnect proposed broad paid advertising
of the program. On February 3, 2022, local counsel José Antonio Jaramillo of Lazo, De Romaña & Bravo Abogados
confirmed by video conference with Kirton McConkie attorney Karen Taylor DelPriore that there are no legal issues
with broad advertising of EnglishConnect, or with the program generally. This summary was updated on February 15,
2022 to reflect that confirmation.
2 Under the Peruvian educational system, there is a concept of “Community Education,” which applies to civil society
organizations that seek to enrich personal skills, promote human development, and extend the knowledge and skills
of individuals outside of formal educational institutions. Community Education programs are not subject to local
regulation. As long as it takes place outside of a formal educational institution and falls under this idea of Community
Education, the EnglishConnect program will not be subject to local educational regulations.
3 If a student has registered online for EnglishConnect using an LDS Account, he or she need not be provided a hard
copy of the Privacy Notice.
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Peru Summary Continued
•
•
•
•

At least one-third of all teaching must contain substantial religious content (i.e., religious
content should take up 20 minutes of each hour of instruction or 30 minutes of each 90
minutes of instruction).
Follow all local country standards for the vetting and calling of teachers of youth for any
EnglishConnect teacher who will be teaching anyone under 21.
Follow all program guidelines contained in the Leader and Teacher guides.
Any mission that has never used English teaching as a contacting method must obtain
specific OGC approval before beginning to use EnglishConnect materials, in order to
avoid threats to missionary visas or the Church’s legal status.

EnglishConnect 3
BYU-Pathway Worldwide (“BYU-PW”) can offer EnglishConnect 3 in Peru. Because BYU-PW will offer
EnglishConnect 3 through the Pathway program, it must operate under the same conditions as
Pathway. For more information on EnglishConnect 3 and the Pathway program, please refer to the
Pathway Program Report, under the Church Education key topic for Peru on InfoGuide. (In the past,
Brigham Young University – Idaho was the entity that offered Pathway programs, but it transferred its
Pathway activities to BYU-PW in 2019.)
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PHILLIPINES

EnglishConnect in the Philippines
Summary
July 31, 2018
*This summary applies to EnglishConnect 1, EnglishConnect 2, and Learn English Now only.
The Area President of The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints in the Philippines, Inc., a
Philippine corporation sole (“APC”), can carry out the EnglishConnect program in the Philippines.
The EnglishConnect program will be part of the Self-Reliance activities already taking place in the
Philippines. APC may issue OGC-approved certificates of completion to participants who successfully
complete EnglishConnect courses. We recommend that APC provide a disclosure to each participant
that EnglishConnect courses will contain religious content, that they will not carry accredited value,
and outlining the cost (if any) of EnglishConnect course materials.
The EnglishConnect program in the Philippines was reviewed by local counsel. Based on that review, it
should be operated with the following country-specific guidelines:
•
•

The number of EnglishConnect participants who are Church members should generally
be equal to or greater than the number of participants who are not Church members.1
Volunteers leading EnglishConnect courses in the Philippines should avoid referring to
themselves as “teachers” or “instructors” 2

In addition to the country-specific guidelines above, the program should be operated in the Philippines
according to the following general program guidelines:
•

•

•

•
•

No mass media advertising of the program targeting the general public:
○ I.e., no newspaper, radio, or broadly distributed social media advertising;
○ Handbills, posters, announcements in Church, or “pass-along” cards are
acceptable.
Obtain parental consent for each student 18 years old or under (using the parental
consent form attached as Appendix A):
○ Obtain both parent signatures where possible;
○ If someone 18 or under is actually living on their own, parental consent is not
needed.
Do not charge any fees or costs to the participants for program participation:
○ Program materials can be provided for free (by on-line download where
possible) or purchased through regular distribution channels by local units or
directly by participants.
At least one-third of all teaching must contain substantial religious content (i.e., religious
content should take up 20 minutes of each hour of instruction or 30 minutes of each 90
minutes of instruction).
Follow all local country standards for the vetting and calling of teachers of youth for any
EnglishConnect teacher who will be teaching anyone under 21.

1 We believe that the EnglishConnect program is consistent with APC’s articles which specify that its activities must be
“for the benefit of the members of the Church.” Increasing the ratio of members to non-members will help maintain
this consistency. If APC strives to achieve this guideline and if the program is not widely advertised to individuals who
are not members of the Church (see the first general guideline), we are confident that the program is justified as a
religious/missionary effort under APC’s stated purposes.
2 In offering EnglishConnect, the APC would not normally be seen as an “educational institution” under Philippines
educational regulations. Avoiding use of educational terms like “teacher” or “instructor,” in combination with the
language on certificates and in EnglishConnect materials stating that the program is not accredited, confirm this
conclusion.
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Follow all program guidelines contained in the Leader and Teacher guides, which must
include the requirement to follow the attached matrix with regard to data privacy
(attached as Appendix C).
Any mission which has never used English teaching as a contacting method must obtain
specific OGC approval before beginning to use EnglishConnect materials, in order to
avoid threats to missionary visas or the Church’s legal status.
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POLAND

EnglishConnect in Poland
Summary
November 12, 2019
EnglishConnect 1, EnglishConnect 2, and Learn English Now
The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints in Poland, a Polish religious organization (the “Polish
Church”), can carry out the EnglishConnect program in Poland. The EnglishConnect program will be
part of the Self-Reliance activities already taking place in Poland. The Polish Church may issue OGCapproved certificates of completion to participants who successfully complete EnglishConnect courses.
We recommend that the Polish Church provide a disclosure to each participant that EnglishConnect
courses will contain religious content, that they will not carry accredited value, and outlining the cost
(if any) of EnglishConnect course materials.
The authorization of the EnglishConnect program in Poland has been made by OGC pursuant to an
expedited review process (approved by Associate General Counsel - International on May 15, 2018)
without specific review by local counsel in Poland.
The conditions of this approval are that the program be operated in Poland according to the following
guidelines:
•

•

•
•

•
•
•

No mass media advertising of the program targeting the general public:
○ I.e., no newspaper, radio, or broadly distributed social media advertising;
○ Handbills, posters, announcements in Church, or “pass-along” cards are
acceptable.
Obtain parental consent for each student 18 years old or under (using the parental
consent form attached as Appendix A):
○ Obtain both parent signatures where possible;
○ If someone 18 or under is actually living on their own, parental consent is not
needed.
Provide every student a hard copy of the Church’s Privacy Notice (attached as Appendix B)
and be sure they read it.1
Do not charge any fees or costs to the participants for program participation:
○ Program materials can be provided for free (by on-line download where
possible) or purchased through regular distribution channels by local units or
directly by participants.
At least one-third of all teaching must contain substantial religious content (i.e., religious
content should take up 20 minutes of each hour of instruction or 30 minutes of each 90
minutes of instruction).
Require instructors to complete the required Church training, “Protecting Children and
Youth,” and follow all local country standards for the vetting and calling of teachers of
youth for any EnglishConnect teacher who will be teaching anyone under 21.
Follow all program guidelines contained in the Leader and Teacher guides.

1 If a student has registered online for EnglishConnect using a Church Account, then he or she need not be provided
a hard copy of the Privacy Notice.
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EnglishConnect 3
BYU-Pathway Worldwide (“BYU-PW”) can offer EnglishConnect 3 in Poland. Because BYU-PW will
offer EnglishConnect 3 through the Pathway program, it must operate under the same conditions as
Pathway. For more information on EnglishConnect 3 and the Pathway program, please refer to the
Pathway Program Report, under the Church Education key topic for Poland on InfoGuide. (In the past,
Brigham Young University - Idaho was the entity that offered Pathway programs, but it transferred its
Pathway activities to BYU-PW in 2019.)
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PUERTO RICO

EnglishConnect in Puerto Rico
Summary
July 3, 2018
*This summary applies to EnglishConnect 1, EnglishConnect 2, and Learn English Now only.
Corporation of the Presiding Bishop of The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints, a branch of a
foreign legal entity (“CPB Puerto Rico”), can carry out the EnglishConnect program in Puerto Rico. The
EnglishConnect program will be part of the Self-Reliance activities already taking place in Puerto Rico.
CPB Puerto Rico may issue OGC-approved certificates of completion to participants who successfully
complete EnglishConnect courses. We recommend that CPB Puerto Rico provide a disclosure to each
participant that EnglishConnect courses will contain religious content and that they will not carry
accredited value.
The authorization of the EnglishConnect program in Puerto Rico has been made by OGC pursuant to
an expedited review process (approved by Associate General Counsel - International on May 15, 2018)
without specific review by local counsel in Puerto Rico.
The conditions of this approval are that the program be operated in Puerto Rico according to the
following guidelines:
•

•

•

•

•
•
•
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No mass media advertising of the program targeting the general public:
○ I.e., no newspaper, radio, or broadly distributed social media advertising;
○ Handbills, posters, announcements in Church, or “pass-along” cards are
acceptable.
Obtain parental consent for each student 18 years old or under (using the parental
consent form on the Leaders page of the englishconnect.org website):
○ Obtain both parent signatures where possible;
○ If someone 18 or under is actually living on their own, parental consent is not
needed.
Do not charge any fees or costs to the participants for program participation:
○ Program materials can be provided for free (by online download where possible)
or purchased through regular distribution channels by local units or directly by
participants.
At least one-third of all teaching must contain substantial religious content (i.e., religious
content should take up 20 minutes of each hour of instruction or 30 minutes of each
90 minutes of instruction). Note: If the courses are implemented as designed, always
including the gospel lesson or My Foundation for Self-Reliance lesson at the end of each
class, this requirement will be met.
Follow all local country standards for the vetting and calling of teachers of youth for any
EnglishConnect teacher who will be teaching anyone under 21.
Follow all program guidelines contained in the Leader and Teacher guides, which include
the use of the registration system (when available) to ensure data privacy.
Any mission which has never used English teaching as a contacting method must obtain
specific OGC approval before beginning to use EnglishConnect materials, in order to
avoid threats to missionary visas or the Church’s legal status.
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ROMANIA

EnglishConnect in Romania
Summary
November 14, 2019
*This summary applies to EnglishConnect 1, EnglishConnect 2, and Learn English Now only.
The Association of The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints, a local association (the “Romanian
Association”), can carry out the EnglishConnect program in Romania. The EnglishConnect program will
be part of the Self-Reliance activities already taking place in Romania. Missionaries in Romania may
also use the EnglishConnect program. The Romanian Association may issue OGC-approved certificates
of completion to participants who successfully complete EnglishConnect courses. We recommend
that the Romanian Association provide a disclosure to each participant that EnglishConnect courses
will contain religious content, that they will not carry accredited value, and outlining the cost (if any) of
EnglishConnect course materials.
The EnglishConnect program in Romania was reviewed by local counsel. Based on that review,
there are no country-specific guidelines for the EnglishConnect. The program should be operated in
Romania according to the following general program guidelines:
•

•

•
•

•
•
•

No mass media advertising of the program targeting the general public:
○ I.e., no newspaper, radio, or broadly distributed social media advertising;
○ Handbills, posters, announcements in Church, or “pass-along” cards are
acceptable.
Obtain parental consent for each student 18 years old or under (using the parental
consent form attached as Appendix A):
○ Obtain both parent signatures where possible;
○ If someone 18 or under is actually living on their own, parental consent is not
needed.
Provide every student a hard copy of the Church’s Privacy Notice (attached as Appendix B)
and be sure they read it.1
Do not charge any fees or costs to the participants for program participation:
○ Program materials can be provided for free (by on-line download where
possible) or purchased through regular distribution channels by local units or
directly by participants.
At least one-third of all teaching must contain substantial religious content (i.e., religious
content should take up 20 minutes of each hour of instruction or 30 minutes of each 90
minutes of instruction).
Require instructors to complete the required Church training, “Protecting Children and
Youth,” and follow all local country standards for the vetting and calling of teachers of
youth for any EnglishConnect instructor who will be teaching anyone under 21.
Follow all program guidelines contained in the Leader and Teacher guides.

EnglishConnect 3
BYU-Pathway Worldwide (“BYU-PW”) can offer EnglishConnect 3 in Romania. Because BYU-PW will
offer EnglishConnect 3 through the Pathway program, it must operate under the same conditions
as Pathway. For more information on EnglishConnect 3 and the Pathway program, please refer to
the Pathway Program Report, under the Church Education key topic for Romania on InfoGuide. (In
the past, Brigham Young University - Idaho was the entity that offered Pathway programs, but it
transferred its Pathway activities to BYU-PW in 2019.)
1 If a student has registered online for EnglishConnect using a Church Account, he or she need not be provided a
hard copy of the Privacy Notice.
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SAINT BARTHELEMY

EnglishConnect in Saint Barthelemy
Summary
February 15, 2022
EnglishConnect 1, EnglishConnect 2, and Learn English Now
The Caribbean Association of The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints (the “Association”) can
carry out the EnglishConnect program in Saint-Barthelemy. The EnglishConnect program will be part of
the Self-Reliance activities which will take place in in Saint-Barthelemy. The Association may issue OGCapproved certificates of completion to participants who successfully complete EnglishConnect courses.
We recommend that the Association provide a disclosure to each participant that EnglishConnect
courses will contain religious content, that they will not carry accredited value, and outlining the cost
(if any) of EnglishConnect course materials.
The authorization of the EnglishConnect program in Saint-Barthelemy has been made by OGC
pursuant to an expedited review process (approved by Associate General Counsel – International on
May 15, 2018) without specific review by local counsel in Saint-Barthelemy.
The conditions of this approval are that the program be operated in Saint-Barthelemy according to the
following guidelines:
•

•

•
•

•
•
•
•

The program may be advertised through mass media (newspaper, radio, paid social
media ads) or by handbills, posters, announcements in Church, or “pass-along” cards,
provided the advertisements contain:
○ Prominent placement of the Church’s name;
○ A statement that there is no cost for EnglishConnect novice programs; and
○ A statement that EnglishConnect novice programs are not accredited.
Obtain parental consent for each student 18 years old or under (using the parental
consent form attached as Appendix A):
○ Obtain both parent signatures where possible;
○ If someone 18 or under is actually living on their own, parental consent is not
needed.
Provide every student a hard copy of the Church’s Privacy Notice (attached as Appendix B)
and be sure they read it.1
Do not charge any fees or costs to the participants for program participation:
○ Program materials can be provided for free (by on-line download where
possible) or purchased through regular distribution channels by local units or
directly by participants.
At least one-third of all teaching must contain substantial religious content (i.e., religious
content should take up 20 minutes of each hour of instruction or 30 minutes of each 90
minutes of instruction).
Require instructors to complete the required Church training, “Protecting Children and
Youth,” and follow all local country standards for the vetting and calling of teachers of
youth for any EnglishConnect teacher who will be teaching anyone under 21.
Follow all program guidelines contained in the Leader and Teacher guides.
Any mission in this country that has never used English teaching as a contacting method
must obtain specific OGC approval before beginning to use EnglishConnect materials, in
order to avoid threats to missionary visas or the Church’s legal status.

1 If a student has registered online for EnglishConnect using an LDS Account, then he or she need not be provided a
hard copy of the Privacy Notice.
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EnglishConnect 3
BYU-Pathway Worldwide (“BYU-PW”) can offer EnglishConnect 3 in Saint-Barthelemy. Because BYU-PW
will offer EnglishConnect 3 through the Pathway program, it must operate under the same conditions
as Pathway. For more information on EnglishConnect 3 and the Pathway program, please refer to the
Pathway Program Report, under the Church Education key topic for Saint-Barthelemy on InfoGuide.
(In the past, Brigham Young University – Idaho was the entity that offered Pathway programs, but it
transferred its Pathway activities to BYU-PW in 2019.)
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SAINT KITTS AND NEVIS

EnglishConnect in Saint Kitts and Nevis
Summary
July 11, 2019, updated December 3, 20211
*This summary applies to EnglishConnect 1, EnglishConnect 2, and Learn English Now only.
The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints (formerly Corporation of the Presiding Bishop of
The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints), an unregistered foreign entity with a St. Kitts bank
account (the “Church Corporation St. Kitts”), can carry out the EnglishConnect program in St. Kitts
and Nevis. The EnglishConnect program will be part of the Self-Reliance activities already taking
place in St. Kitts and Nevis. The Church Corporation St. Kitts may issue OGC- approved certificates of
completion to participants who successfully complete EnglishConnect courses. We recommend that
the Church Corporation St. Kitts provide a disclosure to each participant that EnglishConnect courses
will contain religious content, that they will not carry accredited value, and outlining the cost (if any) of
EnglishConnect course materials.
The EnglishConnect program should be operated in St. Kitts and Nevis according to the following
general program guidelines:
•

•

•
•

•
•
•

The program may be advertised through mass media (newspaper, radio, paid social
media ads) or by handbills, posters, announcements in Church, or “pass-along” cards,
provided the advertisements contain:
○ Prominent placement of the Church’s name;
○ A statement that there is no cost for EnglishConnect novice programs; and
○ A statement that EnglishConnect novice programs are not accredited.
Obtain parental consent for each student 18 years old or under (using the parental
consent form attached as Appendix A):
○ Obtain both parent signatures where possible;
○ If someone 18 or under is actually living on their own, parental consent is not
needed.
Provide every student a hard copy of the Church’s Privacy Notice (attached as Appendix B)
and be sure they read it.2
Do not charge any fees or costs to the participants for program participation:
○ Program materials can be provided for free (by on-line download where
possible) or purchased through regular distribution channels by local units or
directly by participants.
At least one-third of all teaching must contain substantial religious content (i.e., religious
content should take up 20 minutes of each hour of instruction or 30 minutes of each 90
minutes of instruction).
Follow all local country standards for the vetting and calling of teachers of youth for any
EnglishConnect teacher who will be teaching anyone under 21.
Follow all program guidelines contained in the Leader and Teacher guides.

1 The authorization of the EnglishConnect program in St. Kitts and Nevis was originally made by OGC pursuant to an
expedited review process (approved by Associate General Counsel – International on May 15, 2018) without specific
review by local counsel in St. Kitts and Nevis. In November 2021, EnglishConnect proposed broad paid advertising of
the program. On November 16, 2021, Kirton McConkie attorney Karen Taylor DelPriore held a call with local counsel
Jan Dash of Dash & Associates, where counsel confirmed that there are no legal issues with broad advertising of
EnglishConnect, or with the program generally. This summary was updated on December 3, 2021 to reflect that
conversation.
2 If a student has registered online for EnglishConnect using an LDS Account, then he or she need not be provided a
hard copy of the Privacy Notice.
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Any mission which has never used English teaching as a contacting method must obtain
specific OGC approval before beginning to use EnglishConnect materials, in order to
avoid threats to missionary visas or the Church’s legal status.
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SAINT LUCIA

EnglishConnect in Saint Lucia
Summary
July 11, 2019, updated December 3, 20211
*This summary applies to EnglishConnect 1, EnglishConnect 2, and Learn English Now only.
The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints in St. Lucia, Inc., a nonprofit corporation registered in
St. Lucia (“St. Lucia, Inc.”), can carry out the EnglishConnect program in St. Lucia. The EnglishConnect
program will be part of the Self-Reliance activities already taking place in St. Lucia. St. Lucia, Inc.
may issue OGC-approved certificates of completion to participants who successfully complete
EnglishConnect courses. We recommend that St. Lucia, Inc. provide a disclosure to each participant
that EnglishConnect courses will contain religious content, that they will not carry accredited value,
and outlining the cost (if any) of EnglishConnect course materials.
St. Lucia, Inc.’s routine annual report of activities should include EnglishConnect activities. In addition,
the English Connect program should be operated in St. Lucia according to the following general
program guidelines:
•

•

•
•

•
•
•

The program may be advertised through mass media (newspaper, radio, paid social
media ads) or by handbills, posters, announcements in Church, or “pass-along” cards,
provided the advertisements contain:
○ Prominent placement of the Church’s name;
○ A statement that there is no cost for EnglishConnect novice programs; and
○ A statement that EnglishConnect novice programs are not accredited.
Obtain parental consent for each student 18 years old or under (using the parental
consent form attached as Appendix A):
○ Obtain both parent signatures where possible;
○ If someone 18 or under is actually living on their own, parental consent is not
needed.
Provide every student a hard copy of the Church’s Privacy Notice (attached as Appendix B)
and be sure they read it.2
Do not charge any fees or costs to the participants for program participation:
○ Program materials can be provided for free (by on-line download where
possible) or purchased through regular distribution channels by local units or
directly by participants.
At least one-third of all teaching must contain substantial religious content (i.e., religious
content should take up 20 minutes of each hour of instruction or 30 minutes of each 90
minutes of instruction)
Follow all local country standards for the vetting and calling of teachers of youth for any
EnglishConnect teacher who will be teaching anyone under 21.
Follow all program guidelines contained in the Leader and Teacher guides.

1 The authorization of the EnglishConnect program in St. Lucia was originally made by OGC pursuant to an expedited
review process (approved by Associate General Counsel – International on May 15, 2018) without specific review
by local counsel in St. Lucia. In November 2021, EnglishConnect proposed broad paid advertising of the program.
On November 16, 2021, Kirton McConkie attorney Karen Taylor DelPriore held a call with local counsel Stephen
McNamara of McNamara & Co., where counsel confirmed that there are no legal issues with broad advertising of
EnglishConnect, or with the program generally. However local counsel did suggest that St. Lucia, Inc. should report
EnglishConnect activities on its routine annual report. This summary was updated on December 3, 2021 to reflect
that conversation.
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Any mission which has never used English teaching as a contacting method must obtain
specific OGC approval before beginning to use EnglishConnect materials, in order to
avoid threats to missionary visas or the Church’s legal status.
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SAINT MARTIN

EnglishConnect in Saint Martin
Summary
July 11, 2019
*This summary applies to EnglishConnect 1, EnglishConnect 2, and Learn English Now only.
The Caribbean Association of The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints (the “Association”), can
carry out the EnglishConnect program in St. Martin. The EnglishConnect program will be part of the
Self-Reliance activities already taking place in St. Martin. The Association may issue OGC-approved
certificates of completion to participants who successfully complete EnglishConnect courses. We
recommend that the Association provide a disclosure to each participant that EnglishConnect courses
will contain religious content, that they will not carry accredited value, and outlining the cost (if any) of
EnglishConnect course materials.
The authorization of the EnglishConnect program in St. Martin has been made by OGC pursuant to an
expedited review process (approved by Associate General Counsel - International on May 15, 2018)
without specific review by local counsel in St. Martin.
The conditions of this approval are that the program be operated in St. Martin according to the
following guidelines:
•

•

•
•

•
•
•
•

No mass media advertising of the program targeting the general public:
○ I.e., no newspaper, radio, or broadly distributed social media advertising;
○ Handbills, posters, announcements in Church, or “pass-along” cards are
acceptable.
Obtain parental consent for each student 18 years old or under (using the parental
consent form attached as Appendix A):
○ Obtain both parent signatures where possible;
○ If someone 18 or under is actually living on their own, parental consent is not
needed.
Provide every student a hard copy of the Church’s Privacy Notice (attached as Appendix B)
and be sure they read it.1
Do not charge any fees or costs to the participants for program participation:
○ Program materials can be provided for free (by on-line download where
possible) or purchased through regular distribution channels by local units or
directly by participants.
At least one-third of all teaching must contain substantial religious content (i.e., religious
content should take up 20 minutes of each hour of instruction or 30 minutes of each 90
minutes of instruction).
Follow all local country standards for the vetting and calling of teachers of youth for any
EnglishConnect teacher who will be teaching anyone under 21.
Follow all program guidelines contained in the Leader and Teacher guides.
Any mission which has never used English teaching as a contacting method must obtain
specific OGC approval before beginning to use EnglishConnect materials, in order to
avoid threats to missionary visas or the Church’s legal status.

1 If a student has registered online for EnglishConnect using a Church Account, then he or she need not be provided
a hard copy of the Privacy Notice.
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SAINT VINCENT AND THE GRENADINES

EnglishConnect in Saint Vincent and the Grenadines
Summary
July 11, 2019
*This summary applies to EnglishConnect 1, EnglishConnect 2, and Learn English Now only.
The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints (formerly Corporation of the Presiding Bishop of The
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints), an unregistered branch of a U.S. nonprofit corporation
sole (the “Church Corporation St. Vincent”), can carry out the EnglishConnect program in St. Vincent
and the Grenadines. The EnglishConnect program will be part of the Self-Reliance activities already
taking place in St. Vincent and the Grenadines. The Church Corporation St. Vincent may issue OGCapproved certificates of completion to participants who successfully complete EnglishConnect courses.
We recommend that the Church Corporation St. Vincent provide a disclosure to each participant that
EnglishConnect courses will contain religious content, that they will not carry accredited value, and
outlining the cost (if any) of EnglishConnect course materials.
The authorization of the EnglishConnect program in St. Vincent has been made by OGC pursuant to
an expedited review process (approved by Associate General Counsel - International on May 15, 2018)
without specific review by local counsel in St. Vincent.
The conditions of this approval are that the program be operated in St. Vincent according to the
following guidelines:
•

•

•
•

•
•
•
•

No mass media advertising of the program targeting the general public:
○ I.e., no newspaper, radio, or broadly distributed social media advertising;
○ Handbills, posters, announcements in Church, or “pass-along” cards are
acceptable.
Obtain parental consent for each student 18 years old or under (using the parental
consent form attached as Appendix A):
○ Obtain both parent signatures where possible;
○ If someone 18 or under is actually living on their own, parental consent is not
needed.
Provide every student a hard copy of the Church’s Privacy Notice (attached as Appendix B)
and be sure they read it.1
Do not charge any fees or costs to the participants for program participation:
○ Program materials can be provided for free (by on-line download where
possible) or purchased through regular distribution channels by local units or
directly by participants.
At least one-third of all teaching must contain substantial religious content (i.e., religious
content should take up 20 minutes of each hour of instruction or 30 minutes of each 90
minutes of instruction).
Follow all local country standards for the vetting and calling of teachers of youth for any
EnglishConnect teacher who will be teaching anyone under 21.
Follow all program guidelines contained in the Leader and Teacher guides.
Any mission which has never used English teaching as a contacting method must obtain
specific OGC approval before beginning to use EnglishConnect materials, in order to
avoid threats to missionary visas or the Church’s legal status.

1 If a student has registered online for EnglishConnect using a Church Account, then he or she need not be provided
a hard copy of the Privacy Notice.
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SAMOA

EnglishConnect in Samoa
Summary
April 12, 2018
*This summary applies to EnglishConnect 1, EnglishConnect 2, and Learn English Now only.
1.

Legal Entity:

The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints (Samoa) Trust, a Samoan trust (the “Trust”), can carry
out the EnglishConnect program in Samoa. The EnglishConnect program will be part of the SelfReliance activities already taking place in Samoa. The Trust has the corporate authority to administer
the EnglishConnect program.
2.

Regulations and Licensing Requirements:

The Trust is not subject to any regulations or licensing requirements, including but not limited to those
for education, when it administers the EnglishConnect program.
3.

Tax Consequences:

The Trust is not subject to any tax consequences or reporting obligations if it administers the
EnglishConnect program so long as it offers these courses free of charge. Administering the
EnglishConnect program will not jeopardize the Trust’s current tax exempt status and activities can
take place in meetinghouses without jeopardizing their property tax exemptions. In order to avoid
potential tax and reporting requirements, the Trust should provide EnglishConnect materials in
electronic form for participants to download and print at home.1
4.

Other:

Other than those listed below, there are no legal issues arising from the Trust’s administration of the
EnglishConnect program in Samoa.
a.

Parental Consent. Although it is not a legal requirement, we recommend that the Trust
obtain written consent from the parent/guardian of all EnglishConnect participants under
the age of 18 before they can participate in the EnglishConnect program.2

b.

Missionary Visas. Teaching EnglishConnect courses is not expected to cause issues with
existing missionary visas.3

1 EnglishConnect materials in hard copy may be subject to customs duty upon import to Samoa. Although there are
exemptions from such duties for certain organizations and certain goods, it is not clear whether these exemptions
would apply to course materials. If the Trust is comfortable paying customs duties, hard copy materials may be used.
2 There is no legal requirement for parental consent in Samoa. However, due to the fact that EnglishConnect courses
contain religious content, we recommend that the parents of all participants under the age of 18 be informed and
consent to their child’s participation.
3 Local counsel has advised that EnglishConnect teaching must be within the scope of the tasks identified to be
undertaken by missionaries when visa applications are lodged. Currently, young missionaries who are
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c.

Certificates. The Trust may issue OGC-approved certificates of completion to participants
who successfully complete EnglishConnect courses, so long as the certificates do not
claim to be accredited. Issuing certificates of completion will not subject the Trust to
additional laws or regulations.

d.

Participant Disclosure. We recommend that the Trust provide a disclosure to each
participant that EnglishConnect courses will contain religious content, that they will not
carry accredited value, and outlining the cost (if any) of EnglishConnect course materials.
This can be accomplished by including such language in the standard online registration
materials.
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SERBIA

EnglishConnect in Serbia
Summary
January 2, 2019
*This summary applies to EnglishConnect 1, EnglishConnect 2, and Learn English Now only.
The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints, a Serbian religious community (the “Serbian Church”),
can carry out the EnglishConnect program in Serbia. The EnglishConnect program will be part of the
Self-Reliance activities already taking place in Serbia. The Serbian Church may issue OGC-approved
certificates of completion to participants who successfully complete EnglishConnect courses. We
recommend that the Serbian Church provide a disclosure to each participant that EnglishConnect
courses will contain religious content, that they will not carry accredited value, and outlining the cost
(if any) of EnglishConnect course materials.
The authorization of the EnglishConnect program in Serbia has been made by OGC pursuant to an
expedited review process (approved by Associate General Counsel - International on May 15, 2018)
without specific review by local counsel in Serbia.
The conditions of this approval are that the program be operated in Serbia according to the following
guidelines:
•

•

•
•

•
•
•
•

No mass media advertising of the program targeting the general public:
○ I.e., no newspaper, radio, or broadly distributed social media advertising;
○ Handbills, posters, announcements in Church, or “pass-along” cards are
acceptable.
Obtain parental consent for each student 18 years old or under (using the parental
consent form attached as Appendix A):
○ Obtain both parent signatures where possible;
○ If someone 18 or under is actually living on their own, parental consent is not
needed.
Provide every student a hard copy of the Church’s Privacy Notice (attached as Appendix B)
and be sure they read it. 1
Do not charge any fees or costs to the participants for program participation:
○ Program materials can be provided for free (by on-line download where
possible) or purchased through regular distribution channels by local units or
directly by participants.
At least one-third of all teaching must contain substantial religious content (i.e., religious
content should take up 20 minutes of each hour of instruction or 30 minutes of each 90
minutes of instruction).
Follow all local country standards for the vetting and calling of teachers of youth for any
EnglishConnect teacher who will be teaching anyone under 21.
Follow all program guidelines contained in the Leader and Teacher guides.
Any mission which has never used English teaching as a contacting method must obtain
specific OGC approval before beginning to use EnglishConnect materials, in order to
avoid threats to missionary visas or the Church’s legal status.

1 If a student has registered online for EnglishConnect using a Church Account, then he or she need not be provided
a hard copy of the Privacy Notice.
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COUNTRY-SPECIFIC LEGAL SUMMARY

SIERR A LEONE

EnglishConnect in Sierra Leone
Summary
June 28, 2018
*This summary applies to EnglishConnect 1, EnglishConnect 2, and Learn English Now only.
The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints (S.L.) Limited, a Sierra Leone company limited by
guarantee (the “Sierra Leone Church”), can carry out the EnglishConnect program in Sierra Leone. The
EnglishConnect program will be part of the Self-Reliance activities already taking place in Sierra Leone.
The Sierra Leone Church may issue OGC-approved certificates of completion to participants who
successfully complete EnglishConnect courses. We recommend that the Sierra Leone Church provide a
disclosure to each participant that EnglishConnect courses will contain religious content, that they will
not carry accredited value, and outlining the cost (if any) of EnglishConnect course materials.
The authorization of the EnglishConnect program in Sierra Leone has been made by OGC pursuant to
an expedited review process (approved by Associate General Counsel - International on May 15, 2018)
without specific review by local counsel in Sierra Leone.
The conditions of this approval are that the program be operated in Sierra Leone according to the
following guidelines:
•

•

•

•
•
•
•
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No mass media advertising of the program targeting the general public:
○ I.e., no newspaper, radio, or broadly distributed social media advertising;
○ Handbills, posters, announcements in Church, or “pass-along” cards are
acceptable.
Obtain parental consent for each student 18 years old or under (using the parental
consent form attached as Appendix A):
○ Obtain both parent signatures where possible;
○ If someone 18 or under is actually living on their own, parental consent is not
needed.
Do not charge any fees or costs to the participants for program participation:
○ Program materials can be provided for free (by on-line download where
possible) or purchased through regular distribution channels by local units or
directly by participants.
At least one-third of all teaching must contain substantial religious content (i.e., religious
content should take up 20 minutes of each hour of instruction or 30 minutes of each 90
minutes of instruction).
Follow all local country standards for the vetting and calling of teachers of youth for any
EnglishConnect teacher who will be teaching anyone under 21.
Follow all program guidelines contained in the Leader and Teacher guides, which must
include the requirement to follow the attached matrix with regard to data privacy
(attached as Appendix B).
Any mission which has never used English teaching as a contacting method must obtain
specific OGC approval before beginning to use EnglishConnect materials, in order to
avoid threats to missionary visas or the Church’s legal status.
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COUNTRY-SPECIFIC LEGAL SUMMARY

SINT MA ARTEN

EnglishConnect in Sint Maarten
Summary
March 31, 2020
EnglishConnect 1, EnglishConnect 2, and Learn English Now
Stichting The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints, a registered branch of a foreign foundation
(“Stichting”), can carry out the EnglishConnect program in St. Maarten. The EnglishConnect program
will be part of the Self-Reliance activities already taking place in St. Maarten. Stichting may issue OGCapproved certificates of completion to participants who successfully complete EnglishConnect courses.
We recommend that Stichting provide a disclosure to each participant that EnglishConnect courses
will contain religious content, that they will not carry accredited value, and outlining the cost (if any) of
EnglishConnect course materials.
The authorization of the EnglishConnect program in St. Maarten has been made by OGC pursuant to
an expedited review process (approved by Associate General Counsel – International on May 15, 2018)
without specific review by local counsel in St. Maarten.
The conditions of this approval are that the program be operated in St. Maarten according to the
following guidelines:
•

•

•
•

•
•
•
•

No mass media advertising of the program targeting the general public:
○ I.e., no newspaper, radio, or broadly distributed social media advertising;
○ Handbills, posters, announcements in Church, or “pass-along” cards are
acceptable.
Obtain parental consent for each student 18 years old or under (using the parental
consent form attached as Appendix A):
○ Obtain both parent signatures where possible;
○ If someone 18 or under is actually living on their own, parental consent is not
needed.
Provide every student a hard copy of the Church’s Privacy Notice (attached as Appendix B)
and be sure they read it.1
Do not charge any fees or costs to the participants for program participation:
○ Program materials can be provided for free (by on-line download where
possible) or purchased through regular distribution channels by local units or
directly by participants.
At least one-third of all teaching must contain substantial religious content (i.e., religious
content should take up 20 minutes of each hour of instruction or 30 minutes of each 90
minutes of instruction).
Require instructors to complete the required Church training, “Protecting Children and
Youth,” and follow all local country standards for the vetting and calling of teachers of
youth for any EnglishConnect teacher who will be teaching anyone under 21.
Follow all program guidelines contained in the Leader and Teacher guides.
Any mission in this country that has never used English teaching as a contacting method
must obtain specific OGC approval before beginning to use EnglishConnect materials, in
order to avoid threats to missionary visas or the Church’s legal status.

1 If a student has registered online for EnglishConnect using a Church Account, then he or she need not be provided
a hard copy of the Privacy Notice.
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Sint Maarten Summary Continued

EnglishConnect 3
BYU-Pathway Worldwide (“BYU-PW”) can offer EnglishConnect 3 online only in St. Maarten. Because
BYU-PW will offer EnglishConnect 3 through the Pathway program, it must operate under the same
conditions as Pathway. For more information on EnglishConnect 3 and the Pathway program,
please refer to the Pathway Program Report, under the Church Education key topic for St. Maarten
on InfoGuide. (In the past, Brigham Young University – Idaho was the entity that offered Pathway
programs, but it transferred its Pathway activities to BYU-PW in 2019.)
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COUNTRY-SPECIFIC LEGAL SUMMARY

SLOVAK REPUBLIC

EnglishConnect in the Slovak Republic
Summary
October 31, 2019
EnglishConnect 1, EnglishConnect 2, and Learn English Now
The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints in the Slovak Republic, a Slovakian religious
association (the “Slovak Church”), can carry out the EnglishConnect program in the Slovak Republic.
The EnglishConnect program will be part of the Self-Reliance activities already taking place in the
Slovak Republic. Missionaries in the Slovak Republic may also use the EnglishConnect program. The
Slovak Church may issue OGC-approved certificates of completion to participants who successfully
complete EnglishConnect courses. We recommend that the Slovak Church provide a disclosure to
each participant that EnglishConnect courses will contain religious content, that they will not carry
accredited value, and outlining the cost (if any) of EnglishConnect course materials.
The EnglishConnect program in the Slovak Republic was reviewed by local counsel. Based on that
review, there are no country-specific guidelines. The program should be operated in the Slovak
Republic according to the following general program guidelines:
•

•

•
•

•
•
•

No mass media advertising of the program targeting the general public:
○ I.e., no newspaper, radio, or broadly distributed social media advertising;
○ Handbills, posters, announcements in Church, or “pass-along” cards are
acceptable.
Obtain parental consent for each student 18 years old or under (using the parental
consent form attached as Appendix A):
○ Obtain both parent signatures where possible;
○ If someone 18 or under is actually living on their own, parental consent is not
needed.
Provide every student a hard copy of the Church’s Privacy Notice (attached as Appendix B)
and be sure they read it.1
Do not charge any fees or costs to the participants for program participation:
○ Program materials can be provided for free (by on-line download where
possible) or purchased through regular distribution channels by local units or
directly by participants.
At least one-third of all teaching must contain substantial religious content (i.e., religious
content should take up 20 minutes of each hour of instruction or 30 minutes of each 90
minutes of instruction).
Require instructors to complete the required Church training, “Protecting Children and
Youth,” and follow all local country standards for the vetting and calling of teachers of
youth for any EnglishConnect instructor who will be teaching anyone under 21.
Follow all program guidelines contained in the Leader and Teacher guides.

EnglishConnect 3
PathwayConnect, including EnglishConnect 3, is not currently offered in the Slovak Republic because
BYU-Idaho is unable to offer its online degree granting programs in the country. Generally, BYUPW does not offer PathwayConnect in countries if BYU-Idaho is not able to offer its degree granting
programs to students that complete PathwayConnect in the country. For more information on
EnglishConnect 3 and the Pathway program, please refer to the Pathway Program Report, under the
Church Education key topic for the Slovak Republic on InfoGuide.
1 If a student has registered online for EnglishConnect using a Church Account, he or she need not be provided a
hard copy of the Privacy Notice.
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COUNTRY-SPECIFIC LEGAL SUMMARY

SOLOMAN ISLANDS

EnglishConnect in the Solomon Islands
Summary
June 28, 2018
*This summary applies to EnglishConnect 1, EnglishConnect 2, and Learn English Now only.
The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints Trust Board in Solomon Islands (Incorporated), a
Solomon Islands trust (the “Trust Board”), can carry out the EnglishConnect program in the Solomon
Islands. The EnglishConnect program will be part of the Self-Reliance activities already taking place
in the Solomon Islands. The Trust Board may issue OGC-approved certificates of completion to
participants who successfully complete EnglishConnect courses. We recommend that the Trust Board
provide a disclosure to each participant that EnglishConnect courses will contain religious content and
that they will not carry accredited value.
The authorization of the EnglishConnect program in the Solomon Islands has been made by OGC
pursuant to an expedited review process (approved by Associate General Counsel - International on
May 15, 2018) without specific review by local counsel in the Solomon Islands.
The conditions of this approval are that the program be operated in the Solomon Islands according to
the following guidelines:
•

•

•

•

•
•
•
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No mass media advertising of the program targeting the general public:
○ I.e., no newspaper, radio, or broadly distributed social media advertising;
○ Handbills, posters, announcements in Church, or “pass-along” cards are
acceptable.
Obtain parental consent for each student 18 years old or under (using the parental
consent form on the Leaders page of the englishconnect.org website):
○ Obtain both parent signatures where possible;
○ If someone 18 or under is actually living on their own, parental consent is not
needed.
Do not charge any fees or costs to the participants for program participation:
○ Program materials can be provided for free (by online download where possible)
or purchased through regular distribution channels by local units or directly by
participants.
At least one-third of all teaching must contain substantial religious content (i.e., religious
content should take up 20 minutes of each hour of instruction or 30 minutes of each
90 minutes of instruction). Note: If the courses are implemented as designed, always
including the gospel lesson or My Foundation for Self-Reliance lesson at the end of each
class, this requirement will be met.
Follow all local country standards for the vetting and calling of teachers of youth for any
EnglishConnect teacher who will be teaching anyone under 21.
Follow all program guidelines contained in the Leader and Teacher guides, which include
the use of the registration system (when available) to ensure data privacy.
Any mission which has never used English teaching as a contacting method must obtain
specific OGC approval before beginning to use EnglishConnect materials, in order to
avoid threats to missionary visas or the Church’s legal status.
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COUNTRY-SPECIFIC LEGAL SUMMARY

SOUTH AFRICA

EnglishConnect in South Africa
Summary
June 28, 2018
*This summary applies to EnglishConnect 1, EnglishConnect 2, and Learn English Now only.
The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints in South Africa, a South African association (the “South
African Church”), can carry out the EnglishConnect program in South Africa. The EnglishConnect
program will be part of the Self-Reliance activities already taking place in South Africa. The South
African Church may issue OGC-approved certificates of completion to participants who successfully
complete EnglishConnect courses. We recommend that the South African Church provide a disclosure
to each participant that EnglishConnect courses will contain religious content, that they will not carry
accredited value, and outlining the cost (if any) of EnglishConnect course materials.
The authorization of the EnglishConnect program in South Africa has been made by OGC pursuant to
an expedited review process (approved by Associate General Counsel - International on May 15, 2018)
without specific review by local counsel in South Africa.
The conditions of this approval are that the program be operated in South Africa according to the
following guidelines:
•

•

•

•

•
•
•
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No mass media advertising of the program targeting the general public:
○ I.e., no newspaper, radio, or broadly distributed social media advertising;
○ Handbills, posters, announcements in Church, or “pass-along” cards are
acceptable.
Obtain parental consent for each student 18 years old or under (using the parental
consent form on the Leaders page of the englishconnect.org website):
○ Obtain both parent signatures where possible;
○ If someone 18 or under is actually living on their own, parental consent is not
needed.
Do not charge any fees or costs to the participants for program participation:
○ Program materials can be provided for free (by online download where possible)
or purchased through regular distribution channels by local units or directly by
participants.
At least one-third of all teaching must contain substantial religious content (i.e., religious
content should take up 20 minutes of each hour of instruction or 30 minutes of each
90 minutes of instruction). Note: If the courses are implemented as designed, always
including the gospel lesson or My Foundation for Self-Reliance lesson at the end of each
class, this requirement will be met.
Follow all local country standards for the vetting and calling of teachers of youth for any
EnglishConnect teacher who will be teaching anyone under 21.
Follow all program guidelines contained in the Leader and Teacher guides, which include
the use of the registration system (when available) to ensure data privacy.
Any mission which has never used English teaching as a contacting method must obtain
specific OGC approval before beginning to use EnglishConnect materials, in order to
avoid threats to missionary visas or the Church’s legal status.
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COUNTRY-SPECIFIC LEGAL SUMMARY

SOUTH KOREA

EnglishConnect in South Korea
Summary
April 30, 2018
*This summary applies to EnglishConnect 1, EnglishConnect 2, and Learn English Now only.
1.

Legal Entity:

The Incorporated Foundation of The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints, a South Korean
foundation (the “Foundation”), can carry out the EnglishConnect program in South Korea. The
EnglishConnect program will be part of the Self-Reliance activities already taking place in South Korea.
The Foundation has the corporate authority to administer the EnglishConnect program.
2.

Regulations and Licensing Requirements:

The Foundation is not subject to any regulations or licensing requirements, including but not limited
to those for education, when it administers the EnglishConnect program, as long as at least one-third
of all teaching has substantial religious content.1 Any country-specific materials should include this
requirement.
3.

Tax Consequences:

The Foundation is not subject to any tax consequences or reporting obligations if it administers
the EnglishConnect program so long as it offers these courses free of charge. Administering the
EnglishConnect program will not jeopardize the Foundation’s current tax exempt status and activities
can take place in meetinghouses without jeopardizing their property tax exemptions. There are no
tax consequences or reporting requirements arising from the nominal charge for course materials, as
long as these materials are sold at cost.2
4.

Other:

Other than those listed below, there are no legal issues arising from the Foundation’s administration
of the EnglishConnect program in South Korea.
1 Education is highly regulated in South Korea, with any instructional program that is conducted for more than 30
days with more than 10 participants (including all locations throughout the country) being required to register as
a “hakwon.” This registration includes requirements for teacher qualifications and facilities. Religious instruction is
exempt from these “hakwon” requirements. The EnglishConnect curriculum materials themselves may not contain
sufficient religious content to exempt EnglishConnect from “hakwon” registration. But if at least one-third of each
lesson period contains substantial religious content, the “hakwon” requirements would not apply. For example, we
understand that, following each lesson from the EnglishConnect curriculum, the class period is intended to include
a religious lesson based on the principles in the Self-Reliance My Foundation course. So long as students are always
expected to participate in that portion of the class, and as long as that portion takes up at least 20 minutes of each
hour of instruction (or 30 minutes of each 90 minutes of instruction), this “one-third” requirement would be met. If
the instructor uses general conference talks, or the Book of Mormon in the English instruction portion of the lesson
for at least 20 minutes of every hour of instruction, that would meet the “one-third” requirement. As long as this
religious instruction is a mandatory component of EnglishConnect and as long as the religious instruction takes up
at least one-third of the class time (e.g., 20 minutes out of every 60 minutes), the EnglishConnect program should be
considered religious education and should not require “hakwon” registration.
2 In order to preserve the tax exempt status of its meetinghouses, the Foundation should not engage in revenue
generating activities. Selling materials at cost should not be considered a revenue generating activity, but the
Foundation should be able to show that the materials are sold at cost if it is ever challenged. The Foundation could
avoid all question by providing EnglishConnect materials for free, either in hard copy or in electronic form for
participants to download and print at home.
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South Korea Summary Continued
a.

Parental Consent. There are no requirements for parental consent for participants who
are minors.

b.

Missionary Visas. Missionaries may teach EnglishConnect courses in South Korea without
causing issues with their existing visas, as long as at least one-third of each EnglishConnect
class contains religious content as described above.3

c.

Certificates. The Foundation may issue OGC-approved certificates of completion to
participants who successfully complete EnglishConnect courses. Issuing certificates of
completion will not subject the Foundation to additional laws or regulations.

d.

Participant Disclosure. We recommend that the Foundation provide a disclosure to each
participant that EnglishConnect courses will contain religious content, that they will not
carry accredited value, and outlining the cost (if any) of EnglishConnect course materials.
This can be accomplished by including such language in the standard online registration
materials.

3 As long as EnglishConnect classes do not rise to the level where hakwon registration is required, missionaries can
teach such classes under the terms of their missionary visas.
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SPAIN

EnglishConnect in Spain
Summary
August 9, 2018
*This summary applies to EnglishConnect 1, EnglishConnect 2, and Learn English Now only.
The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints in Spain, a religious organization (the “Spanish Church”),
can carry out the EnglishConnect program in Spain. The EnglishConnect program will be part of the
Self-Reliance activities already taking place in Spain. The Spanish Church may issue OGC-approved
certificates of completion to participants who successfully complete EnglishConnect courses. We
recommend that the Spanish Church provide a disclosure to each participant that EnglishConnect
courses will contain religious content, that they will not carry accredited value, and outlining the cost
(if any) of EnglishConnect course materials.
The EnglishConnect program in Spain was reviewed by local counsel. Based on that review, there are
no country-specific guidelines for Spain, but the program should be operated in Spain according to the
following general program guidelines:
•

•

•

•
•
•
•
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No mass media advertising of the program targeting the general public:
○ I.e., no newspaper, radio, or broadly distributed social media advertising;
○ Handbills, posters, announcements in Church, or “pass-along” cards are
acceptable.
Obtain parental consent for each student 18 years old or under (using the parental
consent form attached as Appendix A):
○ Obtain both parent signatures where possible;
○ If someone 18 or under is actually living on their own, parental consent is not
needed.
Do not charge any fees or costs to the participants for program participation:
○ Program materials can be provided for free (by on-line download where
possible) or purchased through regular distribution channels by local units or
directly by participants.
At least one-third of all teaching must contain substantial religious content (i.e., religious
content should take up 20 minutes of each hour of instruction or 30 minutes of each 90
minutes of instruction).
Follow all local country standards for the vetting and calling of teachers of youth for any
EnglishConnect teacher who will be teaching anyone under 21.
Follow all program guidelines contained in the Leader and Teacher guides, which must
include the requirement to follow the attached matrix with regard to data privacy
(attached as Appendix B).
Any mission which has never used English teaching as a contacting method must obtain
specific OGC approval before beginning to use EnglishConnect materials, in order to
avoid threats to missionary visas or the Church’s legal status.
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COUNTRY-SPECIFIC LEGAL SUMMARY

SURINAME

EnglishConnect in Suriname
Summary
July 3, 2018
*This summary applies to EnglishConnect 1, EnglishConnect 2, and Learn English Now only.
The Suriname Foundation of The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints, a foundation (the
“Foundation”), can carry out the EnglishConnect program in Suriname. The EnglishConnect program
will be part of the Self-Reliance activities already taking place in Suriname. The Foundation may issue
OGC-approved certificates of completion to participants who successfully complete EnglishConnect
courses. We recommend that the Foundation provide a disclosure to each participant that
EnglishConnect courses will contain religious content and that they will not carry accredited value.
The authorization of the EnglishConnect program in Suriname has been made by OGC pursuant to an
expedited review process (approved by Associate General Counsel - International on May 15, 2018)
without specific review by local counsel in Suriname.
The conditions of this approval are that the program be operated in Suriname according to the
following guidelines:
•

•

•

•

•
•
•
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No mass media advertising of the program targeting the general public:
○ I.e., no newspaper, radio, or broadly distributed social media advertising;
○ Handbills, posters, announcements in Church, or “pass-along” cards are
acceptable.
Obtain parental consent for each student 18 years old or under (using the parental
consent form on the Leaders page of the englishconnect.org website):
○ Obtain both parent signatures where possible;
○ If someone 18 or under is actually living on their own, parental consent is not
needed.
Do not charge any fees or costs to the participants for program participation:
○ Program materials can be provided for free (by online download where possible)
or purchased through regular distribution channels by local units or directly by
participants.
At least one-third of all teaching must contain substantial religious content (i.e., religious
content should take up 20 minutes of each hour of instruction or 30 minutes of each
90 minutes of instruction). Note: If the courses are implemented as designed, always
including the gospel lesson or My Foundation for Self-Reliance lesson at the end of each
class, this requirement will be met.
Follow all local country standards for the vetting and calling of teachers of youth for any
EnglishConnect teacher who will be teaching anyone under 21.
Follow all program guidelines contained in the Leader and Teacher guides, which include
the use of the registration system (when available) to ensure data privacy.
Any mission which has never used English teaching as a contacting method must obtain
specific OGC approval before beginning to use EnglishConnect materials, in order to
avoid threats to missionary visas or the Church’s legal status.
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COUNTRY-SPECIFIC LEGAL SUMMARY

SWEDEN

EnglishConnect in Sweden
Summary
September 6, 2018
*This summary applies to EnglishConnect 1, EnglishConnect 2, and Learn English Now only.
The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints in Sweden, a religious community (the “Swedish
Church”), can carry out the EnglishConnect program in Sweden. The EnglishConnect program will be
part of the Self-Reliance activities already taking place in Sweden. The Swedish Church may issue OGCapproved certificates of completion to participants who successfully complete EnglishConnect courses.
We recommend that the Swedish Church provide a disclosure to each participant that EnglishConnect
courses will contain religious content, that they will not carry accredited value, and outlining the cost
(if any) of EnglishConnect course materials.
The authorization of the EnglishConnect program in Sweden has been made by OGC pursuant to an
expedited review process (approved by Associate General Counsel - International on May 15, 2018)
without specific review by local counsel in Sweden.
The conditions of this approval are that the program be operated in Sweden according to the following
guidelines:
•

•

•

•
•
•
•
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No mass media advertising of the program targeting the general public:
○ I.e., no newspaper, radio, or broadly distributed social media advertising;
○ Handbills, posters, announcements in Church, or “pass-along” cards are
acceptable.
Obtain parental consent for each student 18 years old or under (using the parental
consent form attached as Appendix A):
○ Obtain both parent signatures where possible;
○ If someone 18 or under is actually living on their own, parental consent is not
needed.
Do not charge any fees or costs to the participants for program participation:
○ Program materials can be provided for free (by on-line download where
possible) or purchased through regular distribution channels by local units or
directly by participants.
At least one-third of all teaching must contain substantial religious content (i.e., religious
content should take up 20 minutes of each hour of instruction or 30 minutes of each 90
minutes of instruction).
Follow all local country standards for the vetting and calling of teachers of youth for any
EnglishConnect teacher who will be teaching anyone under 21.
Follow all program guidelines contained in the Leader and Teacher guides, which must
include the requirement to follow the attached matrix with regard to data privacy
(attached as Appendix B).
Any mission which has never used English teaching as a contacting method must obtain
specific OGC approval before beginning to use EnglishConnect materials, in order to
avoid threats to missionary visas or the Church’s legal status.
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COUNTRY-SPECIFIC LEGAL SUMMARY

TOGO

EnglishConnect in Togo
Summary
December 11, 2017
*This summary applies to EnglishConnect 1, EnglishConnect 2, and Learn English Now only.
1.

Legal Entity:

The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints in Togo, an association (the “Association”), can carry
out the EnglishConnect program in Togo. The EnglishConnect program will be part of the Self-Reliance
activities already taking place in Togo. The Association has the corporate authority to administer the
EnglishConnect program.
2.

Regulations and Licensing Requirements:

The Association is not subject to any regulations or licensing requirements, including but not limited to
those for education, when it administers the EnglishConnect program.
3.

Tax Consequences:

The Association is not subject to any tax consequences or reporting obligations if it administers
the EnglishConnect program so long as it offers these courses free of charge. Administering the
EnglishConnect program will not jeopardize the Association’s current tax exempt status and activities
can take place in meetinghouses without jeopardizing their property tax exemptions. There are no tax
consequences or reporting requirements arising from the nominal charge for course materials.
4.

Other:

Other than those listed below, there are no legal issues arising from Association’s administration of
the EnglishConnect program in Togo.
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a.

Parental Consent. The Association should obtain written consent from the parent/
guardian of all EnglishConnect participants under the age of 18 before they can participate
in the EnglishConnect program.

b.

Missionary Visas. Missionaries may teach EnglishConnect courses in Togo without causing
issues with their existing visas.

c.

Certificates. The Association may issue OGC-approved certificates of completion to
participants who successfully complete EnglishConnect courses. Issuing certificates of
completion will not subject the Association to additional laws or regulations.

d.

Participant Disclosure. We recommend that the Association provide a disclosure to each
participant that EnglishConnect courses will contain religious content, that they will not
carry accredited value, and outlining the cost (if any) of EnglishConnect course materials.
This can be accomplished by including such language in the standard online registration
materials.
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COUNTRY-SPECIFIC LEGAL SUMMARY

TONGA

EnglishConnect in Tonga
Summary
December 13, 2017
*This summary applies to EnglishConnect 1, EnglishConnect 2, and Learn English Now only.
1.

Legal Entity:

The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints in Tonga Trust Board, a Tongan trust board (the “Trust
Board”), can carry out the EnglishConnect program in Tonga. The EnglishConnect program will be
part of the Self-Reliance activities already taking place in Tonga. The Trust Board has the corporate
authority to administer the EnglishConnect program.
2.

Regulations and Licensing Requirements:

The Trust Board is not subject to any regulations or licensing requirements, including but not limited
to those for education, when it administers the EnglishConnect program.
3.

Tax Consequences:

The Trust Board is not subject to any tax consequences or reporting obligations if it administers
the EnglishConnect program so long as it offers these courses free of charge. Administering the
EnglishConnect program will not jeopardize the Trust Board’s current tax exempt status and activities
can take place in meetinghouses without jeopardizing their property tax exemptions. There are no tax
consequences or reporting requirements arising from the nominal charge for course materials.
4.

Other:

Other than those listed below, there are no legal issues arising from the Trust Board’s administration
of the EnglishConnect program in Tonga.
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a.

Parental Consent. There are no legal requirements for parental consent for participants
over the age of 12.

b.

Missionary Visas. Missionaries may teach EnglishConnect courses in Tonga without
causing issues with their existing visas.

c.

Certificates. The Trust Board may issue OGC-approved certificates of completion to
participants who successfully complete EnglishConnect courses. Issuing certificates of
completion will not subject the Trust Board to additional laws or regulations.

d.

Participant Disclosure. We recommend that the Trust Board provide a disclosure to each
participant that EnglishConnect courses will contain religious content, that they will not
carry accredited value, and outlining the cost (if any) of EnglishConnect course materials.
This can be accomplished by including such language in the standard online registration
materials.
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TRINIDAD AND TOBAGO

EnglishConnect in Trinidad and Tobago
Summary
July 11, 2019
*This summary applies to EnglishConnect 1, EnglishConnect 2, and Learn English Now only.
The Trinidad & Tobago Association of The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints, a nonprofit
company limited by guarantee (the “T&T Association”), can carry out the EnglishConnect program in
Trinidad and Tobago. The EnglishConnect program will be part of the Self-Reliance activities already
taking place in Trinidad and Tobago. The T&T Association may issue OGC-approved certificates of
completion to participants who successfully complete EnglishConnect courses. We recommend
that the T&T Association provide a disclosure to each participant that EnglishConnect courses will
contain religious content, that they will not carry accredited value, and outlining the cost (if any) of
EnglishConnect course materials.
The authorization of the EnglishConnect program in Trinidad and Tobago has been made by OGC
pursuant to an expedited review process (approved by Associate General Counsel - International on
May 15, 2018) without specific review by local counsel in Trinidad and Tobago.
The conditions of this approval are that the program be operated in Trinidad and Tobago according to
the following guidelines:
•

•

•
•

•
•
•
•

No mass media advertising of the program targeting the general public:
○ I.e., no newspaper, radio, or broadly distributed social media advertising;
○ Handbills, posters, announcements in Church, or “pass-along” cards are
acceptable.
Obtain parental consent for each student 18 years old or under (using the parental
consent form attached as Appendix A):
○ Obtain both parent signatures where possible;
○ If someone 18 or under is actually living on their own, parental consent is not
needed.
Provide every student a hard copy of the Church’s Privacy Notice (attached as Appendix B)
and be sure they read it.1
Do not charge any fees or costs to the participants for program participation:
○ Program materials can be provided for free (by on-line download where
possible) or purchased through regular distribution channels by local units or
directly by participants.
At least one-third of all teaching must contain substantial religious content (i.e., religious
content should take up 20 minutes of each hour of instruction or 30 minutes of each 90
minutes of instruction).
Follow all local country standards for the vetting and calling of teachers of youth for any
EnglishConnect teacher who will be teaching anyone under 21.
Follow all program guidelines contained in the Leader and Teacher guides.
Any mission which has never used English teaching as a contacting method must obtain
specific OGC approval before beginning to use EnglishConnect materials, in order to
avoid threats to missionary visas or the Church’s legal status.

1 If a student has registered online for EnglishConnect using a Church Account, then he or she need not be provided
a hard copy of the Privacy Notice.
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TURKS AND CAICOS

EnglishConnect in Turks and Caicos
Summary
March 31, 2020
EnglishConnect 1, EnglishConnect 2, and Learn English Now
The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints in the Turks and Caicos Islands, Inc., a company limited
by guarantee (“Turks and Caicos. Inc.”), can carry out the EnglishConnect program in Turks and Caicos.
The EnglishConnect program will be part of the Self-Reliance activities already taking place in Turks
and Caicos. Turks and Caicos, Inc. may issue OGC-approved certificates of completion to participants
who successfully complete EnglishConnect courses. We recommend that Turks and Caicos, Inc.
provide a disclosure to each participant that EnglishConnect courses will contain religious content, that
they will not carry accredited value, and outlining the cost (if any) of EnglishConnect course materials.
The authorization of the EnglishConnect program in Turks and Caicos has been made by OGC
pursuant to an expedited review process (approved by Associate General Counsel – International on
May 15, 2018) without specific review by local counsel in Turks and Caicos.
The conditions of this approval are that the program be operated in Turks and Caicos according to the
following guidelines:
•

•

•
•

•
•
•
•

No mass media advertising of the program targeting the general public:
○ I.e., no newspaper, radio, or broadly distributed social media advertising;
○ Handbills, posters, announcements in Church, or “pass-along” cards are
acceptable.
Obtain parental consent for each student 18 years old or under (using the parental
consent form attached as Appendix A):
○ Obtain both parent signatures where possible;
○ If someone 18 or under is actually living on their own, parental consent is not
needed.
Provide every student a hard copy of the Church’s Privacy Notice (attached as Appendix B)
and be sure they read it.1
Do not charge any fees or costs to the participants for program participation:
○ Program materials can be provided for free (by on-line download where
possible) or purchased through regular distribution channels by local units or
directly by participants.
At least one-third of all teaching must contain substantial religious content (i.e., religious
content should take up 20 minutes of each hour of instruction or 30 minutes of each 90
minutes of instruction).
Require instructors to complete the required Church training, “Protecting Children and
Youth,” and follow all local country standards for the vetting and calling of teachers of
youth for any EnglishConnect teacher who will be teaching anyone under 21.
Follow all program guidelines contained in the Leader and Teacher guides.
Any mission in this country that has never used English teaching as a contacting method
must obtain specific OGC approval before beginning to use EnglishConnect materials, in
order to avoid threats to missionary visas or the Church’s legal status.

1 If a student has registered online for EnglishConnect using a Church Account, then he or she need not be provided
a hard copy of the Privacy Notice.
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EnglishConnect 3
BYU-Pathway Worldwide (“BYU-PW”) can offer EnglishConnect 3 online only in Turks and Caicos.
Because BYU-PW will offer EnglishConnect 3 through the Pathway program, it must operate under the
same conditions as Pathway. For more information on EnglishConnect 3 and the Pathway program,
please refer to the Pathway Program Report, under the Church Education key topic for Turks and
Caicos on InfoGuide. (In the past, Brigham Young University – Idaho was the entity that offered
Pathway programs, but it transferred its Pathway activities to BYU-PW in 2019.)
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TURKEY

EnglishConnect in Turkey
Summary
July 13, 2020
EnglishConnect 1, EnglishConnect 2, and Learn English Now
The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints Istanbul Association, a Turkish association (the
“Association”), can carry out the EnglishConnect novice program EnglishConnect 1, EnglishConnect
2, and Learn English Now) in Turkey as long as it is offered ONLY to Church members and not to the
general public, and as long as it is conducted informally, with small discussion groups rather than
formal classes (see below). The EnglishConnect program will be part of the Self-Reliance activities
already taking place in Turkey. Missionaries in Turkey may also use the EnglishConnect program as
long as they strictly comply with the country-specific guidelines below. The Association should NOT
issue certificates of completion to participants who successfully complete EnglishConnect courses. We
recommend that the Association provide a disclosure to each participant that EnglishConnect courses
will contain religious content and that they will not carry accredited value.
The EnglishConnect program in Turkey was reviewed by local counsel. Based on that review, it should
be operated with the following country-specific guidelines:
•
•
•
•
•
•

EnglishConnect should only be offered to Church members.
EnglishConnect should not be announced to the public; rather, it should only be
advertised through word-of-mouth to Church members.
The Association should not charge any fees for materials or program participation.
Program materials should be provided for free by online download where possible.
The Association should not issue certificates of completion to participants who
successfully complete EnglishConnect courses.
Attendance should not be compulsory.
EnglishConnect should be conducted in an informal manner, as discussion groups rather
than formal classes, and there should not be any exams.

In addition to the country-specific guidelines above, the program should be operated in Turkey
according to the following general program guidelines:
•

•
•
•
•

Obtain parental consent for each student 18 years old or under (using the parental
consent form attached as Appendix A):
○ Obtain both parent signatures where possible;
○ If someone 18 or under is actually living on their own, parental consent is not
needed.
Provide every student a hard copy of the Church’s Privacy Notice (attached as Appendix B)
and be sure they read it.1
At least one-third of all teaching must contain substantial religious content (i.e., religious
content should take up 20 minutes of each hour of instruction or 30 minutes of each 90
minutes of instruction).
Require instructors to complete the required Church training, “Protecting Children and
Youth,” and follow all local country standards for the vetting and calling of teachers of
youth for any EnglishConnect instructor who will be teaching anyone under 21.
Follow all program guidelines contained in the Leader and Teacher guides.

1 If a student has registered online for EnglishConnect using an Church Account, he or she need not be provided a
hard copy of the Privacy Notice.
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EnglishConnect 3
BYU-Pathway Worldwide (“BYU-PW”) can offer EnglishConnect 3 online only in Turkey. Because
BYU-PW will offer EnglishConnect 3 through the Pathway program, it must operate under the same
conditions as Pathway. For more information on EnglishConnect 3 and the Pathway program, please
refer to the Pathway Program Report, under the Church Education key topic for Turkey on InfoGuide.
(In the past, Brigham Young University – Idaho was the entity that offered Pathway programs, but it
transferred its Pathway activities to BYU-PW in 2019.)
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UGANDA

EnglishConnect in Uganda
Summary
June 28, 2018
*This summary applies to EnglishConnect 1, EnglishConnect 2, and Learn English Now only.
The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints in Uganda, a Ugandan non-governmental organization
(the “Ugandan Church”), can carry out the EnglishConnect program in Uganda. The EnglishConnect
program will be part of the Self-Reliance activities already taking place in Uganda. The Ugandan
Church may issue OGC-approved certificates of completion to participants who successfully
complete EnglishConnect courses. We recommend that the Ugandan Church provide a disclosure to
each participant that EnglishConnect courses will contain religious content, that they will not carry
accredited value, and outlining the cost (if any) of EnglishConnect course materials.
The authorization of the EnglishConnect program in Uganda has been made by OGC pursuant to an
expedited review process (approved by Associate General Counsel - International on May 15, 2018)
without specific review by local counsel in Uganda.
The conditions of this approval are that the program be operated in Uganda according to the following
guidelines:
•

•

•

•

•
•
•
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No mass media advertising of the program targeting the general public:
○ I.e., no newspaper, radio, or broadly distributed social media advertising;
○ Handbills, posters, announcements in Church, or “pass-along” cards are
acceptable.
Obtain parental consent for each student 18 years old or under (using the parental
consent form on the Leaders page of the englishconnect.org website):
○ Obtain both parent signatures where possible;
○ If someone 18 or under is actually living on their own, parental consent is not
needed.
Do not charge any fees or costs to the participants for program participation:
○ Program materials can be provided for free (by online download where possible)
or purchased through regular distribution channels by local units or directly by
participants.
At least one-third of all teaching must contain substantial religious content (i.e., religious
content should take up 20 minutes of each hour of instruction or 30 minutes of each
90 minutes of instruction). Note: If the courses are implemented as designed, always
including the gospel lesson or My Foundation for Self-Reliance lesson at the end of each
class, this requirement will be met.
Follow all local country standards for the vetting and calling of teachers of youth for any
EnglishConnect teacher who will be teaching anyone under 21.
Follow all program guidelines contained in the Leader and Teacher guides, which include
the use of the registration system (when available) to ensure data privacy.
Any mission which has never used English teaching as a contacting method must obtain
specific OGC approval before beginning to use EnglishConnect materials, in order to
avoid threats to missionary visas or the Church’s legal status.
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UKR AINE

EnglishConnect in Ukraine
Summary
February 28, 2019
*This summary applies to EnglishConnect 1, EnglishConnect 2, and Learn English Now only.
The Religious Organization of The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints in Ukraine, a Ukrainian
religious organization (the “Religious Organization”), can carry out the EnglishConnect program in
Ukraine., as long as the courses do not provide any type of accreditation. The EnglishConnect program
will be part of the Self-Reliance activities already taking place in Ukraine. The Religious Organization
may issue OGC-approved certificates of completion to participants who successfully complete
EnglishConnect courses. We recommend that the Religious Organization provide a disclosure to
each participant that EnglishConnect courses will contain religious content, that they will not carry
accredited value, and outlining the cost (if any) of EnglishConnect course materials.
The EnglishConnect program in Ukraine was reviewed by local counsel. Based on that review, it should
be operated with the following country-specific guidelines:
•

Written materials describing EnglishConnect, including advertisements, should include
the following note: “EnglishConnect is a charitable activity of the Religious Organization of
The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints in Ukraine aimed at improving the lives of
its members.”

In addition to the country-specific guidelines above, the program should be operated in Ukraine
according to the following general program guidelines:
•

•

•
•

•
•
•
•

No mass media advertising of the program targeting the general public:
○ I.e., no newspaper, radio, or broadly distributed social media advertising;
○ Handbills, posters, announcements in Church, or “pass-along” cards are
acceptable.
Obtain parental consent for each student 18 years old or under (using the parental
consent form attached as Appendix A):
○ Obtain both parent signatures where possible;
○ If someone 18 or under is actually living on their own, parental consent is not
needed.
Provide every student a hard copy of the Church’s Privacy Notice (attached as Appendix B)
and be sure they read it.1
Do not charge any fees or costs to the participants for program participation:
○ Program materials can be provided for free (by on-line download where
possible) or purchased through regular distribution channels by local units or
directly by participants.
At least one-third of all teaching must contain substantial religious content (i.e., religious
content should take up 20 minutes of each hour of instruction or 30 minutes of each 90
minutes of instruction).
Follow all local country standards for the vetting and calling of teachers of youth for any
EnglishConnect teacher who will be teaching anyone under 21.
Follow all program guidelines contained in the Leader and Teacher guides.
Any mission which has never used English teaching as a contacting method must obtain
specific OGC approval before beginning to use EnglishConnect materials, in order to
avoid threats to missionary visas or the Church’s legal status.

1 If a student has registered online for EnglishConnect using a Church Account, he or she need not be provided a
hard copy of the Privacy Notice.
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UNITED KINGDOM

EnglishConnect in the United Kingdom
Summary
August 9, 2018
*This summary applies to EnglishConnect 1, EnglishConnect 2, and Learn English Now only.
The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints (Great Britain), a private unlimited company (“GB”), can
carry out the EnglishConnect program in the United Kingdom (“UK”). The EnglishConnect program
will be part of the Self-Reliance activities already taking place in the UK. GB may issue OGC-approved
certificates of completion to participants who successfully complete EnglishConnect courses. We
recommend that GB provide a disclosure to each participant that EnglishConnect courses will
contain religious content, that they will not carry accredited value, and outlining the cost (if any) of
EnglishConnect course materials.
The EnglishConnect program in the UK was reviewed by local counsel. Based on that review, there are
no country-specific guidelines for the UK, but the program should be operated in the UK according to
the following general program guidelines:
•

•

•

•
•
•
•

No mass media advertising of the program targeting the general public:
○ I.e., no newspaper, radio, or broadly distributed social media advertising;
○ Handbills, posters, announcements in Church, or “pass-along” cards are
acceptable.
Obtain parental consent for each student 18 years old or under (using the parental
consent form attached as Appendix A):
○ Obtain both parent signatures where possible;
○ If someone 18 or under is actually living on their own, parental consent is not
needed.
Do not charge any fees or costs to the participants for program participation:
○ Program materials can be provided for free (by on-line download where
possible) or purchased through regular distribution channels by local units or
directly by participants.
At least one-third of all teaching must contain substantial religious content (i.e., religious
content should take up 20 minutes of each hour of instruction or 30 minutes of each 90
minutes of instruction).
Follow all local country standards for the vetting and calling of teachers of youth for any
EnglishConnect teacher who will be teaching anyone under 21.
Follow all program guidelines contained in the Leader and Teacher guides, which must
include the requirement to follow the attached matrix with regard to data privacy
(attached as Appendix B).
Any mission which has never used English teaching as a contacting method must obtain
specific OGC approval before beginning to use EnglishConnect materials, in order to
avoid threats to missionary visas or the Church’s legal status.

•
The conditions of this approval are that the program be operated in the United States according to the
following guidelines:
• No mass media advertising of the program targeting the general public:
○ I.e., no newspaper, radio, or broadly distributed social media advertising;
○ Handbills, posters, announcements in Church, or “pass-along” cards are
acceptable.
• Obtain parental consent for each student 18 years old or under (using the parental
consent form available on the englishconnect.org website):
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○
○

•

•
•
•
•
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Obtain both parent signatures where possible;
If someone 18 or under is actually living on their own, parental consent is not
needed.
Do not charge any fees or costs to the participants for program participation:
○ Program materials can be provided for free (by on-line download where
possible) or purchased through regular distribution channels by local units or
directly by participants.
At least one-third of all teaching must contain substantial religious content (i.e., religious
content should take up 20 minutes of each hour of instruction or 30 minutes of each 90
minutes of instruction).
Follow all local country standards for the vetting and calling of teachers of youth for any
EnglishConnect teacher who will be teaching anyone under 21.
Follow all program guidelines contained in the Leader and Teacher guides, including strict
adherence to all registration processes.
Any mission which has never used English teaching as a contacting method must obtain
specific OGC approval before beginning to use EnglishConnect materials, in order to
avoid threats to missionary visas or the Church’s legal status.
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UNITED STATES

The conditions of this approval are that the program be operated in the United States according to the
following guidelines:
• No mass media advertising of the program targeting the general public:
○ I.e., no newspaper, radio, or broadly distributed social media advertising;
○ Handbills, posters, announcements in Church, or “pass-along” cards are
acceptable.
• Obtain parental consent for each student 18 years old or under (using the parental
consent form available on the englishconnect.org website):
○ Obtain both parent signatures where possible;
○ If someone 18 or under is actually living on their own, parental consent is not
needed.
• Do not charge any fees or costs to the participants for program participation:
○ Program materials can be provided for free (by on-line download where
possible) or purchased through regular distribution channels by local units or
directly by participants.
• At least one-third of all teaching must contain substantial religious content (i.e., religious
content should take up 20 minutes of each hour of instruction or 30 minutes of each 90
minutes of instruction).
• Follow all local country standards for the vetting and calling of teachers of youth for any
EnglishConnect teacher who will be teaching anyone under 21.
• Follow all program guidelines contained in the Leader and Teacher guides, including strict
adherence to all registration processes.
• Any mission which has never used English teaching as a contacting method must obtain
specific OGC approval before beginning to use EnglishConnect materials, in order to
avoid threats to missionary visas or the Church’s legal status.
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URUGUAY

EnglishConnect in Uruguay
Summary
October 10, 2017
*This summary applies to EnglishConnect 1, EnglishConnect 2, and Learn English Now only.
1.

Legal Entity:

Corporation of the President of The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints, a registered branch
of a foreign legal entity (“COP Uruguay”), can carry out the EnglishConnect program in Uruguay. The
EnglishConnect program will be part of the Self-Reliance activities already taking place in Uruguay.
COP Uruguay has the corporate authority to administer the EnglishConnect program.
2.

Regulations and Licensing Requirements:

COP Uruguay is not subject to any regulations or licensing requirements, including but not limited to
those for education, when it administers the EnglishConnect program.
3.

Tax Consequences:

COP Uruguay is not subject to any tax consequences or reporting obligations if it administers the
EnglishConnect program since it offers these courses free of charge. Administering the EnglishConnect
program will not jeopardize COP Uruguay’s current tax exempt status and activities can take place in
meetinghouses without jeopardizing their property tax exemptions. In order to avoid income tax, COP
Uruguay should provide EnglishConnect materials free of charge, either in hard copy or in electronic
form for participants to download and print at home.1
4.

Other:

Other than those listed below, there are no legal issues arising from COP Uruguay’s administration of
the EnglishConnect program in Uruguay.
a.

Parental Consent. COP Uruguay should obtain written consent from a parent or legal
guardian for all individuals under the age of 18 before they can participate in the
EnglishConnect program.

b.

Missionary Visas. Missionaries may teach EnglishConnect courses in Uruguay without
causing issues with their existing visas.

c.

Certificates. COP Uruguay may issue OGC-approved certificates of completion to
participants who successfully complete EnglishConnect courses. Issuing certificates of
completion will not subject COP Uruguay to additional laws or regulations.

d.

Participant Disclosure. We recommend that the COP Uruguay provide a disclosure to
each participant that EnglishConnect courses will contain religious content, that they
will not carry accredited value, and outlining the cost (if any) of EnglishConnect course
materials. This can be accomplished by including such language in the standard online
registration materials.

1 Because the sale of course materials is outside the permitted purposes of COP Uruguay, Uruguayan tax law dictates
that the income from such sales would be subject to income tax.
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U.S. VIRGIN ISLANDS

EnglishConnect in the U.S. Virgin Islands
Summary
July 11, 2019
*This summary applies to EnglishConnect 1, EnglishConnect 2, and Learn English Now only.
The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints (formerly Corporation of the Presiding Bishop of
The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints), a registered branch of a U.S. nonprofit corporation
sole (the “Church Corporation USVI”), can carry out the EnglishConnect program in the U.S. Virgin
Islands (the “USVI”). The EnglishConnect program will be part of the Self-Reliance activities already
taking place in the USVI. The Church Corporation USVI may issue OGC-approved certificates of
completion to participants who successfully complete EnglishConnect courses. We recommend that
the Church Corporation USVI provide a disclosure to each participant that EnglishConnect courses
will contain religious content, that they will not carry accredited value, and outlining the cost (if any) of
EnglishConnect course materials.
The authorization of the EnglishConnect program in the USVI has been made by OGC pursuant to an
expedited review process (approved by Associate General Counsel - International on May 15, 2018)
without specific review by local counsel in the USVI.
The conditions of this approval are that the program be operated in the USVI according to the
following guidelines:
•

•

•
•

•
•
•
•

No mass media advertising of the program targeting the general public:
○ I.e., no newspaper, radio, or broadly distributed social media advertising;
○ Handbills, posters, announcements in Church, or “pass-along” cards are
acceptable.
Obtain parental consent for each student 18 years old or under (using the parental
consent form attached as Appendix A):
○ Obtain both parent signatures where possible;
○ If someone 18 or under is actually living on their own, parental consent is not
needed.
Provide every student a hard copy of the Church’s Privacy Notice (attached as Appendix B)
and be sure they read it.1
Do not charge any fees or costs to the participants for program participation:
○ Program materials can be provided for free (by on-line download where
possible) or purchased through regular distribution channels by local units or
directly by participants.
At least one-third of all teaching must contain substantial religious content (i.e., religious
content should take up 20 minutes of each hour of instruction or 30 minutes of each 90
minutes of instruction).
Follow all local country standards for the vetting and calling of teachers of youth for any
EnglishConnect teacher who will be teaching anyone under 21.
Follow all program guidelines contained in the Leader and Teacher guides.
Any mission which has never used English teaching as a contacting method must obtain
specific OGC approval before beginning to use EnglishConnect materials, in order to
avoid threats to missionary visas or the Church’s legal status.

1 If a student has registered online for EnglishConnect using a Church Account, then he or she need not be provided
a hard copy of the Privacy Notice.
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VANUATU

EnglishConnect in Vanuatu
Summary
June 28, 2018
*This summary applies to EnglishConnect 1, EnglishConnect 2, and Learn English Now only.
The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints Vanuatu Committee (Inc.), a Vanuatu association (the
“Vanuatu Committee”), can carry out the EnglishConnect program in Vanuatu. The EnglishConnect
program will be part of the Self-Reliance activities already taking place in Vanuatu. The Vanuatu
Committee may issue OGC-approved certificates of completion to participants who successfully
complete EnglishConnect courses. We recommend that the Vanuatu Committee provide a disclosure
to each participant that EnglishConnect courses will contain religious content and that they will not
carry accredited value.1
The authorization of the EnglishConnect program in Vanuatu has been made by OGC pursuant to an
expedited review process (approved by Associate General Counsel - International on May 15, 2018)
without specific review by local counsel in Vanuatu.
The conditions of this approval are that the program be operated in Vanuatu according to the
following guidelines:
• No mass media advertising of the program targeting the general public:
○ I.e., no newspaper, radio, or broadly distributed social media advertising;
○ Handbills, posters, announcements in Church, or “pass-along” cards are
acceptable.
• Obtain parental consent for each student 18 years old or under (using the parental
consent form on the Leaders page of the englishconnect.org website):
○ Obtain both parent signatures where possible;
○ If someone 18 or under is actually living on their own, parental consent is not
needed.
• Do not charge any fees or costs to the participants for program participation:
○ Program materials can be provided for free (by online download where possible)
or purchased through regular distribution channels by local units or directly by
participants.
• At least one-third of all teaching must contain substantial religious content (i.e., religious
content should take up 20 minutes of each hour of instruction or 30 minutes of each
90 minutes of instruction). Note: If the courses are implemented as designed, always
including the gospel lesson or My Foundation for Self-Reliance lesson at the end of each
class, this requirement will be met.
• Follow all local country standards for the vetting and calling of teachers of youth for any
EnglishConnect teacher who will be teaching anyone under 21.
• Follow all program guidelines contained in the Leader and Teacher guides, which include
the use of the registration system (when available) to ensure data privacy.
• Any mission which has never used English teaching as a contacting method must obtain
specific OGC approval before beginning to use EnglishConnect materials, in order to
avoid threats to missionary visas or the Church’s legal status.

1 Local counsel Marie Noelle Patterson was consulted in November 2017 and generally agreed that the program could
be operated under local law and was consistent with the Vanuatu Committee’s purposes, but did not complete her
review of certain Vanuatu laws. In June 2018, OGC, including Pacific Area Legal Counsel Doug Matsumori, concluded
that no further review was necessary, as long as the program guidelines were followed.
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VENEZUALA

EnglishConnect in Venezuela
Summary
October 10, 2017
*This summary applies to EnglishConnect 1, EnglishConnect 2, and Learn English Now only.
1.

Legal Entity:

The Venezuelan Association of The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints, an association
(the “Venezuelan Association”), can carry out the EnglishConnect program in Venezuela. The
EnglishConnect program will be part of the Self-Reliance activities already taking place in Venezuela.
The Venezuelan Association has the corporate authority to administer the EnglishConnect program.
2.

Regulations and Licensing Requirements:

The Venezuelan Association is not subject to any regulations or licensing requirements, including but
not limited to those for education, when it administers the EnglishConnect program, as long as the
program is free and does not carry any official accreditation.
3.

Tax Consequences:

The Venezuelan Association is not subject to any tax consequences or reporting obligations if it
administers the EnglishConnect program since it offers these courses free of charge. Administering the
EnglishConnect program will not jeopardize the Venezuelan Association’s current tax exempt status
and activities can take place in meetinghouses without jeopardizing their property tax exemptions. In
order to avoid value added tax, the Venezuelan Association should provide EnglishConnect materials
for free, either in hard copy or in electronic form for participants to download and print at home.1
4.

Other:

Other than those listed below, there are no legal issues arising from the Venezuelan Association’s
administration of the EnglishConnect program in Venezuela.
a.

Parental Consent. The Venezuelan Association should obtain written consent from
the parent/guardian of all EnglishConnect participants under the age of 18 before
they can participate in the EnglishConnect program. If the participant’s parents are
not both members of the Church, the Venezuelan Association should obtain consent
from both parents. The consent should clearly outline the religious component of the
EnglishConnect program.

b.

Missionary Visas. Missionaries may teach EnglishConnect courses in Venezuela without
causing issues with their existing visas.2

1 If the Venezuelan Association charges a fee for EnglishConnect course materials, even if the fee is nominal, it will
have to charge, collect, and remit value added tax (“VAT”) at the rate of 12%.
2 Given the current political situation in Venezuela, if missionary visa rules change in the future, OGC should consider
whether missionaries should continue to teach EnglishConnect classes.
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c.

Certificates. The Venezuelan Association may issue OGC-approved certificates of
completion to participants who successfully complete EnglishConnect courses. Issuing
certificates of completion will not subject the Venezuelan Association to additional laws
or regulations because they are used for internal purposes and do not carry any official
accreditation.

d.

Participant Disclosure. We recommend that the Venezuelan Association provide a
disclosure to each participant that EnglishConnect courses will contain religious content,
that they will not carry accredited value, and outlining the cost (if any) of EnglishConnect
course materials. This can be accomplished by including such language in the standard
online registration materials.

e.

Non-Member Participants. Due to the political situation in Venezuela, the EnglishConnect
program should be provided only to members of the Church in order to avoid questions
about the program’s purpose from the government.3

3 After consultation with the Product Manager for EnglishConnect with BYU Pathway Worldwide, we understand
that the decision has been made to limit EnglishConnect classes in Venezuela to members of the Church due to local
political sensitivities.
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ZAMBIA

EnglishConnect in Zambia
Summary
December 13, 2021
EnglishConnect 1, EnglishConnect 2, and Learn English Now
The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints in Zambia, a non-profit organization (the
“Organization”), can carry out the EnglishConnect program in Zambia. The EnglishConnect program
will be part of the Self-Reliance activities already taking place in Zambia. The Organization may issue
OGC-approved certificates of completion to participants who successfully complete EnglishConnect
courses. We recommend that the Organization provide a disclosure to each participant that
EnglishConnect courses will contain religious content, that they will not carry accredited value, and
outlining the cost (if any) of EnglishConnect course materials.
The authorization of the EnglishConnect program in Zambia has been made by OGC pursuant to an
expedited review process (approved by Associate General Counsel – International on May 15, 2018)
without specific review by local counsel in Zambia.
The conditions of this approval are that the program be operated in Zambia according to the following
guidelines:
•

•

•
•

•
•
•
•

The program may be advertised through mass media (newspaper, radio, paid social
media ads) or by handbills, posters, announcements in Church, or “pass-along” cards,
provided the advertisements contain:
○ Prominent placement of the Church’s name;
○ A statement that there is no cost for EnglishConnect novice programs; and
○ A statement that EnglishConnect novice programs are not accredited.
Obtain parental consent for each student 18 years old or under (using the parental
consent form attached as Appendix A):
○ Obtain both parent signatures where possible;
○ If someone 18 or under is actually living on their own, parental consent is not
needed.
Provide every student a hard copy of the Church’s Privacy Notice (attached as Appendix B)
and be sure they read it.1
Do not charge any fees or costs to the participants for program participation:
○ Program materials can be provided for free (by on-line download where
possible) or purchased through regular distribution channels by local units or
directly by participants.
At least one-third of all teaching must contain substantial religious content (i.e., religious
content should take up 20 minutes of each hour of instruction or 30 minutes of each 90
minutes of instruction).
Require instructors to complete the required Church training, “Protecting Children and
Youth,” and follow all local country standards for the vetting and calling of teachers of
youth for any EnglishConnect teacher who will be teaching anyone under 21.
Follow all program guidelines contained in the Leader and Teacher guides.
Any mission in this country that has never used English teaching as a contacting method
must obtain specific OGC approval before beginning to use EnglishConnect materials, in
order to avoid threats to missionary visas or the Church’s legal status.

1If a student has registered online for EnglishConnect using an LDS Account, then he or she need not be provided a
hard copy of the Privacy Notice.
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EnglishConnect 3
BYU-Pathway Worldwide (“BYU-PW”) can offer EnglishConnect 3 in Zambia. Because BYU- PW will
offer EnglishConnect 3 through the Pathway program, it must operate under the same conditions as
Pathway. For more information on EnglishConnect 3 and the Pathway program, please refer to the
Pathway Program Report, under the Church Education key topic for Zambia on InfoGuide. (In the past,
Brigham Young University – Idaho was the entity that offered Pathway programs, but it transferred its
Pathway activities to BYU-PW in 2019.
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ZIMBABWE

EnglishConnect in Zimbabwe
Summary
June 28, 2018, updated January 18, 20221
*This summary applies to EnglishConnect 1, EnglishConnect 2, and Learn English Now only.
The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints in Zimbabwe, a common law corporation (the
“Zimbabwe Church”), can carry out the EnglishConnect program in Zimbabwe. The EnglishConnect
program will be part of the Self-Reliance activities already taking place in Zimbabwe. The Zimbabwe
Church may issue OGC-approved certificates of completion to participants who successfully complete
EnglishConnect courses. We recommend that the Zimbabwe Church provide a disclosure to each
participant that EnglishConnect courses will contain religious content, that they will not carry
accredited value, and outlining the cost (if any) of EnglishConnect course materials.
The EnglishConnect program should be operated in Zimbabwe according to the following general
program guidelines:
•

•

•
•

•

The program may be advertised through mass media (newspaper, radio, paid social
media ads)2 or by handbills, posters, announcements in Church, or “pass-along” cards,
provided the advertisements contain:
○ Prominent placement of the Church’s name;
○ A statement that there is no cost for EnglishConnect novice programs; and
○ A statement that EnglishConnect novice programs are not accredited.
Obtain parental consent for each student 18 years old or under (using the parental
consent form attached as Appendix A):
○ Obtain both parent signatures where possible;
○ If someone 18 or under is actually living on their own, parental consent is not
needed.
Provide every student a hard copy of the Church’s Privacy Notice (attached as Appendix B)
and be sure they read it.3
Do not charge any fees or costs to the participants for program participation:
○ Program materials can be provided for free (by on-line download where
possible) or purchased through regular distribution channels by local units or
directly by participants.
At least one-third of all teaching must contain substantial religious content (i.e., religious
content should take up 20 minutes of each hour of instruction or 30 minutes of each 90
minutes of instruction).

1 The authorization of the EnglishConnect program in Zimbabwe was originally made by OGC pursuant to an
expedited review process (approved by Associate General Counsel – International on May 15, 2018) without specific
review by local counsel in Zimbabwe. In November 2021, EnglishConnect proposed broad paid advertising of the
program. On January 18, 2022, Kirton McConkie attorney Karen Taylor DelPriore held a call with local counsel
Wellington Magaya of Coghlan, Welsh & Guest, where counsel confirmed that there are no legal issues with broad
advertising of EnglishConnect, or with the program generally. This summary was updated on January 18, 2022 to
reflect that conversation and to add information about EnglishConnect.
2 Physical advertisements in Zimbabwe, such as billboards, are regulated at the local city council level. The Zimbabwe
Church must get permission from the local city council before it places a billboard on public or private property. The
fee for placing a billboard depends on the size of the advertisement. The Zimbabwe Church can apply for permission
on its own or use an accredited advertising agency to help it navigate the registration process. No permission or
regulations apply to electronic or newspaper ads.
3 If a student has registered online for EnglishConnect using an LDS Account, then he or she need not be provided a
hard copy of the Privacy Notice.
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•
•
•

Require instructors to complete the required Church training, “Protecting Children and
Youth,” and follow all local country standards for the vetting and calling of teachers of
youth for any EnglishConnect teacher who will be teaching anyone under 21.
Follow all program guidelines contained in the Leader and Teacher guides.
Any mission which has never used English teaching as a contacting method must obtain
specific OGC approval before beginning to use EnglishConnect materials, in order to
avoid threats to missionary visas or the Church’s legal status.

EnglishConnect 3
BYU-Pathway Worldwide (“BYU-PW”) can offer EnglishConnect 3 in Zimbabwe. Because BYU-PW will
offer EnglishConnect 3 through the Pathway program, it must operate under the same conditions
as Pathway. For more information on EnglishConnect 3 and the Pathway program, please refer to
the Pathway Program Report, under the Church Education key topic for Zimbabwe on InfoGuide.
(In the past, Brigham Young University – Idaho was the entity that offered Pathway programs, but it
transferred its Pathway activities to BYU-PW in 2019.)
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NOT APPROVED COUNTRIES

CUBA

EnglishConnect in Cuba
Summary
December 7, 2017
*This summary applies to EnglishConnect 1, EnglishConnect 2, and Learn English Now only.
As of December 7, 2017, Self-Reliance activities, including EnglishConnect, have not been approved for
Cuba. Due to the small relative potential size of the EnglishConnect program and the fact that SelfReliance activities are not currently approved, no legal review of the EnglishConnect program has been
carried out for Cuba at this time. If, in the future, Self-Reliance Services decides to move forward with
the EnglishConnect program, they should first contact the Office of General Counsel and request the
proper legal review.
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NOT APPROVED COUNTRIES

RUSSIA

EnglishConnect in Russia
Summary
September 18, 2018
*This summary applies to EnglishConnect 1, EnglishConnect 2, and Learn English Now only.
As of September 18, 2018, the Church Office of General Counsel has given a “no-implementation”
status for EnglishConnect 1, EnglishConnect 2, and Learn English Now in Russia.
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APPENDIX A

PARENTAL CONSENT FORM

Your child, _________________________________________ , has requested your permission to participate in the EnglishConnect
program.
EnglishConnect is an English-language learning program affiliated with The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints, a
worldwide Christian church with headquarters in Salt Lake City (the “Church”). The program is designed to increase English
language proficiency through in-person lessons, online and/or audio modules, and additional course work.
EnglishConnect instruction is provided by volunteers affiliated with the Church. Although lessons are intended to improve
English language proficiency, they will also contain religious content.
There is no fee for EnglishConnect courses, but there may be a minimal fee for course materials.
EnglishConnect courses do not carry any type of accreditation, degree or unit by any educational or training program or training
institution.
Your child may only participate in the EnglishConnect program with your express consent. In granting your consent, you
agree:
1.
You are the parent or legal guardian of the minor named above;
2.
You have read the information herein and authorize your child to participate in the EnglishConnect program;
and
3.
All individuals whose personal information is provided on this form have received the Church Global Privacy
Notice, which is available on www.churchofjesuschrist.org/legal/privacy.
Printed Name:

_________________________________________

Signature:

_________________________________________

Printed Name:

_________________________________________

Signature:

_________________________________________
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DATA PRIVACY SUMMARY

May 2018
The EnglishConnect program is an English teaching program currently being piloted in the United
States and certain English speaking countries throughout the world. The EnglishConnect program
is run at the stake or mission level, with classes being taught either by instructors who are called by
stake leadership or by full time missionaries. Participants include members of the Church, as well as
investigators who are age twelve or older.
Information is expected to be collected on EnglishConnect students in order to keep track of them and
to track their attendance progress. In general, it is not expected that the collected data will be shared
throughout the Church, but it should be assumed that such sharing might take place, especially during
the pilot stage when various metrics are being evaluated.
Data is expected to be collected through an on-line registration portal. The following information will
be captured on that portal: LDS Account information (name, phone number, email, mailing address,
sex, date of birth, stake, ward), courses enrolled in, and attendance record. The system will also collect
a social security or other ID number and BYU number for participants who have previously been BYU
or BYU-Pathway students.
EnglishConnect students fall into one of the four boxes below. The expected data privacy treatment of
the data from individuals in each of these boxes is described separately below.

MEMBERS

NON-MEMBERS

Because Church members have already
consented to the use of their data pursuant
to normal Church procedures, no further
measures will be taken. Adult Church
members can register on-line and provide the
specified data without any further procedures
concerning data privacy.

Same as above;

Non-member adults (and minors) will be
required to register through the on-line
registration system, beginning with creation
of an LDS Account (thus satisfying worldwide
data privacy requirements).
OR
For non-members who do not register online, only that data that may permissibly be
collected by missionaries will be collected
and stored by the missionaries according to
Missionary Department
instructions for investigator records.
Same as above;

AND

A parental consent form will be collected from
the minor’s parent/guardian that contains
ONLY the minor’s name and his/her parent/
guardian name, and will contain the statement,
“All individuals whose personal information is
provided on this form have received the Church
Global Privacy Notice, which is available on

www.churchofjesuschrist.org/legal/privacy”

AND

A parental consent form will be collected from
the minor’s parent/guardian that contains
ONLY the minor’s name and his/her parent/
guardian name, and will contain the statement,
“All individuals whose personal information
is provided on this form have received
the Church Global Privacy Notice, which is
available on

www.churchofjesuschrist.org/legal/privacy”

In addition to the foregoing, a reference to the Church’s global privacy notice (including the web
address) will be included in leader, instructor and participant materials.
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CHURCH PRIVACY NOTICE

Church Privacy Notice

(Effective April 6, 2021)

In this Notice, we, The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints and its entities, provide you with Information about how we
process your personal data. When referring to “us” or “we” or “our” we mean the Church and Church entities.

1. Who controls your personal data?

The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints acts through its representatives and Church entities
when we process your personal data. When you share personal data with us, you are sharing it with
the Church through Church entities
a. The Church.
The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints (the “Church”) is a community of people who believe
the same religious doctrine. practice the same religious rites and ordinances. and are governed by
ecclesiastical principles Local units of the Church, such as wards, branches. stakes. districts, missions.
and areas, are merely subdivisions of this community of believers and are not separate legal entities;
limited exceptions apply.
b. Church entities
To satisfy temporal affairs needs and fulfill other purposes of the Church, a legal structure composed
of various distinct legal entities assists the Church throughout the world. These distinct legal entities
(herein “Church entities”) are legally separate from the Church. One of those Church entities. The
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints. a Utah corporation sole. together with one or more other
Church entities. processes your personal data as responsible joint data controllers. Some Church
entities may receive personal data as data processors to provide services to those Church entities
that act as data controllers. At your request. we will provide you with information as to which Church
entities process your personal data.

2. What personal data do we collect?

We collect personal data that (a) you actively submit to us. (b) we record, and (c) we obtain from
third parties. We may process your personal data with or without automatic means, including
collection, recording, organization, structuring, storage, adaptation or alteration, analysis, retrieval.
consultation, use, disclosure by transmission, dissemination or otherwise making available, alignment
or combination. restriction. erasure, or destruction of your personal data
a. Actively submitted data.
You submit personal data to us when you join the Church, seek Church ordinances, request
Church materials, request access to Church tools or ser-vices, or engage in other interactions or
communications with the Church. When you interact with the Church, we generally process name,
birth date. birthplace, telephone number, email address, physical address, photo, gender, donation/
payment information, and so on. You may provide us with additional information to participate at
your own initiative in surveys, contests. or other activities or events, including when you participate in
video or audio recordings, such as when using video conferencing technology. Participation in surveys,
contests. and similar activities is optional. If you do not wish to participate in, or provide personal
data in connection with, such activities, this will not affect your membership status or ability to use
available Church tools or services. In each such case you will know what personal data you provide to
us because you actively and voluntarily submit the data.
b. Data we obtain from third parties and passively submitted data.
When local law permits, you may submit personal data, including contact information about someone
© 2021 by Intellectual Reserve. Inc. All rights reserved Versiai• 4/21. PD60000C05
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Church Privacy Notice Continued
other than yourself (in other words, a third party) to allow us to make contact with that person. make
a delivery, or otherwise meet your request. When providing personal data about anyone other than
yourself, you must first obtain the other person’s informed consent if his or her consent is legally
required. If you or someone else has provided us with your personal contact information and you
would like to request that we do not contact you further. please follow the unsubscribe or opt-out
procedures provided on the specific site. newsletter or email notification. or please contact us at:
DataPrivacyOfficer@ChurchofJesusChrist.org.
We may process and make publicly available personal data obtained from published sources. We may
process and publish living information in compliance with applicable local laws.
Your location-based information may be collected by some mobile applications for the purpose of
helping you find the nearest temple or meetinghouse location or for a similar reason. You can edit the
settings on your device to opt out of location-based services.
When you visit any of our resources. our servers (using log files or filtering systems) may collect
information that your web browser sends any time you visit a website. This information may include
but is not limited to your Internet Protocol address (IP address). browser type, operating system,
language preference, any referring web page you were visiting before you came to our site, the date
and time of each visitor request. information you search for on our resources, and other information
collected by cookies or similar technologies. Please refer to the Cookie Preferences tool (“Cookies
Tool”) posted on each of our mobile applications and websites to learn more about cookies. including
the types of cookies and to specify which cookies we use. If you do not accept cookies, however, you
may not be able to use some sections or functions of our sites or applications, as outlined in the
Cookies Tool.

3. For what purposes do we process personal data?

We process personal data for ecclesiastical, genealogy, humanitarian. social welfare, missionary,
teaching, and other operational and administrative purposes.
We use personal data to provide ecclesiastical and other related services to fulfill the mission of the
Church. We may use and analyze personal data (including data about how you use our tools and
services) to (a) contact you or others, (b) create and maintain membership records, (c) fulfill requests
you make, (d) seek your voluntary feedback, (e) customize or personalize features or content on our
tools or services, (f) evaluate eligibility to participate in temple and other ordinances, missionary
service, volunteer or leadership positions, or (g) administer Church religious education. welfare, or
other Church programs. In this context. the legal basis for our processing of your personal data is
either the necessity to perform contractual and other obligations that we have towards you or carrying
out of our legitimate activities as a church.
We may also use your data to comply with applicable laws and exercise legal rights as the basis for our
data processing.
We may also use your personal data for internal purposes. including auditing, data analysis, system
troubleshooting, and research. In these cases. we base our processing on legitimate interests in
performing the activities of the Church.

4. With whom do we share personal data?

We share your personal data with other parties in the following circumstances:
a. Third-party providers
We may provide personal data to third parties for their processing in performing functions in our
behalf as data processors (for example, payment processing, maintenance, security, data analysis,
hosting, measurement services, data-driven social media messaging, surveys and so on). In such
instances, in accordance with this Notice required to protect personal data from additional processing
(including for marketing purposes) and from transfer.
© 2021 by Intellectual Reserve. Inc. All rights reserved Versiai• 4/21. PD60000C05
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b. Church entities
We may transfer personal data to any Church entity to accomplish Church purposes. Your general
membership information. If you are a member of the Church and any optional information you may
choose to provide (for example, email address and photo or video that you provide or that we capture
with your permission) may be shared with Church members in your ward or branch and stake or
district, or with other participants in a program in which you participate, as necessary for the Church
purposes listed above. Some of your information may also be viewable on a limited and restricted
basis on our internet resources, including ChurchofJesusChrist.org. You may opt out of sharing
information or limit the optional information you share by modifying your profile preferences on
individual resources or by contacting us using the information provided below.
c. Legal requirements
We may access and disclose your personal data, posts, journal entries, online chats, personal notes,
content or other submissions to any resource if we have a good-faith belief that doing so is required
by a subpoena, by a judicial or administrative order, or is otherwise required by law. Additionally, we
may disclose your personal information and other information: as required by law or to exercise or
defend legal rights; to take precautions against liability; to maintain and protect the rights, property,
or safety of the of the resource of any individual or of the general public; to maintain and protect the
security and integrity of our services from fraudulent, abusive, or unlawful uses; to investigate and
defend ourselves against third-party claims or allegations; or to assist government law enforcement
agencies.

5. Where do we store personal data?

We may store your personal data in data centers in the United States in cloud storage solutions, or
on the premises of Church entities. To ensure the adequacy of protection of data transfer and other
jurisdictions, we have concluded data transfer and processing agreements between the respective
Church entities and their service providers, which agreements include Standard Contractual Clauses
approved by the European Commission in compliance with EU law (which you may be entitled to
review if you contact us as suggested at the end of this Notice)

6. How do we secure personal data?

We use technical and organizational measures to protect the personal data we receive against loss,
misuse, and unauthorized altercation and to protect its confidentiality. We regularly review our
security procedures and consider appropriate new security technology and methods. We also use
current encryption technology and methods. We also use current encryption technology to encrypt
the transmission of data on our log-in pages. However, because we cannot guarantee the complete
security of these encryption technologies, please use caution when submitting personal data online.

7. How long do we retain personal data?

We retain collected personal data including information collected via mobile applications and other
submissions, for a reasonable period of time to fulfill the processing purposes mentioned above. We
then archive it for time periods or necessitated by law or legal considerations. When archival is no
longer required, we delete personal data from our records, with the exception of limited historical
profile information, general genealogy records, and personal information retained as a part of a
permanent genealogical, membership, or Church historical record.

8. How can you access and correct your personal data?

We endeavor to maintain the accuracy of personal data and rely on you to ensure your personal data
is complete and accurate. You may request access to your personal data and verify, correct, or rectify
(including update) it, block your personal data through your website-specific registration, through your
profile, or through your Church Member Account, as applicable.
If you are a Church member, some of your personal data may be updated only by making changes to
your Church membership record. Such changes must be made by contacting the clerk in your Church
unit and requesting the change.
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You may contact us to exercise additional study rights such as data portability, objection in accordance
with applicable laws, restriction of processing, and erasure of your personal data. You also have the
right to lodge a complaint with a supervisory authority.
If you experience problems with modifying your personal data, you can contact us as suggested at the
bottom of this Notice.

9. Effective date and amendments

This Notice is effective April 6, 2021 and may be amended from time to time.

10. Contact us

Inquiries concerning this Notice or the security of personal data that we process may be sent through
email, fax or mail:
EMAIL
FAX
MAIL

DataPrivacyOfficer@ChurchofJesusChrist.org
1-801-240-1187
Data Privacy Office
50 East North Temple Street
Salt Lake City, UT 84150-0005
USA

© 2021 by Intellectual Reserve. Inc. All rights reserved Versiai• 4/21. PD60000C05
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ADVERTISING APPROVALS SUMMARY

Interested in advertising EnglishConnect in your area?
EnglishConnect novice programs (EnglishConnect 1 & 2) should include:
(i) prominent placement of the Church’s name;
(ii) a statement that there is no cost for EnglishConnect novice programs; and
(iii) a statement that EnglishConnect novice programs are not accredited.
EnglishConnect intermediate program (EnglishConnect 3) should include:
(i) prominent placement of the Church’s name;
(ii) a statement that there cost for EnglishConnect 3; and
(iii) a statement that EnglishConnect 3 is not accredited.
EnglishConnect 1 & 2 are available for free and taught by volunteers from The Church of Jesus Christ of Latterday Saints. EnglishConnect does not provide university credit.
Here are a few examples for EnglishConnect 1 & 2

For questions and approval promoting EnglishConnect locally please email learn@englishconnect.org
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ADVERTISING APPROVED COUNTRIES

Advertising Approved for EnglishConnect Novice Programs (EnglishConnect 1 & 2, Learn English Now)
Advertisements should contain:
(i) prominent placement of the Church’s name;
(ii) a statement that there is no cost for EnglishConnect novice courses; and
(iii) a statement that EnglishConnect novice courses do not carry any accreditation.

Africa Central

Burundi
Cameroon
Dem. Republic of the Congo
Kenya

Ads are acceptable, but the local entity must have an outdoor advertising license
to place billboards or promotional posters outside Church property.

Republic of thr Congo
Rwanda

Ads are acceptable, but the local entity must have permission required to place
posters in public locations.

Tanzania
Uganda
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Advertising Approved Countries Continued

Africa South

Angola

Ads are acceptable, but any paid ads must be issued by a registered ad agency.

Eswatini
Lesotho
Madagascar
Malawi
Mozambique
Namibia
Zambia
Zimbabwe
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Advertising Approved Countries Continued

Asia North

Guam
Japan
Micronesia
Northern Mariana Islands
Palau
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Africa West

Benin
Ghana
Ivory Coast
Liberia
Mali
Nigeria
Sierra Leone
Togo
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Brazil

Brazil

Central America

Belize
Costa Rica
El Salvador
Guatemala
Honduras
Nicaragua
Panama
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Carribean

Anguilla
Antigua & Barbuda
Aruba
Bahamas
Barbados
Bermuda
Bonaire
BVI
Cayman Islands
Curacao
Dominica
Dominican Republic
French Guiana
Grenada
Guadeloupe
Guyana
Haiti
Jamaica
Martinique
Montserrat
Puerto Rico
St. Barthelemy
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St. Kitts & Nevis
St. Lucia
St. Martin
St. Vincent & Grenadines
Sint Maarten
Suriname
Trinidad & Tobago
Turks and Caicos
USVI
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Europe

Albania
Austria
Belgium
Bosnia & Herzegovina
Cape Verde
Croatia
Cyprus
Czech Republic
Denmark
Finland
Germany
Greece
Hungary
Iceland
Ireland
Italy
Luxembourg
Montenegro
Netherlands
Norway
Romania
Serbia
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Slovak Republic
Spain
Sweden
United Kingdom
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Pacific
American Samoa
Fiji
New Zealand
Papua New Guinea
Samoa
Solomon Islands
Tonga
Vanuatu
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South America Northwest
Colombia

Ads are acceptable but should contain a statement that participation is at the
discretion of the local entity (i.e., “reserved right of admission” or similar.

Ecuador

Ads are acceptable but should not depict minors (under age 18).

Peru

South America South
Argentina

Ads are acceptable but should include a statement that the program is not
approved by the Minister of Education and that completion does not guarantee
employment, in addition to the statements required by the general program
guidelines.

Chile
Paraguay
Uruguay
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Domestic
United States and Canada
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We are comfortable with putting the U.S. and Canada on the approved list for
advertising of EnglishConnect. You should follow the same general guidance we
have given elsewhere by including the name of the Church, stating that classes
are free, and stating that they are not accredited. [Karen DelPriore Tuesday,
February 8, 2022 at 5:01 PM]
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ADVERTISING NOT APPROVED COUNTRIES

Advertising Not Approved for EnglishConnect Novice Programs (EnglishConnect 1 & 2, Learn English Now)
Broad advertising of EnglishConnect is not allowed in the following countries. Unless otherwise noted
below, EnglishConnect should only be promoted by word of mouth, through announcements in Church
meetings, or through handbills/posters inside Church buildings in the countries listed below. Additional
restrictions may apply as listed below.

Africa Central

Ethiopia

Asia North

Philippines
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The local entity’s articles specify that any programs it carries out should be for
the benefit of Church members, so EnglishConnect should only be promoted to
Church members and their friends, and not to the general public.
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Europe

Kosovo

EnglishConnect should be offered ONLY to Church members and existing
missionary contacts.

Macedonia

Europe East

Armenia
Belarus

EC should only be offered to Church members and should not used by
missionaries.

Bulgaria
Estonia
Kazakhstan

EnglishConnect should be offered ONLY to Church members and not advertised
broadly.

Latvia
Lithuania
Moldova

EnglishConnect courses in Moldova should not contain religious content.

Turkey

EnglishConnect should be offered ONLY to Church members and only advertised
through word of mouth.

Ukraine

EnglishConnect should not be advertised to the general public. To the extent
they are promoted to Church members, any written materials, including
advertisements, should include the following language: “EnglishConnect is a
charitable activity of the Religious Organization of The Church of Jesus christ of
Latter-day Saints in Ukraine aimed at improving the lives of its members.”
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Advertising Not Approved Countries Continued

Middle East Africa North

Egypt

EnglishConnect should be offered ONLY to non-Egyptian Church members.

Jordan

EnglishConnect should be offered ONLY to Church members.

Kuwait

EnglishConnect should be offered ONLY to Church members.

Lebanon

EnglishConnect should be offered ONLY to Church members.

Oman

EnglishConnect should be offered ONLY to Church members.

United Arab Emirates

EnglishConnect should be offered ONLY to Church members.

Pacific

French Polynesia

EnglishConnect should not be advertised to the general public - handbills,
posters, announcements at Church or “pass-along” cards are acceptable

South America Northwest

Bolivia

EnglishConnect should be offered ONLY to Church members and missionary
investigators.

Venezuela

Due to the political situation in Venezuela, EnglishConnect should be provided
ONLY to members of the Church.
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APPENDIX C

NOVICE PROGR AMS NOT APPROVED &
NO ADVERTISING COUNTRIES
EnglishConnect Novice Programs (EnglishConnect 1 & 2, Learn English Now) Not Approved - No Advertising
EnglishConnect is not approved in the countries below and should not be advertised.

Asia

Cambodia
Hong Kong

The EnglishConnect program is not currently approved in the Asia Area.
Instead, countries in the Asia Area use “English Conversations,” a PowerPoint
program with no written materials, used to facilitate informal English
conversation groups. Neither EnglishConnect nor English Conversations should
be advertised in any country in the Asia Area.

India
Indonesia
Laos
Macau
Malaysia
Mongolia
Myanmar
Nepal
Singapore
Sri Lanka
Taiwan
Thailand
Vietnam
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Novice Programs Not Approved & No Advertising Countries Continued

Carribean

Cuba

Europe

Portugal
Slovenia

Middle East Africa North

Saudi Arabia
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